Mount Bushmore
o
El blues Celestial de George W. Bush
en un universo paralelo
Farcitragedy en formato de telenovela

“Un mapa del mundo sin utopia en él no vale una segunda mirada ”
Oscar Wylde
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Mount Bushmore*
“Aunque oscurecido, esta es la forma de la tierra de Angélica”
William Blake (“America”)

“…Fue en el teatro que el ciudadano griego se vio y obedecía
a la máxima de Delfos: ala conocer a ti mismo
Lo mejor de todo, en las comedias...
aprendió a verse, irónicamente
lo demás veían, castigado por su risa dolorosa...

…Y en las tragedias vio, en las más grandes figuras de héroes y dioses, haciendo señas a
los mismos potenciales cuya imitación en momentos de crisis, le ayudaría a superar la
mediocridad de la caja fuerte y el habitual”
Lewis Mumford (“La ciudad en la historia”)
* Para ver que parafrasea así "Mount Rushmore" espere los reconocimientos al final de este Resumen..
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Rumsfeld reúne Perle, Wolfowitz y Cheney en un club de campo para esperar a Bush que
viene a pedir sus opiniones sobre un plan pensó después de su reelección le dio la confianza
en sí mismo: él quiere enfrentar en TV Noam Chomsky, vivo y difusión a nivel nacional.
Todos saben que lo han elegido Bush como su frente es que, como jóvenes, se había inspirado
en la línea de Mark Twain "Si quiere gobernar dirección a los idiotas; son una mayoría"y
pensaban que haciéndole un presidente la mayoría consideraría que tampoco tenían una
oportunidad de convertirse en éxitos demasiado o que se pagaron un piropo halagador por
tener a alguien como ellos en la casa blanca; la banda también considera que tiene una buena
relación con esa mayoría y un lenguaje corporal perfecto para comunicarse con él y hacer su
lenguaje corporal más convincente que no decirle todos los hechos para que él, al menos la
mitad, cree las mentiras que dice en la televisión. Antes de que él llegue discuten sobre las
formas en que podrían aprovechar todos los posibles resultados del encuentro de Bush con
Chomsky. Otro tema en la agenda es lo que se llamó la gente de Rumsfeld sobre sus fallos
sobre un magnate americano que, influenciado por la presentación de un megathinker
americano europeo "ciudades de Greenbelt," fue a uno de ellos y desde allí, como DJ, ha
lanzado ataques terriblemente sarcásticos y también influyentes, a Bush y su pandilla. Se
atención de Bush y su experimento de Chomsky a este DJ y dan una sesión informativa y una
lluvia de ideas sobre cómo manejar todo esto, pero durante la proyección de material
fotográfico que acompaña a la poesía y música o el sarcasmo presentado por DJ, Bush caídas
dormido y muchas cosas que oye que sólo aprende a través de su inconsciente o a través de lo
que sueña, o mitad-dormido-mitad-despierta alucina sobre ellos; por ejemplo él oye de ya sea
Rumsfeld o la lectura de DJ Allende última intervención, diciendo adiós y agradeciendo a la
gente de Chile, antes de, como muestra una foto, que llevaba un casco y tomó una pistola y
con sus guardias salió del edificio donde fueron bombardeados, y mitad dormido contrasta su
uso día de "misión cumplida" que siente como si fuera un mosquito-tamaño piloto en el avión
que bombardeó Allende y en el que Allende fue de casco en su foto; also he también descubre
un talento latente para canciones parafraseando incluso durante su sueño cuando, a través de
su síndrome de privación de alcohol la mitad y mitad a través de emborracharse (después de
una pieza muy vehemente de la DJ grabado sarcasmo) sueña medio despierto y medio
dormido que todos tres dioses, cristiana, judía y musulmana, canta a él una licencia para beber
en la melodía de una canción prometiendo abstenerse de beben, a él abstenerse de matar
(también él parafrasea "Working class hero" de Lennon en un completo "héroe clase
gobernante"). Entre otras cosas, Rumsfeld también presenta la presentación de DJ de "Los
Libertadores", de "Canto General" de Neruda y su traducción; a continuación, hojas de Bush
para prepararse para su vuelo a Europa y a la banda, liderada por Perle, danzas (para los pasos
de tarantela de Nicholson batmanian Joker cuando con su cuadrilla arrasaba con exposiciones
de la ciudad museo de Gotham, pero sin oír también la traducción) canción de Neruda en eso
Génesis en que Jehová distribuye el mundo a United fruitAnaconda Coca Cola, etc. y
estableció "óperas de bufón" y dirigidas por moscas de mierda adictas a la mierda, sangre y
mermelada de dictaduras e hizo desaparecer como si a través de Magos en naves mirando
como bandejas de servir a los recursos de América Latina. Vuelan para el fin de semana a
Europa (llevar su propia comida y aseos por temor a tener también su ADN secuestrado por
secuestrar a su excremento) y entrar en casa de DJ (ya comprobado y rodeado de guardias) al
tiempo que es la misma canción de DJ-ing y antes de escuchar la parte después de su llegada
(relativa a un indio colapsado que Unidos otra pieza de fruta muerta para el cubo de basura de
la fruta) la pandilla también escucha la traducción de las melodías allegro que bailaron y con
que identifica (es decir, con una banda de mierda-moscas y bufones). En el curso de la
discusión de Bush con el DJ y su esposa (y su hija kid) sobre temas que van desde Rocky 2, a
la Conferencia del Nobel de Pinter, a Neruda, a Theodorakis, a objetores de conciencia, Frayn
jugar "Copenhague", Einstein y Heisenberg y Feynman, a Lewis Mumford (el americano
megathinker), a favor del creacionismo versus evolucionismo en Estados Unidos y muchas
otras cosas y personas, también aprendemos que este DJ tiene el mismo nombre con el
magnate, y a través de algo casi accidental lo llevó para el magnate y había exagerado su
influencia potencial, de lo contrario no podría nunca han ido allí de todos modos. En el curso
de la presentación Bush resulta ser un muy alerta, notando, persona inteligente y sensible, con
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también un gran sentido del humor, algo que confirma las sospechas que el entumecimiento
mental y ético generalmente asociado con él fue consecuencia de los estímulos, discusión y,
en general, entrada alimentados a él y a todas las personas estadounidenses que votaron por
él, por la banda y los medios de comunicación que controlan. La banda, con la excepción de
Rumsfeld, permanece muda en la discusión, sólo el cuidar ver si hay algo que puede atraer
cualquier cantidad de atención de la opinión pública o hacer su manera a ella a través de, o
más bien a pesar de los medios de comunicación. Rumsfeld es mudo solamente en el
principio, pero como diapositivas comienzan a proyectarse, esposa de DJ que hace la mayor
parte de la que habla, él sufre las mismas cataratas y decae a dormir que Bush estaba
sufriendo en el country club y durante ellas sueña o mitad-dormido-mitad-despierta alucina,
cosas relacionadas con tanto su inconsciente individual y de consciente e inconsciente de US,
su inconsciente superficie individual principalmente relativas a su superyó detrás de su
habitual superego Al Capone, es decir, Nietzsche, que Rumsfeld expira muy conmovedora
ridiculiza su audacia para tener la impresión de que él y neocons son Nietzscheans (su
Nietzsche también dice que no leía Yalom para ver lo que él piensa que fue supuestamente la
razón (Nietzsche) lloró es que la principal razón que llora para que la clase siguiente que
finalmente atrajo fueron personas como Rumsfeld y los neocons (y Gordon Liddy de los
tiempos de Watergate) .mientras que la gente que realmente atrajo su admiración y estima
fueron algunas decenas de miles de objetores de conciencia, entre ellos Theodorakis (que en
Estados Unidos sólo es conocido por su música de Zorba, no por su activismo, ni por su
música de Neruda Canto General) que tenía algunas tribulaciones bastante similar a la de su
propio superego (de Nietzsche), es decir, Spartacus). Entonces, no para hacer que Bush tiene
secretos de la banda, pero sólo para relajarse más íntimamente con él y su esposa mientras
escucha mejor Neruda Theodorakis, el DJ se deshace de la presencia de la banda recitando un
poema que no sólo es un insulto para ellos, pero también es, en la recitación y no en forma
cantada, capaces de les engañar, haciéndole pensar que sólo atraería a la atención de fanáticos
de la cultura y no de votar o demostración de masas, y la cuadrilla, morder el anzuelo,
ridiculizar la esperanza de que tales poemas podrían marcar la diferencia y salir de él, Perle
entre ellos diciendo que "vieron la parte blanca del ojo". En las últimas horas todos tres de
ellos ven muy profundamente en el Canto y su música y preparación DJ-ing del día siguiente
pero todos ellos no pueden entender a qué exactamente óptico de la imagen (o videoclipcomo cosa) una canción sobre las aves y canciones sobre "América mi amor" es una banda
sonora después de un cierto giro de su melodía y los versos. Finalmente parte por la noche
después de dar a Bush ensobrado para la lectura de la hora de acostarse o tarea (muy similar
con el contenido del programa de teatro en las manos después del contorno presente). A la
mañana siguiente, canta de Bush a la banda un poco el poema que el DJ sólo había recitado y,
temiendo otra vez que algo en forma cantada podría apelar a la opinión pública, venga a ver la
larga noche de Domingo DJ-ing. Un agente, doble que vueltas hacia fuera (puesto que es un
muy buen amigo del DJ), a los que Rumsfeld usos para mantener un ojo en el DJ, enojado que
no estaba aún notificada su jefe estaba llegando, juega el truco de poner bugs donde Bush y su
pandilla están sentados. Durante las partes instrumentales de una pelea de Bush y Rumsfeld
de canción, en susurros (como traviesos estudiantes en el aula), sobre el tema, propuesto por
Bush, inicialmente se opuso y finalmente a lo largo de la pelea consentida por Rumsfeld, de
ellos dos demandando a sí mismos con el fin de ser juzgado por un Tribunal Internacional
como criminales de guerra. Los bugs transmiten y los oyentes de la emisora forman una
enorme y entusiasta manifestación para expresar su amor y su apoyo a su decisión. Alcanzan
delante de su casa con pancartas a la altura y gritó; después de algún desconcierto Bush y
Rumsfeld se dan cuenta que no es lynchers peligrosos pero fervientes partidarios que los
asedian a ("después de todo, Robert Mitchum como detective apoyó una mujer cayó en amor
con, en su ir a la cárcel por un delito que había cometido") y, como Paul Newman y Robert
Redford en "Butch Cassidy y el Sundance Kid", cuando perseguidos por asesinos de
recompensa, saltó en una cascada pero se salvaron, dos también, en el enfoque de la cuadrilla
detrás de ellos, saltan desde un balcón en manos de las multitudes amorosas (Rumsfeld acaba
en manos de un grupo de mujeres cuyos carteles indican que no lo consideran un gordo pero
un "mucho macho") mientras que el DJ y su esposa se dan cuenta Estos acontecimientos
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fueron la imagen óptica a la cual una de las vueltas de la melodía, que ellos absolutamente no
podían relacionarse con todo lo que habían visto, fue una banda sonora. En un momento que
la multitud grita que quieren Bush hablar y mitad aturdido y llorando por todo este mar de
amor, la mitad no recordar que él había escuchado primero defiende el discurso de despedida
de Allende parafraseado a los específicos de nuestro tiempo, que la gente no considera un
plagio, porque todos ellos han escuchado la original y creo que es un préstamo consciente y
referencia y aplaudan efusivamente la reformulación que, además de ser muy franca y
reveladora, es sabiamente astuta y realmente apasionado. Una fiesta de karaoke empieza
entonces en que Rumsfeld enamora Daisy Marguerita o Daisy-Mitchum-Domingo o RubyDaisy-martes o Maggie the moocher o Incluso-en-Domingo, local semigoddess erótico y
celebridad entre los jóvenes. Bush y Suzy, la hija del jardín de la infancia de Bill y Helen, la
pareja de DJ-ing, sienten profundizar an, ya profundamente a primera vista, encantamiento
mutuo que tenían y van para una noche de canto en un lago con un barco de algunos jóvenes
manifestantes y party-ers. Ya durante su vuelo de regreso, CNN anuncia que Bush había
expuesto USA por plagiar discurso de Allende de 11/09/73 (pero no dicen lo que dijo o
Allende de Bush) y que Estados Unidos está expuesto, posiblemente, al peligro de guerra
biológica, ya que el excremento de Perle por razones aún no identificado fue secuestrado en
los aseos que llevaban con ellos. También los medios de comunicación informan que un
político importante demócrata dice que le gustaría a Bush a hacer algo que era progresivo de
una forma u otra pero preferiría a otro, no uno que llevó tal vergüenza a Estados Unidos.
Pronto un anciano emérito de Princeton, ex decano (y amigo de Perle, la parte superior de la
parte de Princeton de la cuadrilla) demanda Bush por la difamación de las tradiciones
académicas del país y hasta las próximas elecciones anunciadas que se celebrará, tan pronto
como sea posible, que se apodera de Cheney. Bush con Rumsfeld a hacerlo en el tiempo a sí
mismos demandar como criminales de guerra, es decir, antes de que sus críticos lo hacen para
hacer que parezca que fueron arrastrados allí en vez de ir allí, había retrasados un poco
porque, posiblemente para romper su alianza y amistad, posiblemente por otras razones,
algunas personas enmascaradas habían secuestrado a Bush (que no tenía ya protectores del
cuerpo) durante algunos días y lo somete a algunas instrucciones dolorosas Rumsfeld había
sugerido para el uso en Abu Ghraib. Además, su ex guardaespaldas, posiblemente al orden de
Cheney y la inspiración de Perle, agarrarlo y lo deje solo en el Monte Rushmore, sobre las
cabezas gigantes, diciéndole que Laura (Laura Bush) le dice que ella ha cambiado su número
de teléfono celular y no llamarla si ella no lo llama (porque sería contra sus principios (y
posiblemente la presentación alienante Pat Robertsoncomo consejero espiritual y matrimonio,
hecho de la misma) a perdonarle su lapso a alcohol ese día en el country club donde violó sus
votos para dejar de beber y terminó en el desastre vergonzoso lo hizo). Seriamente contempla
el suicidio al precipicio de Rushmore, pero se ve impedido por la conciencia que esto sería
explotado por el humor negro de sabor baja y negros planes de Perle o quien sea para que le
vea desquiciado, por ejemplo en asociar el Monte Rushmore y Gólgota y luego llamar a un
Bushmore de montaje para hacerle una broma nacional y para invalidar, como desquiciado
delirar y "adolescente ranting como Conferencia de Nobel de Pinter" y "a la derecha por la
razón equivocada aunque bien tomada" etc., su discurso de Allende-como, cuando aparezca
en algún lugar. Trasladado desde allí (en un plano de deslizamiento para dos y luego a
caballo para dos) por una morena hecha de pequeñas que vagamente recuerda, posiblemente
no ciertamente de en algún lugar en el pasado no tan reciente, fresa más seguro y menos
vagamente que recuerda (su nombre es Amanda o Amada) desde el karaoke reciente partido
donde desde balcón de Bill y de Helen había cantado la otra parte del Canto General que ni
he, ni sus dos amigos de DJ habían descubierto qué videoclip sería una banda sonora (quiere
decir que los versos y la melodía fue la banda sonora de la persona que cantarlas en una fiesta
o incluso una demostración es apenas un videoclip a versos como “Vuela una montana
marina hacia las islas, una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur, sobre las islas fermentadas del
Peru. Es un rio vivo de sombra, es un cometa de pequenos corazones innumerables que
oscurecen el sol del mundo como un astro de cola espesa palpitando hacia el archipelago. Y
en el final del iracundo mar, en la lluvia del oceano, como gotas de sangre y plumas los
cardenales desangraban el amanecer de Anahuac”, aunque como aves uno considera los
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manifestantes entusiastas). Amada lo lleva a un campamento de activistas. El esposo de
Amada lo lleva allí, al día siguiente, Laura, que superó su alienación y el lavar el cerebro por
su Reverendo gracias a los esfuerzos de Rumsfeld. Estos activistas son voluntarios presas en
el siguiente sentido. Ellos escucharon William Blum, en Boulder Colorado, que si un
Presidente de Estados Unidos querido decirlo fin de terrorismo en tres días él pediría perdón
de todas las Naciones nos dañó el día 1, Israel no es un estado de Estados Unidos en el día 2,
detener la producción de armas y con dinero ahorrado pagar reparaciones y compensaciones
el día 3 y haz asesinado el día 4. Así que concibieron el plan para intentar tener una entre sí
mismos convertirse en Presidente, entonces nombrar a Blum como Vicepresidente y luego
anunciar las decisiones anteriores y si lo anterior no era sólo una figura retórica, sino una
predicción real y es asesinado el Presidente Blum se convertiría en Presidente pero sería
difícil para quien matar ese presidente también el día 5 sin causar rebelión real (por supuesto
todo lo que ellos no dicen exactamente a Blum tan no a cualquiera le alarma sobre ellos
acerca de su riesgo, ni insultarlo sobre su protección). Amada debe ser el elegido como
Presidente a través del siguiente truco:
Dejan escape a sus oponentes que en un Colegio de la ciudad en su adolescencia, fue
expulsado por una paráfrasis pornográfica de odisea que ella había llamado "Homer conoce a
Chaucer" y los opositores que escape a esto (pero no otras, más adelante, cosas que
expondrían). Su esposo sale a cantar las partes de y a ridiculizar a él (y Amada), una
presentadora de televisión que es un ex alumno de Princeton invita a él, una dama feminista y
d'Alessandro para una discusión, pero todo resulta tan bien que conectan todas las estaciones
de TV de la nación, esposo de Amada permanece en el escenario solo y da el suelo, a través
del teléfono, a Bush y a Amada y a Rumsfeld y muchas canciones, y también Allende de
parafrasear, se escuchan. Entonces Cheney y Wolfowitz (y también ex decano de Perle) se
configuran para una TV encuentro con gente como Chomsky y Stiglitz y Akerlof y antes de
las reuniones que contraer o que se produzcan accidentes y dejar de fumar, diciendo que lo
hacen porque tienen curiosidad por ver cuántos días durará gobierno Amada antes de que se
les llama nuevamente para gobernar como de costumbre. Perle vuela a Europa para disparar el
DJ pero que agente doble, en estilo slapstick, lo tapas con un cubo en el que él estaba
manteniendo su mierda que él había secuestrado. Como celebración de las elecciones su
Amada invita a las personas a un estadio de una roca y concierto de Canto General y un loco
vestido en bandera de los E.E.U.U. brotes de colores, su marido, su cuñado y él mismo,
mientras que el, hasta ahora, se cantan versos oscuros (sobre un breve eclipse y cardenales
sangrado del amanecer) y ella muere en el mar de amor de quienes verla apagado y cantar su
canción favorita, que ella había cantado de teléfono en ese evento de la TV: En mis brazos
como una caída de estrella esta noche hasta que duermes esperanza todavía de allí/allí en el
mundo, no ha ido sin dejar rastro/noche como ella ahora borda su cuerpo con besos/dolor no
la medida, no deje su tesoro se perdió en el espacio / si no puedo ir a tu sueño, intente hacerlo
mío / te esperaré escucharte viene silbando un streetsong como siempre / como cada verano,
cuando la luz de las estrellas es más brillante llevar luz y brillo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mt5R5Mn5mE)
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La historia, a pesar de su trágico final, fue una comedia demasiado. No sólo en nuestro mundo sino
también en el mundo paralelo donde Amanda, su esposo y su cuñado fueron asesinados realmente. Pero
en nuestro mundo es una comedia por una razón adicional, el más divertida de todos: no a través de la
parodia y caricaturizar los originales de la vida real de los personajes, pero a través de la parodia y la
caricatura que constituyen los originales, en la vida real, de sus mismos ideales y roles que la obra se
atribuye a ellos como potencial, regalos (por lo que para la diversión de su público le sugerimos el
experimento de traer a la mentecada ahora y después, los rostros reales y reflejos de los originales y la
preguntándose si alguna vez serían como sus compañeros de nombre). Su único beneficio de la duda
(su aplicación a los criminales de guerra es opcional a su espectador!) es buena edad "no soy mucho
nena, pero soy todo lo que tengo". Personalmente, es el único deseo de abordarlos se me ocurre, qué
más?: "Tener un buen viaje a Nuremberg".
Notas y PSs: 1 la pintura en la página anterior es "Caída de Ícaro" de Bruegel (se pueden ver sus
piernas en la parte inferior derecha de la pintura) 2 las fotos de la joven ilustrando subida de Amanda a
su sol, Rachel Corrie y luego cae como Ícaro, vienen del álbum de vacaciones de verano en Samothraki
de nuestros amigos Alexia y Vangelis, Vangelis tomando fotos de Alexia, su esposa, como recuerdos.
Estamos agradecidos a ambos para el intercambio y préstamo de ellos. Gracias son también debido a la
suerte de la sincronización. 3. El genial dibujante americano y analista político a quienes estamos
agradecidos por el término "Mount Bushmore" y por la famosa foto que va con él se pueden encontrar
haciendo clic en la parte inferior de la foto de Rushore-Bushmore de la página de apertura. También
estamos endeudados a google por enviarnos allí también, mientras buscábamos el discurso de Bush
Mount Rushmore. 4. Un post-Obama-elección PS "Mount Bushmore", o su resumen que hemos visto,
podría ir como sigue, como se ve cada vez más apropiado: La sustitución de Bush por Obama no rinde
"Mount Bushmore" obsoleto comparado con el tiempo fue publicada (Navidad 2007) por un lado
porque todavía existen las estructuras que no permiten cambios sustanciales, pero sólo nueva retórica,
(y su comprensión todavía necesita las extensas sesiones informativas que fueron sistemáticamente y
detailedly incluidas en la versión no-Extracto de "Mount Bushmore") y, por otro lado, porque el hecho
de elocuencia de que Obama no tiene el tipo de Bush de meteduras de pata hace el deletrear y la
comprensión de los mismos mecanismos totalmente gracia como puestos de trabajo tanto para su
público sus presentadores (al menos en el caso de este último como de Artes en lugar de ciencia
política etc.). Por lo tanto muchas de las cosas que ahora son necesarios como aprendizaje otra vez
deben ser aprendidas a través de una historia de Bush. Objeción a los presentadores presentes: "Un
caso en que"Monte Bushmore"es dejado obsoleto del estado". Respuesta: "podemos mencionar dos, no
sólo uno, justo al lado: si Bush es juzgado como un criminal de guerra o si Obama riesgos efectuar los
cambios Blum mencionado en la historia". 5. Un Post GeorgePapandreou PS:La actitud de Suzy a Bush
también refleja el hecho de que no es sólo George Bush de penal sí mismo pero también representante
de un pueblo no identificable como un puñado de matones. Además, la actitud de los griegos a los
estadounidenses no puede siquiera empezar a darse el lujo de ser diferente a causa de una especie de
semejanza: los americanos tienen universidades con la élite de IQ superior del planeta, pero que se
ejecutaron durante ocho años por un idiota superior. Los griegos tienen todas las discusiones de tiempo
de alta conciencia política, pero eligieron a otro idiota superior.
PSs más de más reciente a más viejo: Nos enteramos de que Bush y Rumsfeld reconocer sus crímenes
contra la humanidad, pero no en contextos como los de aquí, pero en contextos de la jactancia de como
ahorrar algo o en contextos de best-sellers de la escritura. No creemos que vale la pena de cualquiera
pasar el tiempo o dinero para buscarlos, OK vamos a no hablar en nombre de otros demasiado, se trata
de ninguna noticia inesperada de interrumpir otras actividades o el ocio.
Gracias por préstamos:
"Todos debemos vivir dentro de nuestras posibilidades,
incluso si tenemos que pedir prestado para ello"

…agradecemos otra vez el dibujante americano y politólogo que ideó el término "Monte Bushmore"
como acompañamiento a su idea con las famosas dos fotos con él, y también agradecemos a google que
ayudó mucho en su difusión,... y el lema en préstamos mencionado sólo por nuestro endeudamiento
agradecemos a nuestro amigo Lefteris que tomó prestada de..., que tomado prestado de...,.. .desde...,...
de..., que tomado prestado de Artemus Ward (también conocido como Charles Farrar Browne) que,
creemos, respondería a un anthologiste, o alguien, gracias que quería asegurarse de que nos dimos
cuenta de que lo más divertido en su lema es no su sonido de oxímoron,pero el aspecto en que es una
visión completamente seria y literal...
Gracias por los regalos:
…………………………….
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MOUNT BUSHMORE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)
(Episode 2d: The whole team is again in the room from where Bill is doing
his new DJ-ing . Helen is with him. As the team enters the grand sounding
The whole team is again in the room from where Bill is doing his new DJ-ing.
Helen is with him. As the team enters the grand sounding opening musical
phrase of AMOR AMERICA is heard, George and Don are having some whispered
argument, Don seems very self absorbed, George waves hello to Helen and Bill
who waved at them and Don notices and does the same and becomes again self
absorbed and attentive only to George’s whispering to his ear. George looks
at Helen and Bill and
puts his finger on his lips in the way meaning
“Don’t feel obliged to come and say hello, and don’t worry ,we won’t make
noises…” etc. Then he resumes whispering to Don’s ear and also put his ear
to Don’s lips when Don speaks. The pom-pom-pom of the choir is being heard.
Bill is using pause and play buttons to have time to say what comes to him.)

B:-OK, what does this pom-pom-pom remind you? I was wringing my head dry, I just
remembered now, it was Ravel’s Bolero which in the Allegro Non Tropo cartoon movie was
used a soundtrack for biological evolution from amoeba to the big final bang of the earth and
also was used for sex education films when the gowned sex academicians explained the
advantages of each new posture and needed some classic music as soundtrack to their
showing some real lovemaking; I heard Bo Derek in some movie could not come if she didn’t
listen to that music, I still can’t tell you the effects of this pom-pom-pom song we’re hearing
now,
Helen slaps him lightly on the lips

if you already have some idea please drop us a line, I’m changing subject , Helen has started,
I mean started killing me, she doesn’t allow explicit things on the mike , or even on the outer
side of my lips.
Pom-pom-pom is heard again, Helen and Bill are having a whispered
argument, George and Don continue their whispered argument too.

B:-Good old “Noises off” atmosphere. OK, I’ll just stick to pom-pom-pom as soundtrack to
history from homo flintstone to el hombre americano, let’s start from the time before the wig
and the gown and before their ancient colleagues who were sungod worshippers and heart
gougers like in that Indiana Jones film.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJH86InnND4
Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales:
You can’t imagine who had some fantastic free associations from the expression “rios
arteriales” that may even need a break longer than the pom-pom-poms to describe. OK, I
know what you’re thinking, I do know you all knew it was Nietzsche and that it’s only me
who didn’t remember, but this time I’ll surprise the hell out of you, it was Donald Rumsfeld,
yes the Donald Rumsfeld, Rummy the Joker, Rummy the boxer, the good fellah Rummy
from Princeton. Push your lower jaw up back in place, whom did you expect? Good soldier
Sveik from the country next door?
fueron las cordilleras ,
en cuya onda raida el condor
o la nieve parecian inmoviles
fue la humedad y la espesura,
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Just a minute we have a call from you, feel free to interrupt us anytime in the first hearing
which I myself always do interrupt anyway with my explanations...Hello! Oh, it’s Jimmy.
J:-Is that what was going on last night and your yard was full of marines? Is it still like that?
B:-I don’t know, I had already sat at the mike when they came in and didn’t look out of the
window, you want me to sit up and look?
J:-No, I’m coming over. Rumsfeld’s there and nobody tells me a thing?
B:-I thought you were busy, hadn’t you told me that your cousin from US would be visiting?
J:-I didn’t mean your not telling me. Anyway, forget it.
Choir:

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales:
George and Don keep on arguing in whispers, Bill is looking at them
absent mindedly:

el trueno sin nombre todavia,
las pampas planetarias.
B:-OK, sorry, something must have distracted me, let me start reading some translation from
the CD pamphlet. What I skipped meant:
“there was dampness and dense growth, as yet unnamed, the planetary pampas”.
Now I’ll be translating immediately so as not to forget and not skip:
El hombre tierra fue, vasija, parpado del barro tremolo,
forma de la arcilla,
Man was dust, earthen vase, an eyelid of tremulous loam, the shape of clay
fue cantaro caribe, piedra chibcha, copa imperial o silice araucana.
he was Carib jug, Chibcha stone, imperial cup or Araucaniann silica
Tierno y sangriento fue,
Tender and bloody was he,
pero en la empunadura
but on the grip
B:-Oh, I have an idea: Let me create some suspense for you: Instead of telling you right off
what was going on , I mean in the flintstone age, not last night, I know you’re all more
interested more in the flintstone man tender and bloody but on the grip of…grip of what? So I
start the song from
the beginning to let your suspense hit red. Tender and bloody was he pom-pom-pom.
The grand sounding opening musical phrase of AMOR AMERICA is heard
again as Jimmy enters. He’s Rumsfeld’s spy on Bill, and is carrying
a tray with refreshments for the team. While that opening phrase
lasts he sits at the doorstep looking , at pom-pom-pom he steps to
the team and says:

J:-It’s from the guards, hey guard!, come tell them it’s from you.
The head guard sticks his head in and says:

“All checked out”
Don shuts one eye to the rest of the team so as not to be seen by
anybody else, to remind them it’s his man. He also does the same to
Jimmy so as not to be seen by Bill and Helen.Jimmy leaves. The song
continues:

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales:
fueron las cordilleras ,
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en cuya onda raida el condor
o la nieve parecian inmoviles
fue la humedad y la espesura,

Oh, I had not translated that one either: “there were cordilleras, jagged waves where
the condor and the snow seemed immutable”
George and Don go back to their arguing in whispers, the scene goes
to a family in the town hearing the DJ-ing on their radio: Now
instead of pom-pom-pom we hear the things whispered between George
and Don loud replayed on all town’s radios. Jimmy must have put some
kind of bug on the drinking glasses in front of them and must have
gone to a nearby house with equipment for both hearing them and for
intervening in Bill’s broadcasting.

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales:
el trueno sin nombre todavia,
The scene goes back to George and Don and than again to the family
listening to the radio to make sure it’s their argument they’re
listening to. Now we see may families (and also single men and
women)listening to the music on their radio and we know they’re all
listening to their argument too:

G:-So what’s your final objection?
R:-I don’t know if you would call it an objection. I don’t object to stepping out and saying I
want us to be tried like Milosevic , Saddam and their staff, and to also propose as the most
useful penalty, both to us and to humanity, our devoting our life to consulting on how to
dismantle the war machine we have helped to create, whatever risk this puts us in with
respect to our ex friends and co workers. I don’t object to that at all, I don’t consider it out of
my line , I even consider it as more robust than the usual tough shit bullshit I go around with,
actually it’s the only robust and manly thing I’ll ever have done in my life. I’m just
wondering if we’ll really do it together or if I’ll only do it by myself; not that I would hesitate
or call myself a sucker if I do go on by myself.
las pampas planetarias.
G:-Oh, I see what you mean. You think that I would make use of the fact you were not telling
me the whole truth in order to believe in the bullshit I was saying and sound more convincing
to our fellow idiots. Of course not! Making use of one’s being an idiot when he wants to be in
high office is insulting to the office he serves, so to really not feel I’m dragging the office in
the slime and the mud I won’t say or imply that I think having wrong information is an
excuse. I’ll only mention the wrong information, like you will too, to make people
understand better how the whole trick works in order to better dismantle it.
R:-Then we’re together in it; all the way.
G:-All the way
R:-So gimme five
The scene goes to the room where they raise hand to do that but
before their hands strike the scene freezes there the following
music is heard both as we see them and in the rooms of people hearing
it on the radio:

El hombre
tierra fue,
vasija, parpado del barro tremolo,
forma de la arcilla,
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The scene goes back to the room, the motionless scene defreezes, the
hand strike

G:-So take five
R, G together: So help me God
G, R together:-So help us people, too.
fue cantaro caribe,
piedra chibcha,
copa imperial o silice araucana.
G,R let themselves

to the calm music looking, moved, in each
other’s eyes without talking. Listeners on the radio are seen
silently looking in each other’s eyes too.

Tierno y sangriento fue,
We see Bill saying: Tender and bloody was he,
We see Jimmy in his lab wearing a headset
we see Don and George arguing and families listening

pero en la empunadura
But on the grip…
de su arma de crista humedecido,
We see Bill saying: … of his weapon of moist flint,
las iniciales de la tierra estaban escritas.
We see Bill saying: the initials of the earth were written
We see Bill saying:

The whispered argument more relaxed and even tender continues without
sound, just with body language and look and with the short
instrumental part which now the soundtrack has.
Bill is shown translating and gesturing but his translation is not
heard , it goes in tape running as subtitle to the lyrics being sung:

Nadie pudo recordar despues:
No one could remember them afterwards:
el viento las olvido,
the wind forgot them ,
las iniciales de la tierra,
the initials of the earth ,
las iniciales
the initials ,
el idioma del agua
the language of water
fue enterrado, las claves se perdieron
was buried, the keys were lost
o se inundaron de silencio o sangre.
or flooded with silence or blood
The following is just heard as song without translation:

No se perdio la vida,
hermanos pastorales.
Pero como una rosa salvaje
cayo una gota roja en la espesura,
y se apago una lampara de tierra.
Yo estoy aqui para contar la historia.
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Desde la paz del buffalo hasta las azotadas arenas de la tierra final,
en las espumas acumuladas de la luz antartica,
acumuladas de la luz antartica , y por
las madrigueras despenadas
y por las madrigueras despenadas de la sombria paz venezolana,
te busque , padre mio,
las iniciales de la tierra.
No se perdio la vida,
joven guerrero de tiniebla y cobre, o tu, planta nupcial,
cabellera indomable, madre caiman,
metalica paloma.
The scene moves between Bill , Helen and the team , Jimmy, and the
families listening which, little by little become more families, and
then become not only families in house but also bordering yards and
whole neighborhoods, hearing together and discussing it and
gesturing. Then it become scenes with people discussing it on the
streets.
Then all look to the same direction, where the team is and the
following is as if all the people is a choir singing it:

Yo , incasico del legamo, toque la piedra y dije:
Quien me espera?
(The tape with translation subtitles starts running again:

I, Incan of the loam, touched the stone and said:
Who awaits me?
Scenes of small rivers of people coalescing to bigger one sand
forming a walking demonstration passing or starting from
neighborhoods with flowers or green etc to fit some of the following
verses. The crowd moves with steady step reflecting their knowing
exactly where they’re heading for and why, without first having to
form a leadership that will give directions. Their hands, as they are
turned in the same direction is in raised as fist in oath during the
next two lines involving this oath image exactly.
As the pom-pom-pom suddenly , after a gong, becomes a ksin-ksen-ksan
we see a scene of George and Don fencing each other first like
Skaramouche and opponent but in their regular clothes, then in Zorro
and opponent, then embracing each other and fencing soldiers sent
against them by other aristocrats raging blue and they prepare to
fight them back to back for mutual protection as couples fight in
some karate movies too. Then that final scene becomes small square in
the screen twinkling in some upper screen corner as if twinkling in
the back of the mind of the coming demonstrators with every ksinksen-ksan.

Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
And I closed my hand And I closed my hand around a fistful of empty flint .
Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
And I closed my hand And I closed my hand around a fistful of empty flint.
Pero anduve entre flores zapotecas
But I walked among Zapotec flowers
y dulce era la luz,
and the light was soft ,
como un venando
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like a deer,
y era la sombra como un parpado verde.
and the shade was a green eyelid.
The scene goes to the room with the team, Helen and Bill.
George and Don are looking in each other’s eyes calm, the scene with
fencing twinkles as two little square in their mind too, one square
over the head of each. Bill is translating verse by verse or word
for word.

Tierra mia
My land
nombre sin America,
name without America
estambre equinnoccial,
equinoctial stamen
lanza de purpura,
purple lance
tu aroma me trepo por las raices
your aroma climbed my roots
hasta la copa
up to the glass
que bebia,
raised to my lips,
hasta la mas
up to the most
delgada
slender
palabra
word
aun no nacida de mi boca
as yet unborn in my mouth.
Bill cups

his hand over his mouth

The crescendo is heard
The sound of the approaching demonstration is heard. Helen and Bill at
the same time say to each other:

H,B:-Are you thinking what I’m thinking?
B,H:-Of course I do.
H:-Ah, I wish you didn’t have to use rewind to find the point it’s at, if only I hadn’t rewound
the cassette that I had stopped yesterday exactly there.
B:-I did, after you all went to bed; just in case…
H:-Oh, Bill, the way you always anticipate your wife’s little wishes. That’s why I love you.
No translation , even in tape is used. Only images like flashbacks
about images from the lyrics too (but not only from there) accompany
the music whereas some association with persons shows just about, but
not too precisely, who among them is having the images. The reader
follows the lyrics below and the cassette by reading the interpolated
scenes to be flashed, instead of reading a translation.
La loica del Sur, fragante,

dulce carpintera de otono,
George and Don look at each other alarmed and surprised:
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R:-Hey! What’s going on?
G:-What’s going on Bill?
B:-Nothing to be alarmed about; on the contrary.
R:-The guards would tell us.
The door opens and some guards come and surround the group pointing
guns outward.

mostraba su pecho estrellado
de constelacion escarlata
A guard at the door says:

-I don’t know what they’re saying, but nobody’s armed.
G:-Don, we’d better check for ourselves. Bill , I saw you had a balcony, how do we get
there?
B:-Just go up those stairs. If you want to see farther go up the same stairs to the terrace.
From the balcony they see people gathering and waving at them, more
and more are coming

y el austral chingolo elevaba
su flauta recien
They run back to the stairs and go to the terrace and look again,
farther,; people keep coming, more and more blocks are getting
crowded.

recogida de la eternidad
del agua.
With “Del agua” they see a very very big crowd running as if sweeping
an area while approaching. With the following four verses, that we’ll
see below, they see images potentially violent to them , culminating
at Islamists running against soldiers firing with machine guns but
overwhelmed by the demonstrators wearing death gowns and getting
killed yet some of them disarming the marines. They also see Robert
Redford and Paul Newman cornered in the barn in the end of “Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid” and the Bolivian army surrounding the
barn aiming at its door while the two of them are loading their
pistols and then also them two busting out of the door with guns
raised and stopping motionless with the film stopping. During these
verses we also passingly see Wolfowitz, still back in the room,
explaining something to Perle and Cheney. And also we see the first
placards that demonstrators are holding up, obviously the shorter
ones because those who wrote them got on the streets before others
who are still writing longer ones or left home later. So the shorter
the placards the closer they are to the balcony.

RIGHT ON
KEEP GOING
GIVE THEM HELL
WE’RE AT YOU SIDE
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
DERELICTS RUN! THIS IS AN EARTHQUAKE
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH THE TOUGH GET GOING
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Mas , humedo como un nenufar,
el flamenco abria sus puertas
de sonrosada catedral
y volabo como la aurora,
R:-My man’s coming in brought all this?.
G:-Can you tell if the signs are against us or for us?
R:-It beats me. What can one tell a listener of Bill and Helen to make him believe the
bullshit we usually sell? What can they have for us?
G:-Maybe your man had bugged the glasses and heard what we were saying and played it on
the radio and people know what we’re thinking.
R:-So they do love us and they still do support us in wanting to sue ourselves as war
criminals? Do you get it? I still don’t.
G:-Hadn’t Robert Mitchum in a film sent to jail, and waited for her to come out, a woman
with whom he had seriously fallen in love and who equally seriously loved him?
Instead of answering, Rumsfeld , startled pleasantly, points to
some demonstrators with guitars showing up, running, from some
streets as guitars start to be heard more than passingly in the
music with the beginning of the following verses. A flashback of
gypsies running with brass instruments in Kusturitsa’s “Underground”
passes from the screen like from the back of their minds. George
shows him little Suzy with a placard they can’t read because it’s
too vertical as she is running back into the house. Later we see her
again do that, she’s coming and going to change and re-change her
placard, written in boardmarker, as she sees more and more people
coming, but we only see her hand’s motion crossing out something ,
then writing. We see it, now or maybe a little later, at the stage
it goes like:

WE ALL LOVE GEORGE IN OUR HOUSE,
IN OUR STREET
IN OUR VILLAGE AND IN THE NEXT CITY TOO
(Our house and our street are crossed out)
Rumsfeld finally,laughing proudly, shows George a group of six sexy
and mature ladies holding up and waving six placards that don’t seem
to cut both ways, against and in favor, but to be clearly in favor:

MEN AT LAST! AT IT BOYS! WOW TWICE!
LAURA BE PROUD YOUR HUSBAND’S NOT A CLOWN
DON’S NO FATSO, HE’S REAL MUCHO MACHO, WOW-WOW-WOW!
CLINTON AND BLAIR ARE THINNER THAN THIN AIR
DON’T RUN, DON’T PUSH, TO KISS RUMSFELD AND BUSH
WE ALLTHINK THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF A BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP
Rumsfeld sends kisses with his two hands and arms in the direction of
the ladies, he seems to have fixed his mind on one placard that has
touched him a lot or reminded him something or, rather , someone;
they see he’s looking at them and putting the placards down so as to
have them lean on their hips they raise their arms to him to send him
kisses too and then move their arms in a way like telling him
“Jump!Jump!” to their arms and bosoms. He has a flashback of people
on streets or jail-yards shouting “Jump!Jump!” to some hesitating
prospective suicides and then he has a flashback of the scene in “The
Untouchable” with Sean Connery spurring his horse and saying “We’ll
all die of something anyway” but he sees the height and holds himself
back, in the meantime George sees a crowd dancing and has a flashback
of the protagonist of a “The eighth day” in front of a disco bar,
kicking the ground as a horse going wild and entering the bar and
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starting dancing, then they both look over their shoulder seeing
Perle, Wolfowitz and Cheney coming to their help with marines.
Rumsfeld has a flashback with the Paul Newman and Robert Redford,
maybe changed a little with Bush like Newman and himself like
Redford, looking on the approaching gunmen on their hunt and jumping
over a high waterfall, while George has a flashback of the
protagonist of “the eighth day” in the air as he’s jumping from the
window to his death and to happiness near his dead mother. Maybe at
some point something conducive to associating the eye of Theodorakis
to the eye of the tiger passes too. All the above of course happen
very quickly, the two falls are actually happening on the screen
concurrently over the heads of George and Don respectively. They
last only for as long last those “following verses” which we still
haven’t seen and now see:

lejos del bosque bochornoso
donde cuelga la pedreria del quetzal,
que de pronto despierta,
se mueve, resbala y fulgura,
y hace volar su brasa virgen.
(if there is not enough time to play all those scenes in an
understandable way during the singing of these lyrics we play them
once more, from “Mas , humedo como un nenufar…” to “…brasa virgen”.
It is self contained and complete musically (it contains its musical
beginning and end) so it’s easy to do that. And anyway it is going to
be repeated one more. So it will sure be repeated twice but if need
be for tree time then OK)

They jump from the balcony, they land on people’s arms who , having them raised run them
all over the place. The music is again the music of the following lyrics we have just seen:
Mas , humedo como un nenufar,
el flamenco abria sus puertas
de sonrosada catedral
y volabo como la aurora,
lejos del bosque bochornoso
donde cuelga la pedreria del quetzal,
que de pronto despierta,
se mueve, resbala y fulgura,
y hace volar su brasa virgen.
George just waves and looks around seeing around, and makes polite
nods to cut down speed so as to be able to read placards he sees and
we read with him (they become longer as we go farther for the house
as we said)He first reads the following two, written probably by two
friends completing each other:

YOU DON’T BELONG TO YOURSELVES ANYMORE
YOU BELONG TO PEOPLE. AND HISTORY IS WAITING FOR YOU
HISTORY IS GOOD TO THOSE WHO CAN WRITE IT AND YOU ARE WRITING
IT
Further down he reads:

DON’T ASK IF YOU’RE ACCUSER OR ACCUSED, YOU’RE TRUTH AND
COURAGE
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AND WHEN THESE TWO ARE SPEAKING WE HEAR THEM LIKE YOU HEAR
US AND HISTORY HEARS BOTH OF US AND WE BOTH LISTEN TO HER.
TOGETHER.
BECOME THE WIND AND NOBODY WILL SPIT OR PISS AGAINST YOU
BECOME THE WIND AND YOUR MUD DAYS WILL FEEL AS GONE WITH IT
BECOME THE WIND AND BOB DYLAN’S ANSWER WILL BE BLOWING IN
YOU
BECOME THE WIND AND WE WILL BE YOUR KITE. BECOME OUR KITE AND
WE WILL BE YOUR WIND. STAND AND WE’LL TAKE ALL WEATHERS
TOGETHER.
They bring him back to Bill and Helen’s house ,
Up on the terrace Perle, Wolfowitz , Cheney and marines are looking
down, up in the balcony there are big loudspeakers and Helen between
them is preparing a mike , on the ground floor on some step elevated
in front of the yard’s door Bill is singing the song too along with
the CD, from a mike and Suzy, to have visibility, is on his
shoulders and is holding over her head a placard with corrections
she was adding with all new data running in and out of the house so
many times. Now it writes:

WE ALL LOVE GEORGE IN OUR HOUSE,
IN OUR STREET
IN OUR VILLAGE AND IN THE NEXT CITY TOO
WE ALL LOVE GEORGE IN THIS COUNTRY AND ON OUR WHOLE EARTH
(The third line is crossed out now like also the first three)
George sees her, catches her eye, sends her kisses with his palms and
arms , as she opens her arms to him her signs flies off and is caught
in the air by a small made brunette between 30 and 40 who is
entering the house, he nods to Suzy that he wants to say something to
her dad, she bangs on her dad’s head and shows him George, George
nods to him to throw Suzy to him , all can fly today like birds
since there is a safety net of open arms filling the place, Bill asks
Suzy if she wants to fly to George, she nods and shouts “yoo-hoo!”,
and Bill throws her to George who catches her in the air and puts her
over his shoulders.
The music, in the same song still, changes, it starts from solo and
George sees it’s that woman that entered who sings, or rather
accompanies the CD playing, there is a feeling as if everybody knows
her and suddenly George has a feeling he knows her too, besides the
time he saw her as she was entering the house. Tape with translation
subtitles is not played but film scenes related to the translations
are played:
We see both: view of bird flying and bird’s eye views of landscape
(like in the film “Birdie” with Dennis Quaid, but from very high and
with no thriller or lunacy vibes)and scenes from “The flight of the
seagull”. If to see all the images that we need , and in enough
detail, we must hear the next unit of music more times (three times.
A second time will be necessary anyway as we’ll see) it can be done
because it again contains its beginning and end
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzY27oWPI-4&feature=related (the following part is after the middle)

Vuela una montana marina
hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
es un cometa de pequenos
corazones innumerables

A marine mountain flies
toward the islands
a moon of birds winging South
over the fermented islands of Peru
It’s a living river of shade,
it’s a comet of tiny
hearts countless in number
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que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.

that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.

In the image “a moon of birds winging south” we also see Bush and
Suzy riding his shoulders moving like flying like a quick moon
because they are lighted by a spotlight put in the balcony between
the loudspeakers Helen was preparing. It is turned on at exactly the
verse “a moon of birds winging south”. At the phrase “comet of
countless tiny hearts” we see such a formation and also hearts
palpitating in the firmament as they twinkle. From George’s eyes
also passes the flash of Indiana Jones dressed for classroom seeing
a young student of his blinking at him to show him the little
hearts she has drawn over her eyeballs. At the verse “That eclipse
the world’s sun” the brunette singer has stood in front of the
spotlight and for a moment only her figure appears, darkening the
spotlight’s disc on the balcony. At the verse “pulsing toward the
archipelago” the spotlights disk with her on one side of it and Helen
at the other appears like a sun pulsating like
heart and bursting out light and we also see Juliette Binoche making
love with her husband in that short scene in the film “The widow of
Saint Pierre” In the meantime we see Rumsfeld being carried on hands:
he doesn’t just make nods to cut down speed but points to directions
he wants to be taken to and of course what he points to are the sexy
ladies and when they’re next to them he sees that one, the sturdiest,
of them has drawn two little hearts over her eyeballs , she is the
one who was holding the placard “DON’S NO FATSO, HE’S REAL MUCHO
MACHO, WOW-WOW-WOW!” and the placard suddenly appears again
pulsating like a heart jumps over to landing the center of them, he
rolls down with her as he almost lands on her and then from the
center of the group she rises and rises and rises and then we
realize she’s sitting over Rumsfeld’s shoulders but he is too short
for his head to appear over the ladies. Then the whole musical unit
is played again with a change of scenery:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzY27oWPI-4&feature=related (the following part is after the middle)

Vuela una montana marina
hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
es un cometa de pequenos
corazones innumerables
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.

A marine mountain flies
toward the islands
a moon of birds winging South
over the fermented islands of Peru
It’s a living river of shade,
it’s a comet of tiny
hearts countless in number
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.

But now on we see first the same birds as if in educational
documentary and then, through a flash in the back of George’s eyes,
we see Beethoven as a kid , in the film “immortal beloved” escaping
through his window and running at night in a forest to go to a river
and float naked face up looking at firmament and hearing a majestic
melody but now the stars pulsate with love as tiny hearts too and
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the melody is not the ninth symphony anymore but this part of Canto
General again, and people in a theater are giving standing ovation to
Beethoven bowing to them from his box while his mind keeps being
catapulted back to the river and from there to the stars, and then
back to the sea of human love of the people who applaud him for his
sea of love he too gifted them with his new symphony which he only
wrote but never heard since he’s been long deaf; then we’re back in
the crowd, then we hear all that with Beethoven’s music of that film
itself, then back again with the Canto General music, George is
crying...

Y en el final del iracundo mar,
en la lluvia del oceano,
surgen las alas del albatros,
como dos sistemas de sal.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
estableciendo en el silencio
como gotas de sangre y plumas
entre las rachas torrenciales,
los cardenales desangraban
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac.
(here the brunette sings with the loudspeakers only then right column
lyrics, the solo ones. The following photo, too, from last night’s
photos passes from the screen of George’s mind:)

... OK, George is crying, Suzy is bending to kiss his forehead and
wipe his tears, he wipes them too and kisses her cheeks, the only
film flash he has now is some post-orgasmic body language (probably
Juliette Binoche again? In that film where she was the widow of a
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composer? Of course if we imagine the same actress we’d better not
imagine her with a different man in this and the previous scene, and
since in the previous the face of the man was visible we must find
here one from the second where it is not visible. If some of the
lines of St Paul’s epistle belong to that scene they can be mixed
with the verse “we find the vein that reaches into the heart of
Spring”)now George and Suzy are below the balcony and George is
again seeing the brunette who beckons him to come up there , on his
way there with Suzy on his shoulders and neck the brunette meets him
, in the yard, and takes Suzy on her shoulders and neck. He goes to
the mike and with his talent for paraphrasing songs even in his sleep
says the following paraphrase and inversion of Allende’s speech he
had heard half awake and half asleep when they were playing
Rumsfeld’s bugging of Bill in that country club:

“This certainly is the first opportunity I’ve ever had to talk to anyone as I will talk to you. I
wish the NATO air forces that had bombarded the antennas in Yugoslavia, in Iraq and in
…wherever Al Jazeera was and still is, had never done that. I would be speaking to you
without bitterness if you hated me yet with disappointment if my words do not prove a
sufficient means to be the moral punishment of those who, like me too until today, betrayed
their oath , of soldiers of NATO, of officers of the Army, of self declared coalition of saviors
of foreign peoples in the name of democracy, and let me not forget saviors of our people in
the name of protection from weapons of mass destruction that never existed.
In the face of this there’s only one thing I can to say to all people: I will resign from all
duty undertaken by my office unexamined by public discussion broadcasted nationwide and
even worldwide in open consulting with specialists untied to interests of private companies.
If it turns out that the position where history is now placing me is extreme , I shall pay with
my life my loyalty in the face of life, of all my people, and of my people. And I assure you of
this: I am confident that the seed you here have sown in the consciousness of me and of my
colleague Don here , will not be possible to definitively eradicate from the consciousness of
all other present and future colleagues of us who will take our example even if we lose the
power we hold and silence us. But neither crime nor force could arrest the social evolutionary
processes. History is the work of peoples and belongs to you.
People of this country: I want to thank you for the great, immediate and so inspiring and so
needed support and for the trust you laid on a man who for the first time realized what it was
to be the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, and what it was to give his word to respect
human rights and the human laws and to keep it.
At this ultimate moment, the first at which I could speak to you , I hope others will profit
from the lesson too. Multinational capital, war industry, united with the fraud called free
economy , create the climate which tries to make the armed forces to each country break
their bonds with their own tradition and make the people victim of their local social stratum
which, today, waits in its warmth a global hand, US’s version of global hand first of all , to
offer it unprecedented superprofit and privilege.
Not having yet thought what to say to the people of the countries destroyed by the coalition
of the greedy and the coward and their poor relative kind of followers, I address, first of
all, the parents of dead soldiers of our coalition , whether they and their sons did or did not
believe the lies we said about the peoples we attacked. I address the people who were hustled
by the Patriot Act and the people who in the name of it could not defend anymore the rights
they had conquered in more luminous days of our societies. I address the young who were
forcefully discouraged from singing their joy of life and expressing the fighting spirit of the
opposition to war. I address the worker and the peasant and the intellectual who were
harassed through the acts and the silence of those who had the obligation to safeguard their
peace. I address them to tell them that history will judge us through them themselves, first of
all, and so not to let it to abstract and future history to judge us but to contribute to the
judgment, by words and act, by open constructive criticism and by moral support for those
who vacillate in front of what by now is plain truth. By support I do not mean acquittal, I
mean what you did and are still doing right now for me and Don with your love and
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acceptance of pardon and your forgiveness and with your promise to support us in whatever
fight we’re going to put up to undo what wrongdoing of ours can still be undone.
Of course, this microphone is maybe not enough to make heard on the media of all the
world what I’m now saying and you are hearing, and the quiet message of my voice will not
reach anyone but you. Of course this of great consequence. Tomorrow, even if I am silenced
you will always be with me. And, through you, history will have from me a moment of mine
which was honest.
Maybe a leader, like the people, has to defend himself but not to sacrifice too. Maybe a
leader, like the people, leader must not let be mown nor pierced by bullets , but not let be
humiliated either. But , unlike the people, the leader has to defend the values in the name of
which he was elected, more strongly than he has the right to defend himself. And if these
values accuse him instead of defending him, then a leader must defend these values and not
himself.
People of all countries , I believe in man and in his destiny. Other leaders will overcome
my obstacles if I do not manage to realize what truth and humanity demand from me. Go on
and just know that the day for the reopening of the broad avenues from which the free man
passes to build a better society, is closer rather than more remote.
Long live humanity! Long live the peoples! Long live the living! Here are my first words: I
am certain that my U-turn in my life will not be futile. I am certain that it will be, at the least,
a moral lesson in how to see in the mirror one’s greed, cowardice and deadness and start
changing”.
The appeal of George’s words and his rapport with the people and the
originality of what they hear compared to what are the usual speeches
make themselves felt through the fact that during his whole address
there is no interruption by even one clapping or shout in favor or
against his word or him. One minute of silence follows , half for
the realization that it finished, since his words still ring in all
ears, and half for the nice sensation to sink in minds and hearts.
Then what bursts is not applause but floods of brief love
confessions, but soon some people more experienced with words go to
Bill and take his mike and shout more coherent phrases to be
repeated; and they are repeated in a tone and volume sounding like a
mountain’s roar, if mountains could roar or if Metro Goldwyn Mayer
could amplify its trademark to such volumes. The main phrases that
survive the selection process by people not wanting to stop repeating
them are, starting from the first ones which naturally repeated
George’s finishing lines:

LONG LIVE HUMANITY!LONG LIVE THE PEOPLES!
LIFE BELONGS TO LIVING! DEADNESS TO THE DEAD!
LIFE BELONGS TO LIVING! DEADNESS TO THE DEAD!
AHEAD!AHEAD!TO KILL THE DEATH OF EARTH!
AHEAD!AHEAD! WE’LL GIVE YOU ALL OUR STRENGTH!
AHEAD!AHEAD!TO KILL THE DEATH OF EARTH!
AHEAD!AHEAD! WE’LL GIVE YOU ALL OUR STRENGTH!
THE EARTH IS FOR THE LIVING! THE WAR BELONGS TO DEATH!
THE EARTH IS FOR THE LIVING! THE WAR BELONGS TO DEATH!
TONIGHT WAR AND KILLING ARE DEAD AND BURIED
TONIGHT WAR AND KILLING ARE DEAD AND BURIED
TONIGHT IS THE DEATH OF WAR AND KILLING
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TONIGHT IS THE DEATH OF WAR AND KILLING
TONIGHT IS THE DEATH OF WAR AND KILLING
TONIGHT IS THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEGINNING!
TONIGHT IS THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEGINNING!
TONIGHT IS THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEGINNING!
TONIGHT IS THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEGINNING!
…………………………………………………………….
After these and many other similar things were repeated, the last one
above recurring overall more than any other,
one person who got the
mike to propose a shout just said : “Thank you Bill , thank you
Helen” Suddenly George’s shout from the balcony was heard from his
mike in the same rhythm and tone:

THANK YOU BILL AND HELEN! THANK YOU HELEN AND BILL!
The next person who went to propose a shout shouted:

BILL TAKE THE MIKE ! BILL TAKE THE MIKE !
This was repeated three or four times , Bill took the mike and said:

B:-With so many people around and with so much feeling we would not of course miss the
opportunity to have a party, and as usual we’d better start with karaoke , I actually have a
song exactly like what we were shouting , sent to us by our favorite odd couple, drummer
and brother, who have sent us so many other songs; this they dedicate to assholes who only
suffer war casualty from a screen’s distance and who only enjoy life and earth form a screen
distance too and thus would have no objection if they kindly withdrew into some screen
either as images, or as viruses or as bugs or as dots or whatever and leave the earth to us who
need her, love her, use her, enjoy her and don’t just fuck her and dump her and guess who’s
a specialist in performing it: that’s why we took that screen up there tonight, if I had taken it
for all of us that there was room for, the balcony would collapse. Song title:
VIRTUAL PAIN AND VIRTUAL GAIN FOR MEN OF THE EMPER0R’S NEW
BRAIN
So George, familiar with this song from the night before in the
previous episode, performs karaoke style the following among general
applause and whistling as if it was a speech but of course people
still only applause for his overall effect not for the lyrics which
are not yet clearly audible , it’s the first time they hear the song,
the mood form meaning of the verses was already communicated by the
summary Bill gave and the rest is the vibes of the music and
immediately they pick on it exactly as George had imagined and
practice, in Zorba like steps. People dance it on the street; and in
the balcony George dances it with Helen and the girlfriend of Don
who, with Don, have come up the balcony. Don sees , doesn’t dance but
claps to the beat of the music and also sings with Helen and George
reading the lyrics from the screen. In the yard Bill dances it among
people with the brunette and Suzy is on the shoulders of Bill now
and dances with uses one had as a conductor and with the other hold
tight Bill’s hair in order not to fall by the dance’s jumpiness.
Perle, Wolfowitz and Cheney look from he terrace expressionless, some
soldiers with guns in their arms dance it like they see other doing,
some others dance it otherwise with flashbacks of batman’s joker
Rumsfeld sees them and he pictures Perle and te rest of them ,
himself included , dancing it like joker and says a ”bleah!”
expression, has right after a flash of Anthony Quinn and then focuses
back on Daisy and their balcony. The lyrics of course are:
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VIRTUAL PAIN AND VIRTUAL GAIN FOR MEN OF THE EMPEROR’S NEW
BRAIN
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TmDYoHJg6Y&feature=related , http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oB9WRKr7mWU )

In case we have enough of future generations
historians scratching their wise heads will think which nations
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces,
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces.
Tell me where I find some birds
men and women in US
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures,
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures.
It doesn’t make you a bad person or an asshole
it doesn’t make you a violator of the Bible
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them,
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them.
t’doesn’t make you a cruel bird
if for their due punishment
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies,
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies.
It isn’t curious those who fuck our earth and dump her
just live as if she had no grace for them to love her
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers,
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers.
Earth belongs to those who need it
if you don’t, just split and beat it
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other,
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other.
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When it finishes somebody takes her mike and shouts:

HELEN TAKE THE MIKE ! HELEN TAKE THE MIKE !
After three of four repetitions she takes it but she’s wearing the
black glasses of Bill she had confiscated the night before. She says:

H:-You all know how much trouble I have with very explicit erotic songs. You also all know
how much trouble I don’t have with black humor jokes. The day brought it as to have to be
involved in both, and at the same time. So the black glasses fit both goals, it was not to
propose a Blues Brothers’ song that I put them on. Up to yesterday I didn’t know how nice I
would feel seeing someone like Rumsfeld pushing up the daisies. I guess you didn’t know
that either. Today we all know. We saw Rumsfeld pushing up Daisy, our Daisy, our big-big
Daisy whom if Cab Callaway had known then Daisy the Moocher would never be written
because big Cab would have a problem finding a mammal bigger than a whale to write for
Daisy the verse she deserved instead of just “Daisy had a heart as big as a whale”. It was fatal
that Don showed up at the moment Daisy was changing the age of her favorite target group
and it was also fatal that Daisy’s name was Daisy and that Donald’s name was Donald, I
wish them that what’s fatal for them be just their fatal attraction and not something else that
would make Donald a duck too sitting or standing or flying or running. But part of his
attraction is that he is a fatal man, in that sense too, since his favorite line is Sean Connery’s
“we’ll all die of something anything”. Let me cut the crap, Bill’s glasses are killing me with
his myopia anyway, I’ll have to take them off pretty soon, so let me make something like a
toast. Donald introduced his new self to Daisy on the radio. I propose that some volunteers
introduce the old self of Daisy, Marguerita in her mother tongue, to Don by singing to her
anthem which her presence among us has made a top ten song for much longer than Minnie
the Moocher, I mean Daisy has made the Marguerita song it top one in our hearts forever.
So: Daisy is already on the balcony, who’s not afraid of the US secretary of defense to
serenade his girlfriend in his presence?: .
Daisy who has been moved to happiness tears wipes her eyes and smiles
more and more or laughs or makes blushing motions until in the last
stanza she takes the mike and sings. The yard is filled with young
men. They sing to Daisy, while many people accompany them, they all
know the lyrics:

H:-I’m sure you don’t need the lyrics, you all know them by heart since you were kids and
your moms still locked you in your room.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmIYJvaifyo&feature=related , http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52Q74BCkeDY

Marguerita -Daisy my star, my love,
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks a boy like me in his room,
but then I use that silk rope you gave me
and we know better than just to weep and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key I’m found by next dawn
we’re pieces of all night’s booms.
Suddenly Suzy shoes up with three clothes drying ropes and gives one
to her mom and one to Daisy to follow her example and tie them on
the balcony’s railing and three by three the young men climb and
Daisy kisses them while Don pretends to fist his rivals on their
heads with both hands. Seeing this Suzy runs off as if she’s up to
something.
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Marguerita-Daisy you are terrific,
a big great boat rocked by the Pacific,
give me your winds, my Pacific,
give me your waves and teach me to be a big open sea like you,
give me your winds my Pacific,
give me your waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you.
Suzy comes back and brings a broom to Don and he pretends he uses it
as a weapon on his rivals. Then she runs again somewhere to bring
something. She also brings a Harry Potter wig and gown and gives Don
the gown to wear while she puts on his the wig and he gets on the
balcony railing , also riding the broom as if ready to fly while his
rivals shot “Jump! Jump!” and Daisy pulls him back and gives her past
loves on the yard a finger or a hip-gesture or something. She
removes his gown as if undressing him and kisses him on the mouth
passionately and caresses his broom that he’s still holding.

My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks a boy like me in his room,
but then I use that silk rope you gave me
and we know better than just to weep and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key I’m found by next dawn
we’re pieces of all night’s booms.
Daisy answers them singing on a mike from the balcony and many
people again know her lyrics and accompany:

I am your Daisy I’m planted here,
counting the hours till next time is near,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all sweet nothings we give each other’s ear,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all sweet nothings we give each other’s ear.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
She has gotten the broom now and shakes it to an invisible mother at
a distance.

she locks a boy like you in his room,
but then you use that silk rope I gave you
and we know better than just to weep and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key you’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of all night’s booms.
Then Daisy turns on the karaoke ready, but holds it at pause for Don
to start reading when it will be his turn , and to teach him the
melody she sings a paraphrased form of what Don will read. She
sings:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNSzJ7j7KkE
With my mouth full of kisses and love
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
I fly and whistle my greetings to sun
every morning,
with my mouth full of kisses I bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
my hair, my eyes, my lips and you drink
my wind blowing.
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Don reads on the karaoke Daisy turns on, and people accompany knowing
the lyrics:

With your mouth full of kisses and love
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun
every morning,
with your mouth full of kisses you bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink
your wind blowing.
Daisy stops the karaoke and sings:

And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
I’m a matchstick that just catches fire,
and I burn you like a twig yeah!,
till next dawn your burned ashes retire.
Daisy starts the karaoke again and Don on and people go:

And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
With my mouth full of kisses and love
I feel just like those birds high above
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, I’m flying,
with my mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps me the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
Daisy stops goes:

With your mouth full of kisses and love
you feel just like those birds high above
you’re flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, you’re flying,
(here she send flying the broom away from the balcony)

with your mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps you the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
I’m a matchstick that just catches fire,
and I burn you like a twig yeah!,
till next dawn your burned ashes retire.
Don goes by heart:
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And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
Don takes the mike and says :

Don:-I want to propose a song to dance blues with, for you and for Daisy and me, and I know
that Daisy and everybody else is sure I’ll propose “strangers in the night”, but just to surprise
you and to also show how susceptible a man in my position can be for cultural exchange and
to show how good I was in my job in bugging communications even when I could just turn on
the radio and hear it straight like all of you , I’ll sing a Theodorakis song I learned from
Bill’s DJ-ings when I was bugging his lines.
Before Don starts singing Daisy says:

Daisy:- Don said he doesn’t feel a stranger.
Don:-This girl sure has her way with words, I mean what attracted me to her was her
extended vocabulary.
Daisy:-I repeat for whoever needs a translation, especially for Americans who do speak
English, that the reason Don won’t sing “strangers in the night” is because he does feel it’s
night but he doesn’t feel a stranger, anymore. What attracted me to him was that he swam the
lightyears from his alien extraterrestrial den to us native men and women of earth in 24
hours, so I threw him a lifesaver. So tonight is his night; I mean it’s the night of his being
given the benefit of the doubt due to swimming fatigue; he’s entitled to have reached our
shore with his tongue hanging out. Is my vocabulary extended enough for you, Don, or you
want me to extend your eardrums even more?
Don:-Oh yeah? How much more of an eardrum stretcher can you get?
Daisy:-You really want to find out how much you can put up with?
Don:-Yes, I do.
Daisy:-Can you put it up after such swimming or you expect me to put it up for you?
Don:-If I put it up will you put up with it?
Some applause and whistling is heard Also a couple of promptings of
“Right on!” content. In particular a handsome and robust old man in
white hair seems very enthusiastic about the whole thing and others
are teasing him about something and he laughs.

Daisy:-My type of man! He knocked me out before I counted to ten. He earned his blues
dance.
She raises his hand as for box winners

Don:-My type of woman! A graduate from the Al Capone Academy of Tough Shit Answers
and a traditional wife too, knowing who’s the boss in the house.
To people
Don:-Thank you for your moral support, from here on I think can find my way by myself.
He sings and Daisy, smiles broadly and embraces him and blues with
him:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icyew_BwvaE&feature=related
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
As they eave the balcony Daisy asks Don:

Daisy:-But why didn’t you just turn on the radio instead of paying bugsters to hear Bill’s DJing to learn this song?
Don:-Well , in US we have a poster with a gorilla in an office desk saying: “If I wanted your
opinion I’d beat it out of you”. Tough shit , my ass! Yech! Sorry Daisy for reminding you my
“gorilla in the mist” past, remote and recent, just after dancing with you.
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Daisy:-Don’t worry , when I was in US I used to have that poster on my dorm room’s wall
along with the other poster where the employer was saying “Of course I want it today, if I
wanted it tomorrow I would ask you for it you tomorrow”.
Don:-On your dorm room’s wall?
Daisy:-Don’t give me that look! I never was not that kinky. They were over target board for
darts.
Scene changes. George says to Suzy:

G:-Will you teach me a song?
S:-Yes, but it is a song about jumping over stairsteps and needs to be sung in a long staircase
on the street near the marina by the lake . Can you go down the stairs skipping steps?
G:-I can. Can you? But why teach me a song like that? All the others are learning love songs.
S:-I noticed you are very happy, as if flying. When I am very happy and feel as if flying I go
to the stairs and jump over steps and sing this song.
G:-So let’s go.
S:-No, first I’ll teach you the song
They leave, Helen takes off her black glasses. Bill says.

B:-At last , business as usual. How do we continue? Do we karaoke any oldie before I give
the mike and board again to the young generation of DJs for the hits I’m not versed with?
A friend:-We all know how we begin and we all know the lyrics. The anthem of us the
conservatives and whoever of the young joins our choir or ranks too :
Bill and Helen join singing:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YchLiNdVGIE
Ι have a love she’s all for me,
my star my dawn my rose my sea,
one thousand men would not be able
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle.
Your eyes inside are full of flames
flaring at nights and sweet in days,
flaring at nights and sweet in days
your eyes inside are full of flames.
When on your lips I feel I’m flying
I can’t care less if I leave dying,
when in your arms you set me cradling
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing.
Without a boat and without sails
the world is mine with all details,
the world is mine with all details
without a boat and without sails.
You wear the sun like just a hairpin,
moon is a button of your apron,
your breast is home for singing crickets
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets.
And from your kisses birds have learned
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
right from your kisses birds have learned.
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The scene goes to Suzy and George going down some street stairsteps
running and jumping and hand in hand, the street is well lit so they
don’t have a problem. They sing together:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NztTZAUBsg
Five by five I skip stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors
for two fires of magic, your two eyes of fire,
one look from them into mine ten stabs of desire.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
Five by five my kisses, ten by ten all over I will give to you
and after I have drunk you and my kisses made you drunk
lullabies I’ll make for you with my happy song.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
Five by five stairs skip me, ten by ten they’re flying me over walls and floors
immigration’s here and I have no choice
and don’t cry for me, they say, they’ll find you better boys.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
They meet some young people who go to serenade by night in a boat
on the lake and who ask them if they want to join them . They do. On
the street the young me are singing:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwS-emjANb8

Saturday night is coming, say, mamma,
did I hear you say my white shirt had been washed and cleaned,
my friends that you know are already there and phoned me
to say that my Juliet at her balcony was seen.
Flower scent is coming from the balconies,
flower scent is coming from the yards along the streets,
flower scent is coming from love that’s all around,
love, wave by wave, fills up the oceans, sky and ground.
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found
and rowing we will soon be really out
and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht,
ship owners will be jealous of our lot.
Saturday night is coming my princess,
tonight I’m a prime minister, a prince and a tycoon,
mine are all riches of the world and also mine are
sky, sea and heaven and the city’s best saloon.
Mine is your balcony and your doorstep,
mine are your flower pots, your flowers and your plants
and if you just look into my eyes,
right away your faithful slave and subject I become.
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found
and rowing we will soon be really out
and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht,
ship owners will be jealous of our lot.
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George:-What a nice song! What is its title?
A young man :-Suzy, now we’ll see if you’ll become a DJ like mon and dad. Do you know?
Suzy:-Of course I do, you smarty. It’s “Saturday night fever and cool”.
Another young man: -And who wrote its music?
Suzy:-The tall.
George:-Suzy, did the tall also write the music of the stair song we were singing?
Suzy:-Of course.
George:-And who wrote its lyrics.
Suzy:-The tall.
George:-And who wrote the music of the Marguerita-Maggie song?
Suzy:-The tall.
George:-And the music for “make up your bedsheets now for two”?
Suzy:-The tall.
George:-That many written by the tall?
Suzy:-Yes , and another song that mom and dad like very much and sing together.
George:-Suzy, do you know other composers except the tall? I mean do you know if
everything was written by the tall?
Suzy:-Of course not! The matchstick song Daisy was singing with Don was not written by the
tall.
George:-I got the picture. And did the tall write the lyrics for the Marguerita-Maggie song
too?
Suzy:-Yes, he dedicated them to his daughter Marguerita as a kid.
George:-What? The lyrics that the boys were singing to Daisy?
Suzy:- No this was only the melody of the Marguerita-Maggie song. The real lyrics are not
those. The song you heard has another name.
George:-What name?
Suzy:-“Even on Sunday”
George:-And what did the lyrics the tall dedicated to his daughter say?
Suzy:-Marguerita’s mother locked her in her room and from her balcony she threw a silk
rope to her boyfriend like Juliet to Romeo. Like the rope I brought.
George:-Aaaaaah! Now I understand everything!
Suzy:-No, you don’t. Except one song , you only asked about the tall’s songs.
George:-Do your dad and mom play anything else?
Suzy:-Of course they do. And when they don’t know new songs they ask for the help of high
school student who do . But I know both old and new. If you know new songs that we don’t
ask dad to give you the mike and teach them to us.
A young man:-What d’ya say Pres’dent? Will our kids have a good DJ when they grow up
and Suzy will be on her parents’ mike?
George:-No they won’t, we’ll abduct Suzy to have her as a DJ in US.
Young man:-What’s abduct?
George:-Ahaa! Suzy is the specialist on that , she’ll explain it to you on the boat.
Young man:-OK, Suzy: What’s abduct?... (see pages 260-261 of previous pdf for G’s allusion )
...They leave with the boat.
The scene changes to Daisy with Don:

Daisy:-Now can you ask me your question again?
Don:-Again? Why?
Daisy:-Just ask it.
Don:- Would you think that high of me if I had not said all that I said with George while you
were hearing me on the radio?
Daisy:-Yes, I would, but only if you weren’t a war criminal. Now that you are I can only
think that high of you only if you stick to what you said on the radio.
Don:-Can I borrow three words of yours to answer that?
Daisy:-Do.
Don: WOW-WOW-WOW!
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Daisy:- Can I borrow one word of yours to answer that?
Don:-Do
Daisy:- W-A-A-A-W!
Don:-Was it from me you heard that? Maybe you’re confusing me with somebody else?
Daisy:-Who else? Oh yeah, now that you mention it: Once I had an orgy with three men, not
just Paul Newman and Robert Redford…
Don:-I kind of suspected it, I mean I imagined it.
Daisy:- My good Holmes! You did? You suspected, I mean you imagined, Metro-Goldwyn
and Mayer?
Don:-No, when I saw you kissing those three rope climbing Romeos I imagined you were
fucking our nephews too, all three of them at the same time.
Daisy:-Our nephews? Of me Marguerita and you Don?
Don:-Yes, of me Donald and you Daisy.
Daisy:-Hewy- Lewy and Dewy?
Don:-Exactly.
Daisy:-Hold my hand and let’s run. RUN!
Don:-Why? Where to?
Daisy:-To my house, where else to? Run or I will undress you and fuck you right here on the
street. You hit on my favorite unfulfilled fantasy as I was changing age of target group. Three
nephews and their uncle in the same orgy. I never dared to hope that somebody would be able
to put up with me fantasizing it aloud while fucking , let alone sharing with me the
fantasizing, without being hurt either as uncle or as nephew or hurting me as a bunch of
pseudomachos gangbanging a nymphomaniac.. I’ll tell you every single detail of how I
imagined it all to accommodate the fourth man so as not to be the fourth-man-out in the
orgy…Ooooh! Aaaah!...
Aaaargh!..Aaaargh! LET’S NOT JUST RUN! LET’S FLY! FLY!
They start running. Suddenly she stops:

Daisy:-By the way, don’t tell me you defense specialists also have some very explosive lyrics
for nymphomaniacs like me. I mean like me , not like the Penthouse limericks for Jill. Those I
wouldn’t like even if they were about a Daisy. If you only have like them then better check
if you have some from poets you bug with your equipment.
Don:-I don’t know what you’re talking about. Do you?
Daisy:-I mean , tell me your opinion about the following limerick: Nymphomaniac Jill/tried a
dynamite stick for a thrill/They found her vagina/in North Carolina/and bits of her tits in
Brazil.
Don:-I can sing only one thing:
Daisy:-Which?
Don:
With my heart filled with hugs from your love
I feel just like those birds high above
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, I’m flying,
with my soul filled with vibes like your scent
I’m enwrapped by the night that we’ll spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
Daisy answers singing:
And tonight, yeah!,
of all nights , yeah!,
you have lighted your girl quite some fire,
that will burn her like a matchstick,
till next dawn her burned ashes retire.
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They have reached the shore after passing downwards the same steps
they had passed upwards. They dance the following:

I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, both taken and both given,
I lost myself into your eyes; into your fate I am driven.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
Don:-Daisy, what’s your job? I mean your vocation or task or mission or hobby; OK, your
game. Besides being a psychologist and a prankster. OK, forget it I don’t give a damn if this
is all a prank. Is it by any chance ? …Suddenly he stops and looks at her
stopping her lips with his forefinger as she is ready to start
answering and he sings to her the second stanza of “Ruby Tuesday”:
“Don’t question why she needs to be so free/She’ll tell you it’s the only way to be/She just
can’t be chained/to a life where nothing’s gained/and nothing lost/at such a cost” and the
first lyric of its refrain but as “Goodbye Daisy Sunday, who could hang a
name on you?” and stops. She answers him, singing lightly , the third
stanza but as : “There’s no time to lose you heard me say/ catch your plan before it
slips away/ act now while it’s time/lose your plan and you will lose your mind/in life
unkind” and also the first lyric of the refrain but as “Goodbye Donald
Sundance, who could hang no name on you?” and stops.
And then Mick Jagger’s song, with instruments etc unlike their own
plain voices, is heard and they blues dance its first stanza lying
on the shore on top of each other and rolling gently, and start
kissing and making love at the refrain.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DVCgKsqn30
She would never say when she can come,
yesterday don’t matter if it’s gone,
while the sun is bright
or in the darkest night,
she comes and goes,
no one knows.
Good bye Ruby Tuesday
who could hang a name on you?
When you change with every new day
still I’m gonna miss you.
(The refrain is heard twice like in the end of the actual song and we
hear it to its instrumental closing musical phrase)
At the end Daisy is full of tears:

Don:-Was it something I did?
Daisy:-No, you were perfect.
Don:-Should I maybe call you Daisy Mitchum Sunday? I’m ready for that…No, don’t tell me
until I’m even readier; I mean ready to hear that something else is the matter.
……………………………………………….
The scene changes to George and Suzy. They return, on a nearby site
of the shore but not seeing nor being seen by Don and Daisy, Suzy’s
sleeping on George’s back, he’s walking those steps up now having one
of his hands behind his back to support her from below and one hand
holding her hands crossed in front of his chest. Suddenly she wakes
up and rushed down from his back.
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S:-Hey, I’m not talking to you. You broke our agreement. I told you to pinch me awake if I
went to sleep. I missed the whole trip and you didn’t wake me up.
G:-But you were very sleepy, and you also slept late last night.
S:-You were bored of my talking so I won’t talk to you again. Aaaa! Now I remember. You
also made me miss the story the smarty was saying about those three young men who were
using the ropes I brought, they had also climbed in some balcony when they were kids. So tell
me what happened then.
G:-Maybe you dreamt all that.
S:-No! Maybe you let me sleep to miss the story. Or not to miss it yourself because I was
talking to you at the same time. So I’ll never talk to you again.
G:-Then how are you going to tell me you want me to bend down and let you sleep on my
back as we’re walking?
Suzy, instead of talking , tells him by pantomime to bend down and
that she will sleep on his back. As he’s walking George tells her:

G:-I’ll teach a song too:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kOIXEi3AaA
Tonight like kids we had again

that quarrel for whatever,
that quarrel for whatever.
You sat enough your turn to stand,
you talked enough now it’s my turn,
now you leave and I remain,
the same old tune forever.
Quarrel one and two and three
and quarrel four and five,
I can’t stand you, you can’t stand me
our love just can’t survive.
S:-Hey, that song dad sings to me many time. Did you hear by him on the radio or from Don’s
equipment?
G:-I learned it from the guys on the boat while you were sleeping. They learned it from your
dad or your mom or all of them learned it from some other station on the radio.
S:- Or from a boat like you did. So while I was sleeping and you were listening to smarty you
were still thinking of me and you learned the song to make up with me so you really wanted
me to sleep because I was tired and not because you were bored of my talking.
G:-Now you’re talking.
S:-OK, from now on I’m talking to you again.
She falls asleep on his back, when they reach the house Bill is
sitting on the doorstep in front of the yard and Helen is watering
the flowers. Seeing George with Suzy on his back sleeping they burst
in laughter.

B:-What stamina is that George?! I do know first hand she’s no baby weight anymore. I don’t
know whom I want to embrace and kiss first. I missed you. Don’t worry, she didn’t hear it or
I would have to be deciphering pantomime for a month in out talks. It happens all the time,
she wants to follow the grownups everywhere and not miss a word and then she has to be
brought back sleeping.
H:-Quite a leap of faith I heard you took from the terrace. Both you and Don. I almost cried I
was not out there to see it happening. Butch and Sundance would envy you.
Suzy opens just one eye as Helen takes her into her arms from
George’s back and fills her cheeks with smacks and her legs and
thighs with light pinches and tickles she knows Suzy likes and orders
all the grownups to give her in order to keep her awake:

S:-What’s a leap of faith mom?
H:-The flight people said George and Don made like birds from the terrace to their arms.
S:-When dad threw me to George and I flew like a bird did I take a leap of faith too?
H:-Yes, you did.
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S:-But not when I just skip stairsteps. It has to be flying like a bird not just jumping like a
bird, right? ……….zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
H:-Thank God! Poor George, carrying her all the way from the port! And up those stairs!
Now how can we start congratulating you on your speech, on your performance, on your
spirits, on what soul is behind all those…It will take forever.
G:-So will it take if I start thanking you, so just congratulate me on how I carried Suzy. Now
I see how Bill keeps fit although he doesn’t seem to be a jogger. I mean I noticed a brand
new pair of jogging shoes that stopped coming out some decades ago. So as Suzy will start
getting older Bill’s muscles will be gradually exercised more and more and he will go past
Arnie like that ancient Greek mathematician to whom they gifted a calf when he was a kid
and he was carrying it on his shoulders and as they grew together he was finally carrying a
bull.
H:-Where have you heard that story? I mean in the states. Suzy doesn’t know he was a
mathematician too. Otherwise I would think she was trying to give you incentives to carry
her.
G:-Our coach in high school had told us.
B:-Did he also tell you how he died after becoming so strong that he could kill an ox with
one punch and then eat it all at one sitting?
G:-How?
B:-He was cutting wood with his bare punches in the forest, like Miyaki in karate kid 2, or
was it 3?, and his hand was stuck as a wedge in a log and night came and wolves found him
defenseless.
G:-Fortunately I started this gymnastics just today and not as a kid like him. See you. Strange
however: Now I’m not deteriorating with sleepiness or fatigue. Actually I’ll go back to
reading your envelope. More precisely, sleepiness went off when I remembered I had that
envelope waiting for more reading…
Next morning George comes to say goodbye to Suzy:

S:-Dad I feel like crying . So does George. And so do you and mom. You know why George
doesn’t cry now and I do? Because he already cried yesterday feeling he would leave today.
When I was on his head. And I saw you too were crying mom, I did see it, I mean I did see
you wearing black glasses. And these were dad’s glasses, so dad must have looked them up
although it’s not summer, so he had cried and then mom borrowed them to cry herself too. So
you all cried yesterday but one by one so as not to cry today, because we would be funny if
we all cried at the same time.
G:_Bill do you agree with Suzy for the reason I was crying? Maybe you know it first hand
since it may have happened to you too. Many people also knew it firsthand I saw yesterday.
B:-I guess it has to do with seeing sea waves in a sea of hands flooding the space with such
a thing as collective love and responsibility for a collective ideal. You remember from your
envelope the photos from the funeral, during the German occupation, of a national poet in
which then Poet of the March of the Spirit was one of the persons carrying the coffin and
throwing the dust on it after lowering it in the grave. And he also read a poem he wrote
about him the night before to the tens of thousand of people who had come After the funeral
in which some moments brought the equilibrium with the German guards to borderline
situations, he was crying very hard , I think for the same thing he had witnessed, but instead
of explaining like we do now he covered it with humor: I forgot to include in the envelope his
answer when somebody asked “But are you mourning that much for out poet?”. He answered
“I’m not mourning him but myself because I won’t have such a funeral. That was a death
befitting a poet” Then George leaves. Before they even land CNN covers in
the way that we’ll see in the following follow up the whole event on
which we have
enough inside story to have rather different first hand opinions and
impressions:

IMMEDIATE FOLLOW UP:
The team was still in the airplane when Helen, Bill and Suzy
heard on CNN news the following version of what had happened
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that weekend: “President Bush, who according to sources who
do not wish to be identified, is rumored or even claimed to
probably be just citizen Bush before long , terribly, and
rather irrevocably, exposed the prestige of this country
when, encouraged by the successes and fits of good luck he has
had since his re-election and badly advised by the cost of his
failures and fits of bad luck in the same period , tried to
create a success by winning a debate with a European DJ on a
broadcasting station that has been called a bulwark of
vibrant anti-American sentiment and, in the process of that,
he perpetrated the blunder of plagiarism, not giving proper
and due reference for some borrowed quotes he used of
President Allende of Chile. The political world is expected to
be rather unanimously shocked at that. “Free speech is a
matter of principles, we don’t care what he said or what
Allende had said, it’s the plagiarism that I can’t swallow” a
fellow republican said, whereas a member of the opposition
said “I’m quite happy he finally borrowed something from a
liberal in one way or another, but I would prefer another. In
his case it’s not at all a matter of what he said or what
Allende had said but …Oh, I feel ashamed both in front of
foreigners and among compatriots, I feel as having been
robbed of this last vestige of our honest tradition”. An ex
Princeton dean who was asked said: “Not only did he violate
the age honored tradition of the educational honor system when
he committed plagiarism by trying to hide his borrowing from
Allende not mentioning his name, most probably thinking that
only he knew this so common reference, but also he violated
the spirit of the Patriot Act he himself had insisted so
much on, by helping to propagate the way of thinking,
paraphrasing and inverting texts of a writer whom he clearly
photographed and gave reference to with his allusion but whose
name we shall not mention so that he does not become known to
more than the one digit number of persons in US who know that
he exists, since he is a vehement anti American, one of his
objects of sarcasm being the Pulitzered journalist Thomas
Friedman especially in his articles where he represents
George W. Bush who represents the American people”. The only
clear thing about this statement is clearly the fact that it
quite clearly has a very unclear meaning to the average man
on the street who, after hearing it, would just say “what? ”,
if he said anything at all. But not so among academics who
said that its meaning is as clear as daylight and the only
thing that was not to them clear was what on earth our
question about it was, if we at all knew what we were asking.
CNN has decided to stick to the facts, and the only facts we
do have from that visit ,since no TV or even tape recorder
went along , was that during a big party on the street ,
probably serving as a distraction for guards trying hard to
keep concentrated on persons possibly targeted, there was
stealing of classified biological material, for purposes as
yet unknown; namely excrement was stolen from the toilets
brought from US for the needs of the president and his
consultants and staff. More concretely the only sure fact is
that somebody stole excrement form Richard Perle’s personal
toilet”. Of course the news were commented only by Suzy who
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only said, after first having asked what “inverting” means,
that she was happy that now the excrement had gone from
Georges’s shit to that bad grandpa’s shit, who played deaf
and mute without being one, but she could not imagine why
anyone would risk stealing something like excrement instead
of stealing money from a bank, but combining all this with the
new words “inverting”, “inverted” and “inversion” she had
learned from her mom’s answer to her question, she concluded
: “Money is a thing that everybody wants to have and banks
give people interest to give them their money to save for a
while so he who stole excrement made an inversion by stealing
a thing that nobody wants to have. So he will save it for a
while and will give it back to that phony-deaf-and-mute also
putting some excrement interest to what he took, maybe
excrement of his own, if he has, or just shit if he hasn’t
excrement too. This is an inversion in interest too. But how
is he going to send it to him? By mail? Won’t it stink? Or
maybe the phony deaf-and-mute will come for another visit?”.
Almost immediately after their landing and concurrently with
the lightning fast developments that within a week had
replaced Yale’s Bush and Princeton’s Rumsfeld by Yale’s Cheney
and Princeton’s Wolfowitz and had put in the previous position
of Wolfowitz that ex dean of Princeton with Perle keeping to
where he was, letting vice presidency to Condie, OK almost
concurrently with all that which in no time left Bush and
Rumsfeld reborn as George and Don, and with lots of free time
, they wrote Bill and Helen a letter writing among other things
the following:“..Please send us some kind of review of what
was discussed there in the style of which we send you an
example, not exactly doing the same but doing a kind of
inverse in order to achieve the same goal; we explain: we
wrote a full account of what we, George and Don, had
discussed with Rich, Paul and Dick while bugging you in one
meeting before we came to you; and to produce out of it
something more readable and functional to a reader we made a
summary of it. So we have a full and completely informative
version readable by very interested and patient persons and a
short and more relevant version readable by everybody. OK, our
long version also contains a couple of points we imagine
might have been discussed behind the backs of both of us.
The bottom line is that the short version , used as the
picture of the whole forest, makes quick and easier some
subsequent acquaintance with the long version containing
pictures of all individual
So to speak the short version will be a film size soap opera
that I and Don will try to a make it an actual film, and the
long version will be a soap opera not to be played day by day
but to be read by the film lovers and thought about by
persevering readers after they have seen the film.

End of episode 2 which, in retrospect, could be titled
“The irresistible charm and call of the overcloudcuckooland”
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MOUNT BUSHMORE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)
(Episode 3: Rumsfeld’s security leads him in a police car to his home
and before leaving him his head guard tells him “You’re on your own
from now on chief. If you think you need to have some private
security and you can afford it I do know some guys you can trust and
you do know my phone number”. Bush is also in a police car and is
taken somewhere but it’s not in a town, it’s in almost wilderness.
His head guard tells him “You’re on your own from now on chief ...You
did say you have your cell phone with you, didn’t you? I hope its
battery is charged as you said. And don’t call Laura. She’ll call you
she said. Anyway she didn’t give me her new phone number. Good luck.
Don’t ask me whose bright idea it was to bring you all the way here
because I really don’t know which of the three had this flash of
inspiration. It did sound weird to me, I can tell you that”. Bush
comes out of the car, the car leaves, he takes a few steps and we see
it’s a cliff, first we see it as we see its bottom from the top,
then we see it from the bottom and we see Bush as a small figure on
top, he’s stepping on Washington’s head on Mount Rushmore and is
looking down as if contemplating suicide. It’s twilight. Amada
suddenly appears from somewhere around there, carrying a glider (or
whatever one calls that kite-like one man wind-plane people jump over
cliffs with):)

G:-Have we met before? Have I seen you somewhere recently? Or years ago? Or in some film
or book or newspaper or something?
A:-You mean before or after the time Suzy was flying from shoulders to shoulders ?...
George has some flashbacks from his and Don’s jump from Bill and
Helen’s terrace to the people’s arms and then remembers Suzy flying
from Bill’s shoulders to his and then remembers her on Amada’s
shoulders and then, very fleetingly, he sees someone like Amada but
much younger in an astronaut’s suit.

…Yes , I am the one you think I’ m too young to be her mother and too old to be herself.
G:-So it aged you that much?
A:-There are things that make us grow up, sometimes they age us too. Even you grew up,
let’s both hope nothing ages you, too. But it’s all part of the job, anyway.
G:-You mean part of the volunteer sitting duck’s job?
A:-That’s a good name for it.
G:-Good name for that what?
A:-For that kind of bird.
G:-What’s a nice bird like you doing in a place like this?
A:-Getting ready to fly. What else would a bird do over a cliff?. The night we met you had
faith enough in some people to jump into their arms from a terrace. Now will you have faith
enough to jump into their arms from a cliff? I mean will you have faith in our wings right
here, or you feel you are too very heavy for flying ?
G:-It depends. Too heavy for a flying man? For a flying donkey? For flying pachyderm?
Actually what I have more faith in is you being so light . And without a donkey tied as ballast,
a draught might make you a kite.
A:-So let’s get ready.
G:-So tonight’s going to be the night a sitting duck opened her wings to become the guarding
angel of a donkey to save him from the pachyderms who aged her along with him? Shall we
say gone with the wind? What d’you say?
A:-Become the wind and the answer will be blowing in you, what else?.
G:-So let’s call it the night of the flying duck and of the flying donkey.
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An iguana shows up and its tongue does that quick in-out. They see
it.

A:-No, let’s just call it night of the iguana like in the movie.
G:-Or twilight of the iguana like in Neruda’s poem. By the way how did you guess Perle
would have me brought over here?
A:-Contemptible triviality is not unfathomable, it’s just ballbreaking to men and boring to
death for women.
G:-Why did you bother to fetch me?
A:-For what else? We have a world to save. Come on Karbuncle, we ain’t got all night for
gags and wisecracks.
In the meantime they were fixing the glide plane and themselves to
it.
They fly off with the music of the song “Algunas bestias” below.
When it starts playing it’s end of twilight when it finishes it’s
dark night. Both while there’s still daylight and while night has
come some droughts make them gain height as they were going down and
this happens as background to some parts of the music sounding like
that, thus making their flight as if they were dancing with the
wind. (Their twilight flight scene is interrupted by scenes in a camp
of training activists, men and women, climbing poles and cliffs and
flying tied with ropes from cliffs or using ropes between trees like
Tarzan, all this happening it the sound of “Todo era vuelo en nuestra
tierra” (“All was flight in our land”) of the first two lines of the
opening and refrain of the 5th song of the CD (the song “Vienen los
pajaros”=“the birds arrive”). It happens both in a place Amada and
George will reach in a while, at night, and we’ll recognize as the
twilight training place, and also in a place George has as flashback
from Helen talking to him on that night and mentioning such training
camps to him while playing him that “Vienen los Pajaros” song. Let’s
go back to the “Algunas bestias” song. By its end they will have
finished their glideflight and will also have ridden a horse (the
same horse. Amada in front, George behind her) and will have passed
through forest on horseback. Fast horseback music (somewhat Bonanzalike) is some music around the singing of the repeated verses:
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio...…
(Oh: in the monkey lovemaking part we may see some analogous quick
scene with other animals in the forest, not monkeys; quick scene not
meaning a scene of fast sex but a fast, fleeting passing by a calm
and slow sex scene. Also, at the mention of “esta la gigante anaconda
cubierta de barros rituales” we’ll see near a highway, supposedly at
a site near the forest they’re traversing, a gigantic factory of war
industry) OK, let’s hear “Algunas bestias”, now:)

ALGUNAS BESTIAS

SOME BEASTS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI9Xk8ZgaTw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67Pp2cz1DPY

ERA el crepusculo de la iguana.
ERA el crepusculo de la iguana

It was the twilight of the iguana.

Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
Su lengua como un dardo

From its glistening battlement
a tongue like a javelin
darted into the verdure,
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se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
the monastic anteater trod
con inclodioso pie la selva,
the jungle with melodious feet,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
the guanaco fine as oxygen
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
in the wide brown heights
calzando botas de oro,
was wearing boots of gold,
mientras la llama abria candidos
while the llama opened candid
ojos en la delicadeza
eyes in the delicacy
del mundo lleno de rocio.
of the world covered with dew.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
calzando botas de oro,
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
The monkeys wove
interminablement erotico
an unendingly long erotic thread
en las riberas de la aurora,
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
derribando muros de polen
leveling walls of pollen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
and startling the violet flight
de las mariposas de Muzo.
of the butterflies from Muzo .
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
The monkeys wove
interminablement erotico
an unendingly long erotic thread
en las riberas de la aurora,
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
derribando muros de polen
leveling walls of pollen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
and startling the violet flight
de las mariposas de Muzo.
of the butterflies from Muzo .
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
de hocicos saliendo del legamo,
with snouts emerging from he ooze,
y de las cienagas sonolientas
and from the somnolent swamps
y de las cienagas sonolientas
and from the somnolent swamps
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un ruido opaco de armaduras
volvia al origen terrestre.

an opaque thud of armor
returned in the earthly origins

Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
El jaguar tocaba las hojas
arcoirisada cresteria
con su ausencia fosforescente,
arcoirisada cresteria
el puma corre en al ramaje
arcoirisada cresteria
como el fuego el fuego
el fuego devorador
mientras arden en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el hormiguero monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba calzando
del rio, husmean el nido cuya
delicia palpitante
atacaran con dientes rojos.
Y en el fondo del agua magna,
como un circulo de la tierra,
esta la gigante anaconda
cubierta
de
barros rituales,
cubierta de barros rituales,
devoradora.
y religiosa.

The jaguar touches the leaves
with its phosphorescent absence,
the puma bolts through the foliage
like fire, fire
like fire of devouring hunger
while in him burn
the jungle’s alcoholic eyes .

Badgers scratch the river’s feet,

sniff out the nest whose
throbbing delight
they’ll attack with red teeth.
And in the depths of the almighty water
like the circle of the earth
lies the giant anaconda
covered
with
ritual mud
covered with ritual mud
devouring
and religious.

When they finally dismount among the activists something in the soundof the
1st part of “Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzY27oWPI-4&feature=related
is heard but to the effect of “welcome to nuestra tierra”. A group of
activists, M.A.1(Man Activist), W.A.1(Woman Activist), M.A.2, W.A.2, M.A.3
start talking with Bush immediately. Parts of “vienent los pajaros” (like
e.g. the melody of the verses “la torcaza araucana hacia..”) in low volume,
are heard in the background:

G:-So what are you guys up to? Your gliding and riding abilities are impressive and your
climbing are even more so but let’s compare notes on whether they really help to climb to
any power; you illuminate me and demystify me on that , I do some consulting to you to the
best of my abilities, by what I know about the White House and by what Ι learned from
Helen and Bill and from all your fellow birds in Germany’s green belt overcloudcuckooland.
For example what were you practicing on with those ropes for hanging from rocks?
M.A.1:- We plan to hang a giant double head, you and Allende, on Mount Bushmore, next to
the usual giants heads. It’s going to be hollow of course, we don’t have the time to really
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sculpt one for real, we’ll only carry a plaster one. Others are going to make a virtual one on
the internet and others are going to photograph the one we’ll hang before anybody removes it.
G:-The point of that being what? Tell me just to make sure I’m getting it correctly.
W.A.1 (looking, through proximity to M.A.1 and through being equally athletic and acrobatic
during her training , as wife or girlfriend of M.A.1):-To tell people that not everybody
bought the bullshit that your paraphrasing Allende’s last speech to fit US data was
something bad, like for instance plagiarism, and not something inspired which gave us great
food for thought.
G:-I did hope to hear that but only in my wildest reveries. You women have a heart big
enough to think like that.
W.A.1:-Even commonsense should be enough to tell somebody that not discussing your
speech, or be it Allende’s speech, on account of such a bullshit excuse is a very cheap and
stupid way to close truth and facts out of oneself , like the other bullshit excuses: We don’t
discuss Chomsky because he was an Anti American even before we invaded Iraq and we
don’t discuss late antiwar joiners because they are inconsistent with the tolerance to war they
showed before Iraq. It’s always either too early or too late to say any truth and the only
freedom of speech tolerable is not to argue but to say “I believe in your freedom of speech
only in the sense of considering myself free to ignore what you say and not answer it, but
without giving you coverage enough in the media to say all that I allow you to say as cops are
taking you out of the room. I don’t give you time for free speech enough to make me obliged
to answer to our common viewers what it is that you said about the facts and about my role. I
only give you enough time to make me look as if believing in freedom for just not arresting
you. Facts should never be discussed in public. I welcome shouters, I don’t allow Chomskies
and Blums for a live and nationwide round table discussion, with Condie and Perle”.
G:-What can you do for this to happen when your representatives do not actively represent the
questions you want to address to your politicians?
M.A.2:-You want to suggest something or just to learn? We plan to propose on the Internet
that any voting American who bothers to do so, absolutely any voting American who bothers
to do so, propose one American, perhaps his own self or any other acquaintance of his, as an
asker who is representative of his questions to the people who contribute to the decisions
taken in this nation. When we say “propose an asker” we mean that candidate askers
introduce themselves through the questions they will pose if elected as askers and if
received by the decision makers. After candidate askers introduce themselves through their
questions and after people vote for them on the web, then the ones elected will show to the
senators etc how many people voted for them as being more eligible than professional
politicians to ask. Of course professional politicians are welcome to propose and introduce
themselves too through questions they would ask if they became askers. But if they’re not
elected as askers they have no ground for saying that this internet voting is not legitimate and
that their election during regular voting was more valid. Then how can a decision maker say
the usual bullshit like “ I believe in free speech , so say whatever you like” if he doesn’t agree
to sit and be asked by these elected askers nationwide and live on TV? He will know the exact
number of people he disappoints and what political cost it will have. Let alone if he tries to
say that askers is a concept not to be allowed at all! Do we echo your thought too George?
Any objection? Advice? Comment?
G:-No, it’s just perfect! And much better than what would just echo my views. You have
thought it out much better than what I had in mind. I wish Don was here to hear that; he’d
love it.
Amada:-Actually we’re in touch with Don. We haven’t yet told him that but he told us
something to tell you. He is sending you a gift. The most valuable you could imagine or not
dare to even imagine he said. He only wishes he could make a similar gift to himself but he’s
not sure if he can make it or if you can make it but you’re very lucky you could be made that
gift. Do you have any idea what he meant? I don’t, and if it’s a secret between you and him I
don’t ask either. And I even feel I may have ruined a surprise.
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G:-Of course I know what he meant, or at least I hope he meant that; and it’s no secret. He
couldn’t mean anything else but having talked to Laura about what happened in the greenbelt
town and having convinced her against what Pat Robertson had told her.
Amada:-What had he told her?
G:-That my plagiarizing Allende was due to my yielding to alcohol and besides making our
nation ridiculous I also broke my promise to her not to ever drink again and that both for my
sake and for the sake of her principles and to follow what God expects from us she should
not see me again in this life and should only see me in afterlife’s paradise after taking a
license from God or Christ themselves and only after I had in the meantime found a way to
join them in paradise from where I fell in hell again on multiple charges after the momentous
import of my failure after succumbing to thirst for alcohol again.
W.A.2:-Is it possible that somebody who bought this bullshit argument in the first place ever
buy anything reasonable from even the brightest orator in the world, which Rummy isn’t
anyway? Either Rummy has suffered a transfiguration or Laura’s love for you is stronger than
even religious fanaticism and than any compulsive obsession with psychoanalysis. Amada is
this what the drummer went to town for? Oh, you said you didn’t know.
G:-Amada is this the drummer that Bill referred to as “the different drummer”?
Amada:- That’s correct.
G:-So he’s here too!
Amada:-He’s my husband.
G:-Oh! I see. His brother is here too? Tell me when he’s around. I want to meet him.
W.A.2:-You’ll immediately recognize him. He looks like the winner of the Jack Nicholson
look-alike contest.
G:-So he is the person who married that Balkanian girl. So she’s here too?
Amada:-Not this time around! Last time she came here she lost the right to see her daughter
for some years. You think she owes to US, or to any American, even to her own Nicholson,
a sacrifice bigger than any sacrifice any American owes to make but doesn’t make? Anyway,
her own Nicholson forbids her to come here and to pay any price he himself hasn’t yet paid to
keep his own integrity and to keep the peace of non Americans safe from our national
disgrace, the gang.
G:- Thus the reason he hasn’t stayed out of US and near her is that he considers even
happiness a disgrace if he doesn’t find again his integrity which we removed in some way. So
he does think that keeping or regaining one’s personal integrity and honorfriendliness in
such matters helps keeping or regaining the collective integrity and honorfriendliness of his
country. Right? So we did harm his integrity…But we didn’t age him, too, in the process,
right? I mean he still looks Nicholson enough…I mean in “the best it gets”…I don’t mean to
endear myself and shit. Let’s get back to something real. You mentioned “sacrifice”. How do
you mean that?
M.A.3:-Since you wanted to get back to something real let’s take your question to mean in
what non masochist and unreal way we mean “sacrifice” so let’s better give an example of
what we don’t mean: Oh: By the way let me first ask on behalf of you some even real-ler
questions you might consider as too individualistic in front of so convinced altruists like us.
Amada, any guess, for George, when the drummer with Laura are coming?
Amada:-I don’t think they’ll start the glide flight before dawn, the horse ride will be faster
with day light than it was for us, so George can figure judging by how long it took us.
M.A.3:-Unless the drummer was in a rush to surprise us …or Don meant some other surprise
or he is so playful he has the same surprise but inside another surprise
Amada:-My good Holmes on what ground you’re making so definite and numerous vague
conjectures?
M.A.3:-Turn around for me, please? Thank you? Any more ground than the not at all vague
sense of everyday vision for the definite and numerous conclusions just reached?
(The drummer is seen coming, alone, on horse back, from the direction
of the forest)

Drummer:-George, Don sends you this cassette and cassette player.
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George is strangely both disappointed and moved. The drummer (whose
looks are like Bunuel’s Christ in Bunuel’s “The Milky Way” or like
the Irish guitar player’s in Monty Pythons’ “The Secret Policemen’s
Ball”) pushes the button even before dismounting. After the
instrumental introduction we hear Laura’s voice singing as in karaoke
the following:

The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you,
come down your door and hold my hand to feel how much I need you.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given,
I lost myself into your eyes, into your fate I am driven.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
M.A.3:-George, the answer to your question about sacrifice can wait. It’s heaven that can’t
wait. Don really had a surprise inside a surprise. You can use my tent since my wife is in
town tonight. Don’t worry, I don’t have a nasty untidy bachelor’s habits when she’s out.
G:-You do run too fast on unfounded conjecture this time.
M.A.3.-I do use good old ordinary vision again and no third eye. Do turn around for me,
please.
George turns around. Laura has come out of the forest and is walking
towards them. George starts running to her and after a while she too
runs and they fall in each other’s arms midway
................
Next morning Laura is serving coffee to all, to their company has
been added Bill, an activist with Jack Nicholson looks, George is
saying to M.A.3:

G:-Peter, can we now go back to what you were saying? I had asked you what real thing you
meant by sacrifice and you were going to say what unreal thing you don’t mean:
Peter:-I’ll tell you an extreme example in which the unreality is obvious and conspicuous to a
literally blinding degree, but much of its pattern enters less extreme cases of unreality and
futility: Once upon a time , late ’70s or early ’80s, a man in his early thirties showed up in
Berkeley and after making a living for some time by reading to people Tarot cards while
sitting on the sidewalks of Telegraph Avenue, one day at noon and in public, he suddenly
blinded himself by using a small wooden plaquette on which he had adjusted two pins or
nails after measuring his eye to eye distance; and before the ambulance came he made some
speeches of the type “become aware you Americans” etc. He later said that the idea had
dawned on him that if he said all that just plain they would have no result, but if he
accompanied the speech with a bloody appearance he would reminds a prophet and would be
more convincing. He added that he himself did consider himself a prophet and adduced as
evidence the fact that he himself did not want to become blinded either and that actually
when he had first thought of the idea he had said to himself “oh, no-no-no-no-no-no!” like
Christ in the garden of Gethsemane had said “take this cup away from me”. Not having the
least intention to be ironic of the poor guy still in his thirties, I point out that we still must
notice that apart from the fact that his proof leaked from all sides and apart from the fact that
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his deed , instead of even being “publicity”, would estrange people even if he had said
something valid or substantial , which he hadn’t, OK, apart from all that, his logic, and also
the logic of many prophets of the “repent ye “ type who want to help in the salvation of
humanity , is like the logic of the doctor in the joke with the French fries: –Do you smoke? –
No, I don’t. –Do you drink? –No, I don’t. –Do you overdo it with women? –No, I don’t. –Do
you like French fries? –Yes, I do –Then quit them at once, they are the source of your
problems. That just goes to say that what a real prophet does , with or without eyes, with or
without an appearance that shakes you and haunts you, with or without invoking the divine
etc, OK, what a real prophet does is that he does spell out some crucial factors affecting the
causal flow of events and some crucial relations of them with human nature. To diagnose that
what affects in a bad way the causal flow of events is the fact that some things are pleasant is
like diagnosing that what is harmful to our health is not some ingredient of French fries
themselves but our secretions having to do with the pleasantness we feel when for example
we eat those fries , something which seldom is true.
G:-So what upshot does all this leave us with?
Peter:-That what is needed to be convincing is some proposal and not the looks of he who
makes it. Obvious enough, isn’t it? If you have an itch for sacrifice you have to propose some
change your opponents would have a reason to kill you for, otherwise they won’t even bother
to do it and then you’ll even have to do it yourself like this guy. Having a proposal means not
being like the Christ of the rock opera who is just out to fulfill a self fulfilling prophesy and
sings to his heavenly father “why should I die? You’ve been clear on where and when but not
so clear on why”; it’s not quitting pleasant things like life or fries that will make a
difference, it’s going to be what you propose that will make a difference; if it can survive
you, I mean; in which case it’s going to make the next guy in your shoes into a target too; it’s
going to make a target out of your Johnson too if you’re the Kennedy . I mean all this is a
little like asking if Christ could have been lucky to at least avoid the painful part of the dying
by catching pneumonia on the night in Gethsemane and dying before being crucified. Could
this count as fulfilling the prophesy on his death and still save the world or there was a ritual
involved demanding Mel Gibson scenes? My opinion is that if all there is to it is not just
voodoo nor brainwash and if what causes things to happen is not just similarity to things
written in some book , and if that book is at all about real factors for which you would be
shot, then what counts is a proposal; and if you catch pneumonia then the hard part goes to the
next guy in line , your vice president so to speak. OK, I’m just commenting on a possible
illusion that it’s the masochistic or self victimizing aspects of a leader’s personality that can
be effective or convincing or merely relevant, if that’s what your question about sacrifice
meant.
G:- So suppose you are a candidate running for president and you have the most human and
most doable proposal of the world and with the help of volunteerism and of the internet you
have been successful in publicizing your program without obliging yourself too much or even
not at all to the usual interests and lobbies and donors and sponsors and suppose that in this
way you have become real dangerous to these interests; and suppose you are elected and you
are just killed the next day of the election or even before it. And that your opponents just
work with the ordinary means of buying the press , propagating the usual lies on patriotism
and religion and terrorism. Will your proposal have a chance to play a role at all and rise
above the noise and usual obfuscation with or without the usual obituaries and stereotypes
about heroism or about being ahead of one’s time? Or your vice president either changes the
program , in which case the proposal has been killed anyway? Or your vice president gets
killed too? And so on and so forth. I mean I was not just asking about romantic or about
masochistic self illusions when I mentioned the word “sacrifice”. I meant how do you
imagine that chain ever stopping?
Drummer:-You don’t really have to imagine a chain of kamikaze-like presidents standing up
for some new and revolutionary proposal when you’re speaking about US or any nation that
would be in its world leading position. Such chains of kamikaze presidents would be needed
in nations that are constantly under the pressure of some external factor which threatens it
with collapse, and that external factor is the world leading nation, say US, itself . If a
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president and a vice president in a row, whether already elected or at candidate stage, are
killed in US itself then everything would collapse overnight for the sake of their proposal
which would be a meaningful and viable proposal anyway , otherwise nobody would bother
to kill them in the first place. By collapse for the sake of their proposal I mean that with two
politicians in a row dying for it, the overall taste left immediately in the nation would be
“They’re killing us, each and everyone” and people would massively support and try to
protect the third guy in favor of it. The only hope left to the interests organizing the killings
would be to also kill the defenders of the proposals that are not a danger to them so as to
disorient the voters with respect to what proposals they should be defending, but this is a
joke. So, reasonable thinking assholes in think tanks and shit tanks and think gangs and shit
gangs of these interests would not really kill anybody since they would know their game is
lost anyway at the minute a meaningful proposal shows up. Real chess player do see a
checkmate several moves ahead and don’t sit to play the game up to the bitter end. Resigning
is humiliating only if one gives up a fight with danger but with possibilities of carrying
through one’s plan. If one’s plan has no chance , then humiliation is not resigning but playing
the last boring moves, especially when there’s no heroism involved: for a samurai to play to
the end is a meaningful thing because heroic dying is part of his plan. For a fraud and cheat,
to play to the end when he knows his fraud has been uncovered, is just pathetic and
lamentable mental derangement or blindness or even more self humiliating spite or lack of
imagination and of
know-how for any other game besides fraud. The free market and globalization proposals
unanimously proposed by both government and opposition here and everywhere are fraud
and cheat that are viable only to the moment where enough voting people would be educated
enough to see they’re fraud and cheat of self serving scum supported by idiots, liars and
pseudothinkers or by real thinkers too self absorbed in their thoughts to notice or to care.
Once this has been exposed, and once a meaningful alternative has been proposed, the cheats
just go; to even bother to drop the mask and become outright coercive without pretenses of
democracy and voting etc can happen only in small nations coerced by local dictators with the
help of external superpowers, it can’t happen inside the leading superpower itself, nor inside
the globalized society that doesn’t have a coercive factor external to the globe. It’s so much
coercion that would be needed for such a thing that one wouldn’t know who coerces whom.
Of course things still do have some risks for prospective presidents because we only thought
about reasonable thinking assholes when they realize their fraud is dead before they hear its
rattle. But if you include the fact that stupid hillbillies can also kill without being prompted
by thinking assholes , or if you also include the fact that even Princetonian gangs have
human failings like stupid hillbillies , then you still have some killer profiles that may harm a
candidate. And, worse than all, global dangers are not obsolete in global society just because
the elite is lacking, ultimately, the means to coerce the global majority: I mean one reaction
of such a tiny minority to the beginning of its loss of control might be the coercion by use of
grand scale mass killing by superguns like mini nukes tried on sample states to intimidate the
rest for some more time. Apart from all that things are really more optimistic than any time in
the past. So let’s keep as upshot of all this the certainty that nobody gets killed most
probably in a serious change for a serious proposal. For all practical purposes drop the “most
probably”, just say that nobody gets killed when the cheats do know that they have been
debunked in front of the voting majority; violence exists only as long as they hope they can
still prevent the debunking of their myth. Once it’s too late they just walk off the stage as
dignifiedly and unpretentiously as they can and just try to buy off their sins or at least to hire
some security to avoid being lynched by hotheads and whackos who still want to kick some
ass the American way but, lacking guidance by the assholes, kick the few and well targeted
assholes’ asses rather than the innumerable asses the assholes would like to point out to
them.
G:-As a result of this certainty that nobody gets killed you leave leadership to others or you
go after it?
Drummer:-You go after it or sufficiently close to it. I mean if your talents lie with politics you
go after it , if your talents lie with science or art you use some of these talents out of
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responsibility to help the task of the ones who go after it because their talents lie with
politics.
G:-Whether going after it or just sufficiently close to it , do you do it because you rightly or
wrongly feel certain that you are safe from violence or because you want to be one of the
guinea pigs of your theory , especially in case it’s wrong and it’s not true that nobody gets
killed?
Drummer:-Guinea pigs is a misleading word for the testing of this kind of theory. Do you
really want me to go into why this is so?
G:-Ahaa! What about volunteer sitting ducks instead of guinea pigs?
Drummer:-A much better term, since maybe the theory that says that nobody gets killed
holds true only because some people do get killed at the beginning, and only because others,
after that, do think and it’s only then that the proof works. Because it had the
oversimplification that all people are as reasonably thinking as the people who think the
proofs whereas only the thinking assholes are like that, and only if they have not hillbilly-like
imperfections.
G:-For what reason can’t people just think after a book copy or film copy of a person gets
killed? I mean like a goat was slain in the place of Isaac or Iphigenia?
Amada:-Because most people who vote only see such things on TV news , not in books or
films; what else could be the reason?
G:-What’s the prerequisite for becoming a volunteer sitting duck?
Amada:-I don’t know if it’s general but all people like that, whom I know of, had something
to make them feel as flying donkeys too. Maybe not all of them but most of them. I mean they
either atone for something asinine they did or they had the most noble motives and no choice
but doing some really bad jobs in their service and to keep close to what they see as life’s
values they must even act as if they preferred death, well isn’t that what Hamlet was
contemplating too as we know from undergraduate term papers? Whether he would serve life
more by being or by not being? And don’t they say that even if he didn’t die in the duel he
would commit suicide because to complete his mission he did have to use unforgivable
methods? OK, let’s not get carried away into clichés and abstractions and generalities, I was
just trying to tell you that there are factors that can explain why a volunteer sitting duck can
be a life lover even if not being an extreme case of life lover full of masochism or altruism
like some saints are.
G:-We still haven’t talked about what you consider a meaningful proposal however; and
everything we say in the absence of that, even if not meaningless, is not completely
meaningful either. Of course I do not imply that I hold acrobats and musicians responsible
for not coming up, themselves, with a proposal too; their talents lie primarily elsewhere and
it’s already great that that they have an overall view of the situation and can judge what
proposals they should help out with heir own talents when the see the proposals existing and
they recognize them. To hold them responsible for not coming up with alternative proposals
of their own would be as stupid as to judge a universal spirit like Mumford for not also
putting, on his own, some of his thinking in verse and music to make it more accessible to
the masses, or for not becoming himself an acrobat to make on his own a happening on a cliff
about his proposals. It takes all kinds to build a world and to achieve a goal and , I repeat, I
consider utmostly important not to be an autistic specialist like an acrobat or drummer fit
only for circuses and concerts and unfit to realize or contribute anything relating to more
global concerns like all you guys here do realize and contribute, each of you being an
example of well rounded awareness of everything around you. So my question is not whether
you yourselves have developed proposals alternative to the usual republican and democrat
variety, or whether you yourselves have fitted proposals like , say, Mumford’s , to our days;
my question is whether you have found around you such proposals which you considered
worthy of your efforts to support them, even in embryonic form; proposals by professional
politicians or economists or sociologists etc whether influenced by Mumford or not, whether
similar to his or not. I’m sure you all know Mumford since you all know the drummer and
Jack , I mean Bill, and you all knew Bill and Helen’s radio; only Laura didn’t know about
Mumford like I didn’t either up to some time ago but I explained about him to her before you
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came for morning coffee. OK, Bill?, I mean, Jack ? No, I mean, Bill? I think you have
something on the tip of your tongue. By the way you were the common friend of Bill the
tycoon and Helen’s Bill who introduced them to each other? Or Bill the tycoon was the
common friend between you and Helen’s Bill who introduced you two to each other, after
some common friend between the drummer and Helen’s Bill made you a common friend of
him and the tycoon Bill? Or you were a semi-tycoon fellow student of the tycoon Bill in your
college days? Anyway, don’t explain to me, I’ll get even more confused, just tell me by what
name you want me to refer to you in order not to confuse you with Bill the tycoon and
Helen’s Bill.
Bill:-Spring’s Bill you’ll pronounce fine if I judge by how you pronounce Helen’s Bill.
G:-I thought the Balkans were macho societies, I didn’t know they were so matriarchal. Are
they?
Bill:-If you don’t confuse that with Hollywood clichés about extrovert Mediterranean’s in
Italy etc, then yes they are. OK, so what I had on the tip of my tongue is that there is a
professional of some kind with at least one proposal we do support; for vice president. And
there is a non professional, like you I mean, that we support for president. Oh: I don’t know if
you take it as a compliment or as an insult that we don’t consider you as a professional in
anything, the best way to say which of the two it is will be to hear who that prospective
president is , but let me first tell you about the vice president to see his proposal we liked and
then tell you what the prospective president considered the most inspiring thing about you in
her decision to propose herself as candidate president. Well, I do feel you feel more honored
than flabbergasted because you were only flabbergasted by the existence of such a project and
such an endorsement to you, but once you heard that it existed you more or less guessed
whom I meant and in what you inspired her; Helen told me on the phone you’re quite a
Sherlock-like mind reader so it’s not easy to flabbergast you more. OK, the reason I start
from the vice president is that you wouldn’t guess that one and so you are more curious to
hear about him than about her whom you’ve already guessed. Do you know William Blum?
G:-As a matter of fact I do, I mean I’ve read articles by him, thanks to an envelope for
bedtime reading put together for me by Helen and Bill.
Bill:-So you now know what proposal of his we mean , because I can imagine which articles
by him Helen or Bill would include in such an envelope. You want me to continue or you will
continue yourself thinking out loud as you go along guessing?
G:-Either way is fine. OK, let me do it so as to include the points of the article which Laura is
not familiar with in the way that, as I know her, will lead her more quickly to the crux of the
matter: Blum had written that he knew how he would stop terrorism if he became president
of the United States. First day he would apologize to the countries we have destroyed.
Second day he would announce the stop of all expenses for arms and with the money saved he
would compensate the countries we destroyed and our workers who would be put out of job
until something more useful than arms industry was put in its place. Third day he would be
killed.
Laura:-So the crux is that whether or not he wrote this as a joke or gag or thought explaining
why no president will ever stop the production of arms and of terrorism or why nobody would
want to be the president who would do it , one might also take it to be meant quite literally, as
a proposal he seriously makes; and also as a thought which he can substantiate by numbers on
arms industries if he is not a totally frivolous person just trying to attract some attention and
admiration for a witticism or a mere slogan. Is that the crux or am I missing something?
Bill:-Laura! George really went straight to the crux and you went straight to the crux of the
crux. You’re both terrific the way you communicate, almost as if without words. Blum would
love to hear how quickly he convinced you.
G:-By the way, Laura told me some inside information that implies that we must leave this
magnificent camp right after we finish our coffee while learning , from Amada’s own mouth
too and not just through pure deduction, that she proposed to herself to run for president, and
while asking her if I correctly imagine the reason she said she was inspired by me in that
decision of hers . The reason we have to run is that in a couple of days, a famous lawyer
whose identity will be known upon giving a press conference, will indict me and Don for
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war crimes and crimes against humanity as an at least symbolic act for US to regain her face
and name and integrity by making a self critique and dignifiedly curb her arrogance by
apologizing both to her victims and her allies for a period that dragged its values through the
slime and the mud etc etc. Also, even more inside information is that both mine and Don’s …
Bill:-…hard discs were ruined so that you can’t incriminate anybody else into indictment. So
what you and Don plan, or rather had already planned to do because you had anticipated that
move anyway but didn’t feel you had to bother with hard discs etc etc because you didn’t
need them, OK what you two plan is the following: …
G:-…we will run to impeach ourselves before that stupid law-celebrity makes us seem as
needing to do that pushed and pulled and dragged by his indictment and we will make him
seem an idiot trying to convince the even stupider than him that we did it to preempt his
move, if for some reason he still insists to do it not caring to appear to himself and to the non
idiots as an even stupider idiot than he is. Of course we won’t need any hard discs because of
course we will not incriminate anybody else except ourselves and will not indict anything
except some values and some ways of thinking; and the people who will be re-educated in
values, by the everyday dialogs among them that will start, will automatically indict, in their
consciousness and in their ballot-boxes from now on, through comparison to our example,
whoever besides us will need to be indicted for past crimes so far, if he ever reappears as
candidate for any public office, or for new crimes from now on .
Bill:-A fine way to put it in a nutshell. Good luck from all of us, George. Ask Amanda, I
mean Amada, what you want and let’s get going, we two I mean, to town through the
quickest path, I guess your delay was only due to the fact that what was pending between you
and Laura mattered more than the incident with the law specialists you anticipated; and I
guess Don had some similar situation if I judge by the care he put in for the problem
between you two. Oh: I guess both you and Laura have thought that it would be best for Laura
to stay here for a while, and I’ll get some activist friends to be security for you and Don …
G:-…so that we do manage to be tried and the trial of both US values and practices does take
place. The only reason we’re entitled to security free of charge is that the trial must not get
thwarted either by the factors who lead the lawyer to pseudo-regain US’s integrity in the way
he plans or by some hothead idiot who will think that it is mine and Don’s admitting we are
criminals that dragged US through the slime and the mud. So the only thing, or rather couple
of things left unsaid is, I mean are…
Drummer:-OK, Amanda?:
Amada:-OK, George?:
G:-So the reason you think I inspired you in your decision to run for president is that by being
such an average and mediocre person, like I am and like you are, and by being so
convincing through mere body language as to make the majority of my fellow mediocrities to
vote, like blind and deaf and dumb, a bunch of much more than averagely evil jokers, OK,
through all that having served, in retrospect, as an experiment, you conceived in a way so self
evident, through hindsight, as Columbus’ egg, the plan to use your own body language and
mediocrity to make the majority of your fellow mediocrities turn, either like deaf-dumb-blind
initially or not, to sources that are much more than averagely humane, wise and eye opening,
ear opening, and conducive to free speech , to sources like the geniuses in thinking and in
human concern, in poetry or music and in activism, in enjoying simple average life as much
as you and in accepting its tribulations in a way as yours. OK, I do realize that making you
part of geniuses through your genius for accepting life is exactly the opposite of what you
want to teach as president with your body language, so let me explain your point better
instead of ruining it: your averageness is misleading and confusing without this explanation: I
only mean that you, like me, don’t have in your DNA a gene like those thinkers and artists etc
whom you know how to use as polar stars and guides to find in life the path that is right for
you and for the people near you. But you are not the average definition of the average person
like I’m not the average president. Other presidents may have had non average genes; as
president I was used as the living proof that any average person could become president; and
as a fired president I’ll use myself as a living or dead, say cheese and knock wood, proof
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that a kind of average person can offer much more than an a non average president by being
inspired by better sources.
Amada:-Fine way to put it in a nutshell but it needs a nutshell of a nutshell so necessary as
what you said. The only reason I’m not an average simple girl, OK make it simple woman, is
that there are not many simple girls or simple women like me. The reason I’m completely
average is that what non average things I have done were not done through any non average
genes, so everybody can do them in principle. What’s even more in favor of my point about
not being special is that whatever special-like I have done, as you well remember, cannot be
used , not even mentioned, without ruining my election and my point.
G:-Which brings me to saying that I only agree with your accepting the name Amanda,
which you used to have, only from your husband who naturally can’t and shouldn’t part with
it after what you two went through, still having that name all the way through that ordeal. It’s
good that you will come back as Amada, without an –n- and I am as sure as you that not one
of the few persons who will do realize that you are the same person as Amanda, and not just
somebody who by gross double coincidence has similar looks and similar name, will reveal
your identity. The ones who know you, like your friends here, consider your becoming a
president as a thing good for the world and won’t want to ruin your election by saying that
yes it was you who estranged every single American the way you had done your special-like
act, and the ones who hate your guts and don’t want to see you president won’t risk getting
you de-estranged in the consciousness of some majority of voters by making known what we
did to you that aged you so much in so little time; I don’t mean, by the way, you’re not as
impressive a woman as you always were. So they’ll use any possible slander or insinuation
they can get their hands on except the one that would be decisively either against you or
against them.
Amada:-Thus?
G:-Thus good luck to you too. Bill?
Bill:-I’m ready. We leave as soon as you and Laura say your goodbyes.
G:-Oh, I forgot one more thing; to your husband:…
He turns to the drummer:

…In public call your wife Amada, not Amanda; and shave your beard, you haven’t aged; and
don’t play a drum but another instrument; what about guitar or even xylophone? OK, I’m off.
……………………………….
Bill and George, after some horse riding, on two horses since Bill is
not as light as Amada to share a horse with George, reach a stable
where he has a car parked and finally drives George all the way to
Don’s house and goes away to arrange it with activist friends to have
the house guarded in shifts as soon as possible, certainly not
starting the guarding later than George and Don’s self indictment.
Don is out to the supermarket at the moment and, his wife not having
returned to him, there’s nobody home and George sits at the
doorstep, asking a passing neighbor if he has seen Don around, and
he’s told that he was at the nearby supermarket and he will be back
any minute so he politely declines the invitation of the neighbor to
wait for Don in his house. Suddenly a van stops in front of Don’s
house and two masked men get out and kidnap George while nobody
notices. They return after midnight and drop him bleeding on Don’s
sidewalk and speed away. Don opens to George knocking and shocked he
calls for a doctor to come home since George doesn’t want a hospital;
neither does he want the police and just calls Bill to tell him to
start the guarding immediately if possible, understating very much,
however, what has already happened; what has happened and what
conjectures are possible regarding the reasons it has happened, we
understand from the discussion of Don with George after the doctor
leaves and George is bandaged on nose and legs.

Don:-Why do you think it’s irrelevant to conjecture about the whole event in ways that might
lead to the arrest of the perpetrators.
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G:-Now that you told me that you had authorized jailers to administer drugs to Abu Ghraib
prisoners not through syringes but, effectively, through black-and-dekker shots to legs and
nostrils, the only thing that would be relevant to analyze without disorienting ourselves
would be to see if, because of my having been in such pain, I could not see things clearly
enough and if , be it understandably, I felt estranged from you, even belatedly, for your
having authorized such a sadistic idea if only for its ending up applied to my own skin. Since
our collaboration is in no danger of being interrupted for this or for any other reason, if only
because of the above rationale, let’s not let it waste any more precious time and energy from
our efforts.
D:-OK, at least for my feeling free to close the case, let me think out loud running through
why it’s irrelevant to see what other goals besides the one you mentioned could profit by
what was done to you and thus point to some definite groups for possible checkout; I mean if
you or anybody else bothered to check: there could be ex colleagues of us that would like to
see us divided in the way you said even if at the same time they made it look as if perpetrated
by previous torture victims or people close to them; or there really could be groups of
previous detainees or people close to them, I mean people identified with them in any sort of
way that would like to make you or me suffer the same; but why they didn’t also kill you?
Possibly because then there would be pressure by public opinion to find them even if no
authorities gave a shit about you, whereas now anybody can leak a view that you wanted to
make a hero out of yourself and gain back some esteem and so you hired a doctor to do all
that to you while under anesthesia , or someone might even pay a doctor to say so about you,
or kill a doctor and leak that you killed him after he had surgery on you , to prevent him
from leaking what you hired him to do to you, or maybe your activists friends did it to you
without being hired by you to have you as a hero with publicity in their ranks, or the opposite
team did it to you so as to have forced you to undertake a mission in their favor through
torture and blackmail or through drugs and altered states or even through installing a
microchip in your brain and thus make you suspect in front of your activist friends or anyway
make you useless to them because your ideas may be due to such alterations and thus any
disagreement or even agreement of yours may be due to such things and not to healthy and
debatable difference or coincidence of opinions or …
G:- Each version is only worth a Hollywood film budget and two hours of the attention of a
viewer mesmerized by Hollywood criteria of relevance and significance of plot but is not
worth a another ten seconds of mentioning besides the ten second you already either gave to
them or didn’t give to another score of scenarios that are equally unreal whether they are
imaginary or even completely factual. Let’s go to something real:
D:-Give me another ten seconds to enjoy a gag: Being factual in an bizarre culture, society
or age , doesn’t make it more probable for you to be less unreal, maybe it even makes it less
probable than what being unfactual along a random direction makes it. Where did I get that
from? Was it Nietzsche while I read him awake? Was it Mumford while I was sleeping? Was
it Al Capone?
G:-If I tell you, will you stop thinking about it?
D:-I promise. Please tell me:
G:-It was a verse of the poem “arrows” by the son of a statesman that you used to read to me
in the country club and was going like “a malign tumor in the body of a person of malign soul
is at depth a benign tumor”.
D:-Wow, George! Fit as a fiddle in your condition!
G:-But let’s not overapply it to our culture, society or age whether as black humor or for
more literal goals, since we can afford more serious perspectives to see things from.
D:-I absolutely agree. You’re an inspiration. I’m yours, ears and all, make your point and our
plan. Oh-oh-oh! Just a second, I mean just ten more seconds, or even thirty seconds, make it
sixty, the points dawn on me one by one: Tell me what you think about the three step, oh!
make it
four step, upshot to what we said that I’m going to say now: Step 1: If people were educated
the Mumford way etc instead of in the stupid film or stupid TV serial way then the unreal ,
but possibly factual, scenarios I mentioned would never become realized or even thought
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about, because the ambiguity of the information they give would be so immediately obvious
that nobody would make points or imply messages through them . Step 2: It is possible to
educate the masses in this decent way: If it were not then massmen like you and me would
not have been educated by Bill and Helen in record time and we would not be having this
discussion right now, we would be dragging our feet and pieces of soul and mind in the
country club mocked by pseudobrains like Rich and Paul. Step 3: Acts of violence, like the
one on you, have three roots: 1.Aggressive instincts either of our victims revenging what we
did or of our collaborators revenging what we stopped doing 2. Effort to prevent imitators of
us from existing 3. Effort to obfuscate and confuse by giving mixed messages and
explanations. If the people who received the messages did not spend hours following the TV
bullshit about it to get confused then one of the three factors of violence would be terminated.
G:-That’s a great upshot and without the least trace of sloganeering or wisecrackery.
D:-That was sweet George. I mean it in a serious way.
G:-I do know you’re a serious person, Don. But now let me too …
D:-..But now I’ll really let you too speak and let talking about our plan start:
G:-No, not yet, now let me too give a step 4 to the thoughts you just made and was step 1 for
a person in my condition, and also let me give a step 5 and then put in a nutshell all you just
said but in a way that would never occur to me if you had not already put it in the way you
did:
Step 4: Somebody in pain may think of reducing exposure of future victims to this by saying
“OK, you don’t have to drug or torture people if your goal was to make them seem
ambiguous and suspect to their fellows. We won’t be including them in our ranks anyway;
once they fall in your hands we’ll consider them burnt cards anyway; for their own benefit,
so as not to make them useful to you through your torturing them or blackmailing them. So if
you want to torture them just stick to the good old reason called use of evil instincts for
punishment of things done and for preemption by intimidation of prospective imitators”.
D:-So step 5 is that although it was human on your behalf to think like that for the possibility
that one motive for violence is removed , then you realized that they did do it to a burnt card
like you all the same and, anyway, this rationale, if anybody took it seriously, would give a
reason for massive arrests and releases so that nobody collaborated with anybody anymore in
a society of burnt cards not usable anymore. What’s the nutshell left? Oh: let me give it a try:
Oh-oh-oh!: It’s even a step 6 to the same train of thought: What burnt card and shit?! And
…Aaaah! And it was even step 1 for the night at Bill’s even before Helen and Suzy came in
when he was speaking about the convincingness versus madness of Godel, here we go :
Whether coming from a person tortured or blackmailed or drugged or with a chip installed in
his brain, if people just think about what they hear from him and not just believe or reject it
only on the basis of who he is and what good or bad he has done, there’s no reason to be
afraid he’s going to spread suspect notions etc. Like mathematicians wouldn’t buy Godel’s
results if his proof was wrong even when he was not mad and would do buy his results if his
proof was right even when he was mad. Oh! That’s even step 0: No Bill is needed to use any
Godel at all as an example. It’s self evident; because matters like the ones we’re discussing
have proofs that do not need checks by panels of specialists but only by common sense and by
everyday uprightness, so, OK, no nightmare of universal mutual mistrust is necessary. Let’s
go to something real. Have I skipped something you wanted to say?
G:-You said it so perfectly that I would be grateful to you for having improved what I had in
mind if you had heard it from me but I didn’t have a chance to drop in a word. You’re great
Don!
D:-Let’s talk about our job in the court.
…Among other things they do they write that letter to Bill and
Helen…
More or less we know what George and Don discussed, let’s not repeat
it. A political crisis ensues from their self indictment and it is
decided that elections must be held before the ending of the service
of Cheney and Rice. The new scheme of the Republican party is Cheney
for president , Wolfowitz for vice president, their opponents left
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for the final debates being Amada and Blum who has accepted with
gleeful amusement and enthusiasm both their proposal and the reason
they chose him after they read that particular article by him. Before
going to the final weeks and to the debates of their campaigns let’s
only see the starting address Amada made to the people and the way of
slander her opponents used and her, and the drummer’s, answer to it:
Let’s start with that starting address:

“My really-really dear fellow citizens, if in our days any single one of us took a trip out of
US, or took a trip within some parts of US that are never given any coverage by the media,
one would freak out both at the bad news about us and the good news about us. I don’t wish
to be redundant nor a kill-joy , so I won’t mention the bad news, I’ll mention only the good
news and in order not to make anybody think that what I see is not really rosy but is only
seen rosy by me because I wear pink eye-glasses , I’ll also explain why I said one will also
freak out at the good news about us. How can one freak out at some good news? OK: so let
me start from the beginning: or even better let me start from some historical origins of the
beginning: we all know but tend to forget, after the terrible shape we’ve been finally reduced
to, that we’re not only a nation that thought of the unheard of method of killing half a
million babies by embargo of medication to force their parents to overthrow a dictator; we’re
also a nation that once became an example of self-liberation; and one of the peoples who did
follow our good example with success , the French people, gifted us, out of gratitude, a
statue , the statue of Liberty, which now we must turn to the inside of our country and receive
some inspiration and illumination from it before we turn it again to the outside to inspire and
enlighten others with its torch; and we’re not only a nation that installs dictators or starts
civil wars around the world to divide and rule just to have cheaper gas and cheaper bananas
at home; we’re also a nation whose own civil war concerned not its own rights but the rights
of a people it had exploited and wanted to compensate, it concerned the abolition of the
slavery of black people; we’re not only nation that in order not to feel guilty of its past
genocidal sins repeats them and perpetuates them to assert its innocence which never was, by
still oppressing the North American Indians; we’re also a nation that overthrew a government
not because it sent our youth to get killed in Vietnam but also because it sent it to kill the
Vietnamese; we’re not only a nation that makes celebrations at the occasion of nuking
Hiroshima and Nagasaki; we’re also a nation where a teenager like Noam Chomsky on that
day disappeared in the woods and didn’t come back until he had made a plan for
conscientious objection and dissidence to last for a lifetime, and we’re a nation where a
leading intellectual figure, Lewis Mumford, wrote next morning that we’ve become the likes
of the greatest barbarians in history, like Genghis Khan and the Assyrian god kings who also
took pains, as laborious as irrigation works, to flood and eliminate completely the life of the
peoples they defeated, and later wrote that the real winner of the war was Hitler since his
methods survived him adapted by the Americans who were fighting him for having them,
and later described the biocide through agent orange in Vietnam as the modern equivalent of
Assyrians salting the fields of the peoples they defeated so as to kill by starvation all who
escaped death or enslavement; we’re not only a nation where autistically specialized savants
blindly pay more attention to space odysseys rather than to urgently and severely pressing
earthly problems that are piling up and threaten to make life as we know it extinct; we’re also
a nation where some leading intellectuals mix their noblest celestial visions with down to
earth proposals for feasible solutions, undeterred in their hope, concern and faith in the
eventual but timely help by people awakening; we’re not only a nation where the noblest and
most humane dreams of equality and revolution become, equally gradually, innocuous and
failed roses not standing in front of guns but on internet sites to place orders next to an
account number in the bank; we’re also a nation whose such intellectuals were writing right in
the heart of rosy halcyon days, like Woodstock’s, that a revolution against an economy not
considering superprofits as a futile goal achieved through criminal means, can’t go far if it is
fought with songs sung by groups that are themselves companies making such superprofits
and, effectively, just advertise the American dream even at the moment their lyrics
denounce it. Last and most recent, but not at all least, is that we’re not only a nation that
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bribed and blackmailed and threatened and twisted arms of smaller nations to vote for our
exemption from international courts; we’re also a nation whose president and secretary of
defense indicted themselves for the crimes for which their gang government wanted to
achieve impunity through such exemption; in a nutshell we’re not only people that should be
ashamed of themselves and avoid looking people from other countries in the eyes; we’re
also people who should still be proud of themselves since they still remember into which
direction lie uprightness and happiness and in which direction life is seen in front of them,
beckoning and calling them to follow her. By the way: do I really have to explain how one
can freak out at the good news? It’s obvious that I only meant that what is our pride, a pride
we already have and not a pride we must discover or rediscover at wheel level, a pride for
what is still live and vibrant in us, OK, I meant that our real pride is either silenced or
defamed as if being our shame, while something so trivial and petty and flaccid as the
dream of becoming a tycoon, which is our infantile immaturity making our behavior range
from a carrot-chaser’s to a spoiled brat’s and from a spoiled brat’s to criminal psycho’s, is
praised and advertised as our nation’s and our people’s ideal and founding myth. I know
some of you feel it as a duty to their self esteem and dignity to pack up and leave to breathe
more freely in Europe if they can find a job there or if they can afford to live jobless and they
see an analogy with the time where some Europeans , Jewish or even non Jewish, left for US
to escape Nazi vibes or worse than just vibes. I don’t know if it was the right thing or a
desertion for Europeans to do that at the time, I do know it was wrong on their part if they
accused the ones who stayed as being less freedom loving or as being Hitler’s fools; and for
the present I do know first hand that Europeans feel as US fools since they can’t yet get rid
not just of governments that are as gang-y as ours but even of governments that are mere
poodles of our own gang governments. So if you want to avoid adventure or rather postpone
it, do go to Europe. But if you were planning to go there because you did want adventure and
you felt no wind was blowing here then go to South America, not Europe. I wouldn’t advise
you to go to Iraq unless you want to not only be seen as a convinced traitor by your
compatriots but also as an unconvincing supporter of Iraq by untrusting Iraqis; they have
every right to see us like that, don’t you think? Now let’s come to the issues concerning you
and me: Why I run for president and what I need your vote for. What plan I am engaged
in and plan to engage your trust and vote in , too; and to engage the effort, hopefully, of
some of you who may want, for a start, to help me get the votes of most of you; and may
then also want to help me realize this plan. Here’s what that plan is all about: Maybe in
earlier times the president represented one class or group of people with certain interests at
the cost of other such classes or groups with other interests. Gradually a stage was reached,
like the present stage, where those interests have become almost absolutely impersonal and
they hardly refer to the pursuit of happiness of any group of persons whatsoever, they are
abstract interests and abstract prosperity of some numbers referring companies not even
personified by their bosses. OK, they do concern people too but these people are so tiny a
minority that the main way through which they undertake the task of serving the impersonal
abstract masters called “ companies” is through defects of human nature like insatiable greed
and criminal callousness. In the last few elections the stage was reached where both the
elected parties and the opposition had come to represent the tiny minority of those people
who thought it was worth their life serving those impersonal mechanisms for the sake of
those mythical and perverted privileges; and also thought it was worth the life of the rest of
their fellow citizens serving them for the sake of a position in the assembly lines instead of
at the unemployment ranks; and also thought their fellow citizens , in turn, would think third
world citizens would consider it was worth their life serving this delicate and critical
equilibrium in countries like ours for the sake of subsisting under the most execrable and
excruciating conditions that a reasonable human would not wish even to his worst enemy. The
self awareness of society already starting to become not only globalized but also integrated
and not only mad-Max and wolf-like on behalf of each part against all other parts, but also
supportive of every other part with human solidarity, neighbor-feeling and continuity, OK,
the self awareness of all of us common people, men and women like you and me, in these
elections, has reached the following stage: we do know we have to reach out and grab back
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the driving wheel wresting it out of the grip of those dead and impersonal interests and off
the hand and reach of those insatiably self-serving slaves of those dead mechanisms. This
time around the president must represent the fight of us human, personal forces against
those criminal human deformities slaving for inanimate forces propagating their lifelessness
by killing live beings like us. Is a simple citizen like me who is as simple as you worthy of
such a mission? Even before teaching us something on his free will and through his
recovered-or first acquired ever- eyesight, George Bush taught us something with his
sometimes innocent and sometimes guilty slavery and blindness. He taught us that a
president , through mere body language, can be a mere soundboard and intermediary
between simple people like him that he represents and more sophisticated people, specialists
and decision makers, whom he hardly understands; and who can be a brain pool, a gang, a
culture pool, a wisdom pool and many other things. So what I propose and what I will try to
convince you about is to let me become the representative of your simplicity and of your
honesty and uprightness and of your love for life and happiness in our common effort to find
a pool of brains and hearts strong enough and brave enough and warm enough to both help us
face the other pools that have formed and to represent our most peaceful and human
aspirations. So in my scheme a vice president will be more educated than a president but less
representative of the masses , in the best sense of the word masses and in the best sense of
“less representative of”. I, a mass-woman like my fellow mass-women Dorothies and Marywho?s and like my fellow mass-men like every Tom, Dick and Harry , representative not of
any Princeton or Yale or Caltech or MIT or Harvard but of a mere city college half finished
or rather half started, convincing not through any claim or appeal or aspiration to genius or to
talent except to the talent we all have, unless we’re brainwashed for long enough, the talent
to recognize real humanness and happiness when we see it, ask you to interact with me in this
campaign and give me a chance to show you what all this hocus pocus of a prologue meant.
So for the time being the only upshot of what I said is “keep in touch”. Next time I’ll give
you some names like vice president and ministers of finance and education that I have
propositioned and have accepted and also some names of books or sites one can use as eyeopeners and as education. Until then talk about all this with your family and relatives and
neighbors and colleagues at work and parish priests and friends. See you later”.
It was rather something of a surprise that most newspapers next day
did not even reproduce the whole address but only the paragraph
concerning pink eye-glasses followed by lines like: “Pink eyeglasses no! Pink pages about the pink oboe yes!”, “An old sin of a
new phenomenon and a past feat of a present attempt for a future
catastrophe”, “Read some pages that had Pink Amada slammed out of
college in her freshman year”, “Would you vote Xaviera Hollander for
anything resembling a president?”. “Stick to newspapers for a while;
because politics won’t be commented on TV news. It’s too pink and
kids may be watching”. Editorials, when not blushing yellow or pink
all the way to the margins, ran like: “Wicked-wicked Amada sure has
her way with words. She always did. That’s also how she was expelled
from college when in a term paper on Chaucer she had a section titled
“Homer meets Chaucer” where she wrote a porno-paraphrase of some
part of Odyssey, promising a sequel which never came, possibly only
due to her immediate expulsion. It is to her credit , though, that
she did not become a plagiarist like G. W. Bush whom she had so
lavish praise for, since she did mention in the bibliography of that
paper that her poem was not a paraphrase but only the translation
of a paraphrase by some anonymous Greek whose lyrics had been
translated, in prose, to her by some Greek acquaintance of hers ,
possibly as real as a boyfriend or as fictional and invented as a
character to lift off her shoulders the weight of the responsibility
of the invention of the following plot and scenery:
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Kirke the sorceress:
The goddess happy on the shore waited for him all beaming,
remembering his sweet nice cock her cunt had started creaming.
Setting his foot upon the beach he kissed her full of passion
and pushed his cock into her depths in sweetness and full action.
They had their life’s and their soul’s fun all night and when the day came
she helped him to put on his ship cattle, food, water and game.
At night again their love was mad, passion was not abated
but swollen clits do need a break even half-satiated.
Filling her hunger for a while she felt so sweetly lazy
that she filled with her sage advice the man who fucked her crazy.
She told him of the dangerous rocks, islands, winds and passes
instead of burning man and cock until she made them ashes.
But when dawn, the rose fingered one, came found them wet from licking
until, just fainting and half dead they found what they were seeking.
Her body writhing, and her cunt in grip his cock was munching
while honey immortal from her cunt it sucked and kept on sucking.
Suddenly moans and groans just stopped, silence abrupt and utter
and the two bodies just like dead merged into one big flutter.
For a few seconds little death as poets sometimes put it
took them and their great horniness spellbound them and was spooky.
But they soon came to and just went to shower before parting
and soon they found the vessel’s crew, they really were departing,
they gathered from the hills around their minds already turning
to their homes, friends and families to whom they were returning.
Amada was asked so many different questions from so many different
people for this that she issued an open letter of the “to whom it may
concern” type common to both her opponents who wanted to belittle
her and to her allies that honestly asked why she didn’t think she
had exposed both and their common causes:

“What surprises me is how, without previously arranging it among themselves, I do believe
they didn’t arrange it, all these journalists dropped the same stanzas out of my paper. There
they are restored to whom might be interested:
They fixed a horse made out of wood, of length about ten meters,
not made of marble or of stone, giving good vibes not jitters.
Inside its hollow trunk they hid, a hopeful bunch of assholes
and vigilant they checked around through their toy-horse’s arsehole.
And Trojans who, as it turned out, were not that bright or clever
brought down a part of city walls which they’ll regret forever.
When in their soft beds they lay tired, they still are trying to figure,
how when and who had them all fucked by cocks smaller or bigger.
In one hand the Achaeans held alight their torches flaming
their other hand holding their cocks helped by their torch in aiming.
In vain Ulysses told his men “No prisoners, just slaughter”
Achaeans fucked everyone’s ass no matter son or daughter
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In case the problem of my friends or foes about it is that they can’t find a melody to sing it in ,
the context of these additional verses may help them notice what could have been noticed in
the first place: a melody to sing it in is that of “Carmina Burana”, commonly known as the
musical background of the besiege and taking of a castle by Arthur as a teenager and by his
companions in “Excalibur”. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rA8MeJFRh04 ,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GD3VsesSBsw&feature=related If anyone is not satisfied
by just hearing himself sing it let him, or her, not ask me to sing it but my husband; he’s a
much better rock singer; and I don’t mean this in the well known sense going like “…ask my
husband, he’s a kickboxer”. Hugs and kisses; with such a lovely audience we’d like to take
you home with us, as the Beatles would put it”.
Almost immediately somebody from a radio station showed up at their house with all the
proper equipment and asked the drummer to sing it, at which the drummer asked if he could
also sing some sequel which was in the second part of the paper which had not been turned in
to the professor of literature because Amada’s expulsion had taken place right upon her
turning in the first draft for approval of the project before its completion. The guy nodded yes
and the listeners of his hour that night heard the following ballad on the affair between
Ulysses and Nausika:
To Nausika wandered his mind famous for more than dancing
when on his balls he felt the blow of a beach toy-ball bouncing.
His heart was full of his desire, his fantasies were busy,
but that ball’s bounce right on his balls just made them sore and dizzy.
Immediately what followed this was voices, screams and laughter
a team of girls with such bare thighs that called you in their after.
First among equals in the group Nausika of his dreaming,
he could just tell her from her looks and from his own veins’ streaming.
She soon felt that she, too, agreed that they wished more than talking
and sent her friends to go and check if boats on sea were rocking.
She lay down and gave him a glance that set his blood on fire
and he sprang forth as if his sore toe felt a car’s round tyre.
Although his horniness is great his hardon he defies
and with his cockhead he just rubs her two divine thighs.
His two hands cup her horny tits from other cares he’s hollow
their breathing comes in sighs and moans calling for what will follow.
Little by little his cock’s head he’s pushing past her cunt lips
and she out of her horniness starts biting on her tight fists.
But crafty as we all know him he doesn’t full-length get in
and when she thinks “now he’ll push in” he pulls out like regretting.
Inside her cunt’s flesh now his cock rubs all her secret corners
the little vices of each inch he studied in top brothels.
His hands caressing her nice skin’s most touchy horny places
her legs and hips flutter and writhe, a sight of utmost graces.
He starts to lick her whole sweet length to reach in time her crazed cunt
but she cannot afford to wait and grabs his cock in her hand.
She sticks it in her cunt herself and since she cannot pull it
with scissor-legs entwines his waist to keep him in and cool it.
Raving now he gets in for real, no message came like “eat me”
and Nausika cries out and loud “Put it all in and split me”.
Horniness comes to her like flood, her sighs like gasps for breathing
and all the world around them both she feels now far receding.
Now she starts going up and down as old ships in proud sailing
shaking her cunt with unheard speed to meet his hardon’s nailing.
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Her rhythmic motion lasted long and then became quicker
now stuck together now unstuck like snakes they writhed and jittered.
“My God, what horniness is this, I feel I’m being extinguished”
“By my own forces of restraint I too am being relinquished”.
At once she got him, after all she wasn’t a beginner
“I’m coming too, come love, sweet love, come in my cunt, go deeper”.
And in an ultimate strong spasm, trembling like fish in fishnet
they came, her soft hand lying at rest on his balls till the minute
their souls would come back to their limbs so fucking be continued.
She came to and started to caress his balls which felt so hairy
but somewhat absentmindedly and looking like a fairy
and thus she didn’t realize what this time he was up to
or how or when he turned her round, and felt his rising cock to
her fluffy buttocks rub and quick rise to fulfill new missions
or how he got to get it in her arse without permissions.
Like mullet’s eyes her eyes stuck out from that horrific rear blow
but craftily again he knows how to keep that pain real low.
He sucks her earlobe, wets her clit, fingers her cunt with one hand
while with his other hugs her tits, such cool could help a fireman.
“You pervert, bastard, you don’t have the looks of Alain Delon
yet you’ve torn my buttocks apart just like a watermelon.
This piece of ass had been my pride, these buttocks were men’s talking
I walked and felt the earth’s ground shake as they shook with my walking.
This piece of art you’ve just destroyed, you asshole now just leave;
it is no ass, not anymore, it’s a wide open sieve.
It aches and smarts me in its hole, it brings me tears and screaming
yet my knees melt down and my cunt feels all too wet and creaming”.
Multi-inventive Ulysses just feels her starting jitter
and hums a happy tune for fucks as he just sticks it deeper.
“Move your ass, also, round and round, we will not last forever,
my love I want to come in you, move and we’ll come together”.
Maybe it was only to be expected that after this kind of defense of
Amada by the drummer as a well-shaven player of elementary guitar,
what followed was his invitation for a TV interview, live, by a new
rising star of journalism, a Princeton graduate on his way to
Pulitzer, on Thomas Friedman’s steps, and on the sage counsel of his
mentor Perle. The drummer accepted the invitation. When he was shown
to the round table he saw two more guests besides the host and a non
electric guitar leaning against one empty seat obviously reserved for
him. One of the guests he recognized immediately despite some aging
since the time he had seen him acting in Andy Warhole’s films, it was
Joe D’Alessandro; the other he remembered as just being the leader of
some feminist organization but he couldn’t remember her name until
their host introduced everybody to the spectators. Before their talk
started there was some preamble. The host spoke about what in Europe
is called “the Cicciolina phenomenon”, he talked about Ilona Staller
who was a pornostar who made it to the Italian Parliament and about
a strip teaser who became the wife of a very successful Italian
businessman who managed to become the prime minister of Italy. He
wondered if Americans should worry of the possibility of having such
habits and mores entering the American political life and scene and
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urged the viewers to call during the discussion and
feelings. Then he turned to the drummer and said:

express their

Host :-Mr Amada’s husband, no pun intended I just echo public opinion on you, do you want
to ask anything before we follow the traditional manner of chivalry of saying “ladies first”,
especially if they’re feminist, say cheese, no pun intended either just playing fair game in a
classy way, I hope.
Drummer :-Be my guests, by all means , ladies have always been first even since the second
half of the Stone age, way before the invention of feminism.
The feminist lady looks at him during his whole phrase with a look of
fiery anger

Feminist Lady :-Thank you! That’s exactly my point: I think what you’ve just said is just
hypocritical lip service to ladies; I’m going to be very explicit, that’s why I brought this
guitar with me: Would you please sing for us the last stanza of the song about Nausika that
you sang the other day?
Drummer :-Gladly:
Multi-inventive Ulysses just feels her starting jitter
and hums a happy tune for fucks as he just sticks it deeper.
“Move your ass, also, round and round, we will not last forever,
my love I want to come in you, move and we’ll come together”.
Feminist Lady :-..Hey wait a minute: Can you repeat it for me please?
Drummer :-Thank you, repetition is honor and nourishment to any artist:
Multi-inventive Ulysses just feels her starting jitter…
Feminist Lady:-Enough! Thank you!
(she says that not with a angry but with a sweet look)

Drummer :-What’s wrong this time?
Feminist Lady:-Better ask “what’s right?”. I’m so sorry! When I heard it on your radio
interview I didn’t catch the first verse and so I thought Ulysses was here rushing Nausika to
have an orgasm because he was too hasty to let himself have his. That’s what I meant that
you were only paying lip service to “ladies first”. Realizing that he had just felt her starting
jitter I realized that on the contrary he asked her to force him to come in order for both to
come together instead of prolonging his pleasure to make it more intense…
She rises to leave and with her look of fiery anger says to the host:

…Thank you. I did make my point.
As she walks out the drummer cries to her:

Drummer :-Hey! What do I do with your guitar?
Feminist Lady:-Keep it. You earned it. I mean you had already earned it before you stepped
in here.
Drummer :-Thank you for your words even more than for your guitar. I’ll remember them as
very special. Thanks a million.
Host :-Can somebody tell me why she left? Something tells me that she had heard that Andy
Warhol had said that everybody will manage to have fifteen minutes on the screen and she did
not want to use up all her fifteen minutes at the same sitting. No pun intended. Well, we
can ask Joe who had Andy as a mentor…
D’Alessandro :-Can somebody tell me why I was invited here?
He rises and walks out too. The drummer waves to the host.

Drummer :- Hi there! How you’re doing? Healthwise I mean. As a TV host you’re
doing…well , just forget it. I guess the showman always goofs twice; like the proverbial
postman.
Host :-I’ll try to forget, but I’ll have to also forget that nobody else will forget it. How about
yourself?
Drummer :-Forget what? I don’t remember.
Host :-I mean how you’re doing?
Drummer :-Oh! So far so good. What’s up? Anything new? Anything unusual? Anything
usual? Anything old? Anything traditional? I mean besides the line “at last alone”.
Host :-I hadn’t prepared questions for such a short discussion.
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Drummer :-Then let’s make it long. You want me to interview you until you come up with
questions to interview me?
Host :-Let’s meet midway: can you interview yourself a little until it comes back to me?
Drummer :-Gladly. Thanks for the hospitality. Where were we?
Host :-In the analogies between Amada and Cicciolina, I mean Ilona Staller..
Drummer :-You don’t mind if I sing my self interview, do you? You wouldn’t expect
anything different when leaving an artist alone with a guitar, would you?
Host :-Of course not. Go ahead.
The drummer starts singing rap-style but with melody like
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWpnuydB8pE

The sexless cute lovers who have heard that caressing
is a handshake for being like the assholes impressing
other idiots who watch them and are just as unreal
and can’t tell their own genitals from a map of New Zealand,
they want you to love them for the same stupid reason,
they’re despising themselves and don’t think this is treason,
takes them weeks, months or years to fuck with their own cunt or dick
and when finally this happens they have kids who have kids.
Aaaah! Am I getting tired!
Then all the proverbial average little men,
who admire those same assholes who would never give a damn,
nor a fuck, nor a cent, nor a damned little penny,
just an average little job to keep them grateful they got any,
they’re fathers and mothers of rebels without causes
and exhaust their human trust believing media and bosses,
proverbially keen on when it’s too late or too early
to bring the seventies back and without hurly or burly.
Aaaah! Am I getting tired!
Take the good old overfrankness of the word undertakers,
it’s proverbially fit for the job of «fact makers»
of image, opinion, information, decision,
they’re precise about their name and there’s no more precision.
So why would any jerk not hear their own friendly warning?
Just because there’s no other TV news every morning?
Why not ask our kids’ teachers or their own teachers and so on
who’re supposed to know better what on earth now does go on.
Aaaah! Am I getting bored!
Τhe interviewed intellectuals have their kind of top tens
to compete for what goes by the name of «success»,
a piece of cake, a piece of ass, a piece of land, a piece of glory
without which none would ask them their opinion, I’m sorry,
not their fault that when known they’re just asked about bullshit
but they never walk out on TV idiots who shoot it…
So happy to be proved wrong by your guests, by the way! (this he says in prose)
…Could at least have the grace to point to those who try harder,
a site or name, it’s no shame, to check one time or another.
Aaaah! Am I getting bored!
The halfwits and crapdrug wits, who are just dressed like rock musicians,
make their thin light shit echo the thick one from politicians,
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they make monstrous haunts sound like cute oomphy little verses
checked out both by thinkers and poor hearts with nice faces,
they mistake in their lyrics their hearts’ nervous palpitation
for peace, love and freedom and civilization,
but is it not proverbially the highest of treasons,
to say the right thing but for just the wrong reasons?
Aaaah! Am I getting sick!
And would you please tell me if the earth would turn slower,
if just for a change we paid presidents lower,
both you and I want them to be our ideals
and just like us to have a bad card in their deals.
Indeed they’re our ideal in matters of property
and indeed they’re like us in our mind’s mediocrity,
so just to hear the flipside we can ask them to try
to have income like ours and not mediocre mind.
Aaaah! Am I getting better?
Are you feeling better too, or is it just my impression?
Host :-It’s OK, but rap is too futurist for my taste.
Drummer :-No problem! Since the lyrics were fine with you I can sing them in the melody of
an oldie but very goodie. How about this?:
The sexless cute lovers
who have heard that caressing
is a handshake for being like the assholes impressing…
Host :-I did remember the melody but not the title yet. Would you sing the original lyrics in
order not to bore our audience?
Drummer :-Gladly:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntLsElbW9Xo
The Eastern world it is exploding,
violence flaring bullets loading,
you’re old enough to kill but not for voting
you don’t believe in war but what’s that gun you’re toting?
Even the Jordan river has bodies floating.
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction.
Don’t you understand what I’m trying to say?
Can’t you feel the fear I’m feeling today?
If the button is pushed there’s no running away
There’ll be no one to save the whole world in a grave.
Take a look around you boy, it’s bound to scare you boy.
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction.
My blood’s so mad feels like coagulating
I’m sitting here just contemplating
You can’t twist the truth, it knows no regulation
and a handful of senators can’t pass legislation.
Marches alone can’t bring integration.
When human respect is disintegrating
this whole crazy world is just too frustrating.
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend,
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aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction.
Think of all the hate there is in red China,
then take a look around to Selma Alabama.
Aaah! You may leave here for four days in space
but when you return it’s the same old place,
the pounding of the drums, the pride and disgrace.
Hate your next door neighbor but don’t forget to say grace.
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction.
Host :-You jump around too much, you don’t want to be pinpointed.
Drummer :-I don’t want to be pinpointed?
Host :-You go too far in the future or too far in the past. That contradicts your previous verse
about some people keen on when it’s too late or too early to bring the seventies back.
The drummer takes the world-known stance of de Niro as a taxi driver:

Drummer :-Are you talking about me? Me contradicting myself and me not wanting to land
on the present?
Host :-Exactly. Say something about more recent stuff.
Drummer :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JCVucx5HzI&feature=related (the second half

Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when the snakes awaken to entwine you,
your Philadelphia past you summon to disguise you,
and in the stadiums of the world like a monkey in chain,
US you show me to crowds while you mother more pain.
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when a child talks to his fate like to his mother,
you kick that kid off from your lap and buy another,
and in the cop stations where kids are caught by the ear,
US you ask all about him while you mother no tear.
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when your cries of pain remind us that you’re real,
you take the chance to institute lies in our deal,
and when your tricks become a pyre right in front of your eyes,
US you send for the firemen while you mother more lies.
Host :-Isn’t this exaggeratedly harsh?
Drummer :-How about this then?:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LRzkiMalDI&feature=related

US my mom, for you my songs and all my artworks,
for all your blues that have no lawns where they can lie,
US my mom, where out of mud can blossom flowers
who knit their verses into top tens before they die.
Your arms have raised great guys unknown
who lived and fought and loved and groaned,
men with crystal hearts you could see through,
their eyes sunbeams, their laugh wild streams
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of the melody)

that always gave your young girls dreams,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too…
Host :-Isn’t this exaggeratedly mellow?
Drummer :-But you interrupted me. I was coming to the insurance companies in the not so far
future:
US my mom, just tell me why I feel forsaken,
some of your children are unemployed in paradise,
our DNA says who will be exterminated,
to leave survivors glamorous farts with fireless eyes.
Drummer :-If you tell me it’s too harsh again, I’ll walk out on you, too. We can’t go on like
that! You’re too much, you’re like a kid in a bathtub: It’s too hot , mom,, now it’s too cold,
now the shampoo makes my eyes smart, now I lost my little duckling under the lather.
What’s going to be next? Mommy, mommy I want to pee?
Host :-Whom does your last line bring to your mind? No pun intended.
Drummer :-No pun by you?!...Anyway..I had Rumsfeld and Bush in mind when I wrote this
and I’m grateful to you for giving me an opportunity to publicly say I don’t feel like that for
them anymore and I’m just happy , very-very happy that they gave people like me a reason
not to feel like that about them. You don’t feel embarrassed , do you? OK, it’s not me who’ll
tell you whether you feel embarrassed or not. Just tell me if you do and either I’ll apologize
or I’ll embarrass you even more or I’ll walk out, depending on the issue. Is that deal OK with
you?
Host :-I believe in free speech? Isn’t that obvious?
Drummer :-Not at all. You speak way too little for a free speecher.
Host :-How can I talk with you? You only sing. And in songs of which I either I ignore the
melody or the lyrics or both.
Drummer :-So you did know the melody of Mc Guire’s song but had forgotten its lyrics. How
about the melody of “If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”? Of course you know
it.
Let me dial my wife’s number , she’s watching us, and tell her to e-mail right here and now
some lyrics into this studio’s karaoke device and we sing together what lyrics you see and like
and I sing alone what lyrics we see and you don’t like.
(While they’re dialing the drummer says the song’s title is “Enduring
contempt versus enduring freedom” and that it was inspired by the
big antiwar demonstrations against the attack on Iraq in which many
other antiwar songs too were sung by the demonstrators in that
melody. In a while they start singing together but after having sung
the third stanza the host leaves all singing to the drummer)
(in the well known melody of “if you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”)

If your president’s an idiot show contempt
If your president’s an asshole show contempt
If you meet his present voters
or non-voters but supporters
and they still cheer and respect him
show contempt.
If you don’t think God buys bullshit show contempt
If you don’t think God blessed smart bombs show contempt
Wheth’r you think you’ll live forever
or you play Godless and clever
crap is crap and gangs are gangs
and show contempt.
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If you don’t think Halliburton and its man
vicious Cheney vice’s roy and president
have some power in the absence
of your votes then to this nonsense
show as real citizens
your real contempt.
If you see that zero, Rumsfeld, show contempt
If you hear his senseless blabber show contempt
Although he’s a real danger
and he plays no Stewart Granger
you just give him no importance
just contempt.
If you honor values that they represent
If you want to see non-liars in their stead
then just give your folks some teaching
to your children give some preaching
by just laughing out loud
your just true contempt.
If you think contempt is powerless in this fight
and you think more drastic measures should be tried
keep in mind that in democracy
it’s too hard for the plutocracy
to show contempt for all your votes
if not yet mad.
We all want our leaders to be our ideals
with some cards as ours unlucky in their deals
let them have bad luck in property
not in their mind’s mediocrity
and to be ideal
in how they think and feel.
If you really do admire these farts with glam
If you know that in their place you’d be like them
If you like that hay for horses
If you’re jealous of your bosses
show yourselves both your own and
our full contempt.
If you think that only fascists may despise
and contempt is not for men loving and wise
if you think it’s for inferiors
powerless against superiors
bring to mind the face of
Rumsfeld, Bush and Rice.
Now you see what even wise men do despise
you see power in inferior hearts and minds
Fascists want to impose their own ways
we just speak our mind and always
you can love us or ignore us
or speak back.
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So democracy has room for free contempt
Streams of consciousness are free to bring contempt
You’re imposing on nobody
if your mind and your whole body
feels and speaks out loud your
just true full contempt.
If from idiots you buy no bullshit and crap
then you’re powerful and they’ll know if you don’t clap
and it’s worth to see how funny
attacks like Elmer’s on Bugs Bunny
a powerless ass
will try when contempt spreads to more of us.
Host :-From what I hear from the control room we have good and bad news. I mean you
have good and I have bad news. I mean the same piece of news is good for you and bad for
me. The good news is that all other TV stations are playing our present broadcast except the
standard porn flick stations whose addicts haven’t zapped out of their usual channel , I mean
their usual nervous system routines and subroutines and neuron pathways. The bad news is
that he who gets the credit for this is of course not my programme but your hijacking it from
me.
Drummer :-What do you mean ? Do I have the option to tell you not to land it?
Host :-I mean I don’t have the option to land it and nobody has the option to force me to land
it either, with all the other channels watching us.
Drummer :-So where does that leave us?
Host :-It’s not that that leaves us. I’m leaving you. Let me face it: You might as well go on
without me.
Drummer :-You mean you do realize your career was ruined anyway?
Host :-Exactly.
Drummer :-Well, no hard feelings I guess, Amada could use your talents in her campaign but
who would then believe me that all this happening was not set up? Besides, you would be in
even worse trouble if you were thought of fixing it with me to make me appear as such a
master of improvisation. If we were fictional characters then our author fixing us like that
would not be doing anything wrong, because his job would be to find a context for all these
things to be said, and he would have found it, leaving to his opponents the task of finding
theirs to counter and object his options like we counter and object each other’s options here
and now ; but being real characters in a plot, fixing things in it any further, is a sin in real life.
Before you leave do you want to hear what verse I would dedicate to you?
Host :-OK, tell me, I mean sing to me, and then I will tell you what line I would dedicate to
me on behalf of any Princeton alumnus like me if I were not in my place but in his place as a
viewer:
Drummer :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTMHowFqCHU
My feelings are real brotherly and best
for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest,
who, with snow or even rain,
my keepers all around the clock have been ordained,
who have to use their bugs and mikes to hear
whatever passes through my mouth or even near,
songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever
within the kitchen or the toilet or wherever.
My brother cops and hounds you do remain
listeners and knowers of my every human pain,
you are and will remain the main witness
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that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness
are as constantly with me as I with them.
Words that otherwise would be forgotten,
all in your tapes have been recorded and safeguarded
and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep
through whispers from your lips my songs can find some leaks.
My gratitude to you for this is really deep.
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues!
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues!
OK, this is a German poet’s song in cold war days and, OK, not to consider as obsolete
wishful thinking the expectation that present bugsters don’t get a training that prevents the
above scenario from happening is a little naïve and romantic, so I only dedicate to you the
last three lines, let me repeat them to you before explaining something about the other songs
too:
My gratitude to you for tonight is really deep.
Dear colleague, my colleague, faithful and most dear colleague!
Dear colleague, my colleague, faithful and most dear colleague!
Host :-Will you please let me conjecture something about you that will just boost my morale
if true? I mean just a show off in guesswork before I also guess, or rather read from within
myself, the explicit opinion on me of any Princeton alumnus except the Princeton gang’s who
would have it but not out loud because of some advantages that they gauged this silence
might offer.
Drummer :-By all means do! You would do a service both to yourself and to your fellow
alumni, and to Princeton in the long run or possibly right away, too. I’m sure many people
just wonder about the intellectual or moral level of the silent fellow alumni of the gang.
Host :-First of all, is it true that like this song was just translated by you and recontextualized
a little to the present situations and put to a melody not composed by you, similarly all songs
you have sung or will sing were all of a similar origin? I mean just like your wife’s limerick.
Drummer :-Of course! I never said I’m a less a simple person than Amada! Besides, I was
coming to it , that’s the explanation I was going to give about the other songs too, like I gave
for the German poet’s song, I mean German poet’s poem made into song by a Greek
composer, when you asked me for an interruption. And your next conjecture concerns how I
don’t get in trouble with record companies which wouldn’t just be satisfied by merely
mentioning them, right?
Host :-Right.
Drummer :-OK, go ahead.
Host :-You told them to write any percentage they want, even one million percent since one
million percent of zero is zero and you’re not interested in getting more than zero money from
singing, right?
Drummer :-Right. Will you go ahead now with your mind reading of the opinion about you
of your fellow alumni from Princeton?
Host :-Are you sure you don’t want to say it yourself?
Drummer :-Are you sure you want to deprive them of the joy of formulating it themselves to
themselves and to unburden them of the responsibility to decide themselves if they want to
publicize it themselves to others?
Host :-There we go, I mean they, I mean they and I, go: “Our fellow alumnus chose to follow
a line of approach sometimes but not always making sense, the line of treating an “Amada
who?” type of person as follows “You are not self introduced by what you say, and if you say
something really significant then the more significant it is the more of a non existent
nonentity it makes you because one can well ask “who you think you are to say something so
serious when much more established persons would not dream of saying it?””. There is a
borderline however beyond which one does answer that question by what the very things he
or she says even not having any past accomplishments. Sometimes these things are well
beyond the borderline and they are clearly recognizable as such by anybody, and sometimes
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they are on the borderline and then only very creative and self actualized persons can
recognize them, the others risk between cheering a flamboyant balloon as a luminous comet
or jeering a luminous comet as a flamboyant balloon. It’s no shame if a non creator risks
either way and loses when facing a borderline new case. But it is a shame when he attempts ,
and naturally fails , to bury the star of person well beyond the borderline. We will not put
down a fellow alumnus in front of persons who would lack the intellectual and moral means
to have an opinion on him without the help of our advice, so we will not state our opinion on
whether he tried to bury a person well beyond the borderline or on the borderline when he
tried to make a parallel between Amada and Ilona Staller . The phrase with which we bury
any inexistent nonentity whether among us or not among us is a more detailed version of “not
even wrong” or “not even an nonentity”, both well beyond milder things like “right for the
wrong reason” or intermediate like “dead but still not knowing it” etc. OK, so we shall say
the phrase but we shall only leave it, at least for the time being, to the hearer of it to decide
whether it does apply to this particular fellow alumnus of ours and, mutatis mutandis for
other contexts, to our other fellow alumni that have recently become controversial and even
notorious and threaten to make the degrees we obtained from our honored institution equally
controversial or even dishonored, and dishonoring to their holders , that is to us. Here is the
phrase: “Amada nonexistent or borderline between a nonentity and a rising star? Says who?
Any politician or thinker who heard Amada’s starting address to the people and left
answering it to people who only picked on her limerick and then calls Amada nonexistent?
Then imagine how much even more inexistent than now, these persons would be in
comparison with her if she was existent or imagine how much even more existent than now,
she would be in comparison with them if they are existent. How wide either of these gaps in
existence level is for beings belonging to the same geological era!”. Upshot without any
periphrases: in front of that speech they’re not only speechless , they’re without breeches.
And just like no amount of eloquence can save a wrong theory, as Gellman who did pass
from Princeton’s Institute of Advanced Studies in his youth had once said, and just like no
amount of appeal to Hollywood valor can dress with meaning a hawk or an eagle stripped of
values and make them look different from chicken or chickenhawk , similarly no amount of
speechlessness and bullshit-like appeal to free speech can save….” OK, forget it I have no
heart to continue, anybody knows what I would say anyway.
Drummer :-Clearly you have your way with words and, equally clearly, what you would say
as a viewer on behalf of your fellow alumni without necessarily sharing their views fully,
shows that you can afford to be much freer and much healthier than what you can afford to
be as a broadcaster by the little I saw you perform on your hour. But of course I do
appreciate, like anybody would do and did, the rate at which the clarity of your self
knowledge grows. It’s your greatest asset , at least among your talents I had an opportunity to
do take notice of. I wish it , or some other talent of yours, gets you out of the mess you got
into or even the mess in which you were anyway.
Host :-I do appreciate the way you shared the clarity of your impressions about me, I wish
you that other people do take notice of what other virtues your clarity has to offer besides
talking about my person or theirs. Have a nice programme from now on, feel free to mention
to your audience the traditional line “at last alone” after I step out.
Drummer :-May I too guess one or two or three things or four, as you step out?
Host :-Please do:
Drummer :-You’re just going up to next door’s canteen which has a TV not to lose a minute
of the sequel and you’ll find there your guests who walked out on you and who didn’t want to
lose a single minute of the sequel either.
Host :-What’s the fourth guess?.
Drummer :-My fifth one is that you already guessed it. So it would be redundant to answer
you.
They shake hands

Drummer :-Bye, it’s been quite a fortunate incident knowing you. You’ve been a forum for
my cause.
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Host :-Bye, it’s been quite an unfortunate incident knowing you. You’ve been a ruin to my
career.
He leaves. The drummer puts on the gadget connecting him with the
control room.

Drummer :-At last alone, let’s go to something real for a change etc etc . Oh, they tell me we
have people calling, oh my God , it’s the president of the United States, I mean it’s George
Bush; not sorry for the slip Mr Halliburton it was as intended as the pun; and they tell me
he insists on waiting for his turn and not be put on the air ahead of anybody else who called
before him, OK, so sweet of you George but I will be an asshole and go a little ahead in the
line , not of course to speak to you since you insist and since I too would agree on that, but
because I am curious on some things about Joe D’Alessandro who also is on the line: Hi Joe
you are in the canteen right next to us, aren’t you?. And you are having a conversation with
a charming feminist lady whose eyes alternate between sweet and stern looks as your
conversation goes along and as with the corner of your eye you both try to figure if the TV
really shows something worth not losing a single minute of, so what is it?
D’Alessandro :-Our common host made me want to look up the dictionary and check if libel
and slander are synonyms. And I reached the conclusion they aren’t; libel is what some of
your songs are; slander is what our host tried to do to you and landed on his face with his foot
in his mouth.
Drummer :-So the canteen had a dictionary?
D’Alessandro :-Yes, a live one. With an eye-look alternating between sweet and stern as she
was answering about libel and about slander. But why are you in the place of our host?
Drummer :-So you were having more interesting directions to look in; but right now our host
must be entering the canteen, so don’t look at the screen if you want to see him…Did you
catch his eye…OK, bye…
(By the way: Running a little ahead, we must say that as, possibly,
expected the Princeton graduate when, at least temporarily, his
rising clarity left him and was replaced by rising bitterness,
blamed the ruin of his career by the Trojan horse, that he himself
made the drummer look like, on Perle’s brilliant bullshit idea that
the brilliant journalist become a Trojan horse to the opponent’s camp
by using Perle’s inside information from his study of the enemy which
he had made by studying “Bill’s methods of using libel as a Trojan
horse” as he called them, considering Bill as the mentor of the
drummer; to which, as possibly also expected, Perle answered , when
he heard such rumors leak, by leaking some remarks the least venomous
and most stereotype of which was that if his advisee had been a
successful Trojan horse he would charge it to his own account only,
but when he blew it he charged it to Perle’s account only; the most
venomous comment Perle made on his advisee happened , possibly not
coincidentally, to be identical to the most venomous comment his
advisee made on Perle and it was “D’Alessandro’s comment is
absolutely true and is the aptest way to put this whole thing in a
nutshell. Slander and libel are not synonyms”. Let’s go back to the
drummer’s taking over of the broadcast, or rather of his host handing
it over to him :)

…They tell me from the control room that George Bush sent an e-mail with some lyrics
which he’s sure I do know how to sing and he only wanted to tell me to sing them when I get
a chance and to read to the viewers some mottos and footnotes about them written by the DJ
from whom he first heard them and then he will answer the lyrics and everything. Oh, they
also told me that all people waiting on the phone said they hang up to expedite the
presentation of the lyrics and the answer of George Bush to them, and that if they feel like
going on with their previous phone they’ll call again. OK, of course I do know that song, it
was written by a friend in the time of the big antiwar demonstrations before the attack on Iraq,
let me read the whole first page before I sing it. Then I’ll sing the second page which Bush
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also sent and said he dedicated it to all people of Iraq except Saddam. Then, oh my God, it’s
Amada , what did I do wrong? Hi sweetheart, was it something I said or something I skipped
saying? If it was something I did right wait to praise me at home I’ll blush too much right
here…What? Amada don’t-you-dares me about letting Bush answer the lyrics he sent, if
they’re the ones she imagines they are without first letting her sing her own answer to those
lyrics, a song she had written about him also about the time before the attack on Iraq. OK,
sweetheart now we’ve confused everybody by the overload of titles pushed on the living juke
box’s buttons of both me and you, one thing at a time, one-by-one, our fuses will burn even
though we do know the songs, let alone what will happen to the fuses of the listener who
doesn’t….Hey-hey-hey! Rumsfeld called and said the same? Rummy don’t-you-dares me
like my wife on something, connect me to him please : what’s up Don? We two ever got
familiar somewhere and I can’t recall it? OK, I do listen….What? Of course I do know the
“Sun of Justice” song. What ? You have seen a rewording that makes singable in that song’s
melody a poem by an anonymous activist poet circulated around the demonstrations in
Seattle ’99 ? That’s incredible. Is that what you were don’t-you-daring me about? Not let
George answer those lyrics against him before I sing him that Seattle’99 song! Oh, Don,
you’re such a sweetheart! Feel free to don’t-you-dare me about such a thing anytime, feel as
free as my wife feels free to don’t-you-dare-me. You don’t happen to know who made that
rewording by any chance, do you? My deepest regards to him for making the connection of
the two situations , if you get to meet him. No, it’s not me, I just said that to tease you into
believing such a thing…Oh, how flattering of you saying I might have done it myself and
then forgotten about it…Now we’ve confused our listeners into even darker mystifications,
let’s start disentangling the mess. One by one, I hang up, hugs and kisses. I start by reading
Bush’s first page karaoke then singing it :
(Obviously George and Don had already received from Bill and Helen
the answer to their letter and so they not only had the song that
we’ll see which they already had since the time of Don’s bugs on him
but also they had a big set of Theodorakis’ songs translated and
recontextualized by a friend of Bill and Helen who wasn’t anybody
else but the drummer and some friends of his but since it didn’t come
up in their hasty correspondence that focused its elaborations and
unfoldings on other subjects of greater priority, the acquaintance of
George with the drummer from a close distance and the identity of the
translators of those songs did not come up. All that came up about
things almost touching the drummer was that those pages he had titled
“Facts of Life” and that Laura, who was sending here regards to Helen
and Bill, was brought to that “bird camp” by the husband of their
common friend Amada on glider and horseback like Amada had brought
George there, and that something from their overload of memories in
the house of Helen and Bill told George that Amada’s husband they
already knew (then their letter just passed from George’s impression,
during the glide flight that the volunteer sitting duck friend of
Bill had associated a javelin’s flight and a philosopher’s flight
over cliff with the music of “Algunas bestias”
and Helen had
associated another part of that song with a horseback ride faster
than in spaghetti westerns. Now we’ve confused everyone even more,
but a poem is itself a de-confusing experience unlike the probing of
its origin)
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Brave New US
Soldiers Without a Cause in the days of Clinton
East of Eden in the days of Bush
Old French NATO General in 1999:
“I don’t understand
how soldiers agree to kill
for a cause in which they don’t believe enough
to risk getting themselves killed.
In my days that used to be what made
the difference between a soldier and a criminal.
“War with no losses” stinks to high heavens.
I wish its smell and not anti-air force reached our pilots”
Anti-war Demonstrators in 2003:
“Next week your children will be murdered
Next week your children will be murderers”

Brave Old Mother US
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shPET-znvnk

Civil Wars in brand new format will be fought on foreign soil
With a new kind of Alliance, rivals sharing foreign oil.
Hold your brain US our Μother to understand your thugs and slain
Lynch’s rope with pitch and feathers, nothing worse, will be your pain.
You’ll be lynched but our Brave Old World will be burned as Human Shields
Brave New Soldiers don’t object to bomb their flesh in Killing Fields.
Brave New Bush, your humble servant, will be hangman, priest and law
Joker’s triumph over Batman, sickest film you ever saw.
Parents pray for Her, or better, risk becoming lynched yourselves
Find a way to block both brave kids from just meeting somewhere else.
It is not their Sin, it’s Bush’s, that your Human Shields atone
Αnd a soldier is a killer if he serves a stupid clown.
Don’t be harsh on Bush, don’t lynch him, he deserves a second chance
He deserves a granite statue in the pitch and feathers stance.
(Well, the French general did not say “War with no losses” stinks to high heavens. I wish its smell and
not anti-air force reached our pilots” this I added myself Also I added the shout “Next week your
children will be murdered. Next week your children will be murderers” which the demonstrators were
not going to shout. But senator Byrd did shout that America’s children will return murderers from Iraq.
By the way: The melody of the above was borrowed from that old song about oriental Braveheart
Wallaces (not Saddams!), men and women, the combatant preparing to fight in the “life or death”
way, the non combatant preparing to help each other to live or to die together. By a coincidence, that
song , although about a mythical land, is also about Iraq. But maybe this is no surprise, even many
mythical lands of Hollywood are in Iraq (see e.g. “the Thief of Baghdad” with Tony Curtis. Also
Sindbad’s adventures) )
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MILK AND HONEY, HEAVENLY AND EARTHLY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shPET-znvnk

In Oriental times and places, they say, once upon a time
people hardly filled their hunger and to drink they stood in line.
And a young man of some lineage, true descendant of Sindbad,
doesn’t think that what they suffer is a punishment from God.
Bedouins look at him with sorrow but their hopes begin to flare
and he takes an oath before God that to help change times he’ll dare.
In Mossul, Baghdad and Basra all built ’round an old palm tree
people pray and are preparing to fight, to die, and to live free.
When the nerve of the young fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord
wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain and ball.
Overwhelmed by dogs in fury with no leash and pitch-dark look
to the caliph he’s now brought to have him fixed upon the hook.
It was black milk and black honey that he swallowed and he drank
till his last breath on the gallows left him when he rested hanged.
Hand in hand they now are walking and the sky is dark with clouds
but the company of their prophet as a star they feel around.
In a month or in a year they reach Allah their true God
at the side of whom the brainless sees his kin captain Sindbad.
My defeated mocking smart-bird what is changed is not the times,
the world was, is and always will be lifted through such flames and knives.

Now let’s hear Amada sing to Bush her song to him right before the attack on Iraq, that is
before he estranged so many of us completely, or even more completely, from him. OK,
sweetheart , you’re on the air, I’ll just read the title of your song myself, and I’ll karaoke the
lyrics for anyone who wants to sing them to follow you as soon as he picks the melody, hey
what’s that little tail you attached at the end? A PS? Oh, it’s my limerick march dedicated to
the hotheads? OK, I’ll sing it, now sing your song which is not a mere limerick but an ode to
an asshole president whose later even greater fall from grace made those already asshole
days even appear like the days of innocence in comparison:
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ODE TO BIKERS, COWBOYS AND PRESIDENTS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPiYu7ig0IY&feature=related

Right here and now you’re really surfing, you’re really riding space and time,
I stay behind and your exhaust pipe grins at my tumbled peace of mind.
You’re flying over trees and houses, you’re flying over TV wires,
over terraces and antennas, over my orchestra’s guitars.
You’re getting in and out of our tales, you dive in our life’s clearest lakes,
you turn me upside down and look back, laughing, but just to snub my brakes.
Your boots have spurs that keep on stinging the whole world’s people on their ribs,
your blood keeps running like a river under your ever spinning wheels.
Your faults you’re wearing like a necklace, your threats run smooth like verse in rhyme,
you spring up forth just like a fountain and change the color of the sky.
You visit every open window as bright as sun at noon and lunch,
and your right hand keeps on displaying a sword of fire and an olive branch.
Well, will you lead me to the meadows or down deep wells and pitch dark caves?
Are you a star guide for my heavens or want my heart shut, mourn and rage?
With all that speed you have been gaining how can we meet on any road?
Are you a cricket in the attic or are you a weasel in a pond?
Your hair stands up electrifying ready to charge small walkman sets,
your every look turns on the stations of teenage radio amateurs.
With all that speed you are in danger whether you agree or disagree,
death nods to you around the corner and blinks through moon for you to see.
A wind blows through your proud nice hairlocks, a wind that blows strong and blows tough,
your army service is in business, stop short your words you talked enough.
Training and service, MP, pushups, bootcamp, guns, rifles and one-two
and then a highway paved and open will bring the orders to you, too.
March of the non spirit
Violence will cure every other form of violence
and stronger fire is cure for every fire
with smart bombs and tough shit morons
we will prevail where we desire.
Night will it be when our shock and awe will flare up,
our Christian fire will set all people free,
a fire to burn up all fanatics
and change earth’s face just wait and see.
They tell me our host is on the phone:
Ex host :-So Amada is as good a rock singer as you or even better , so when she said “go ask
my husband to hear how it’s sung” and somebody picked on that one and came and played
you on the radio and I picked on that and I invited you to my TV hour without fixing anything
with you, quite on the contrary, I didn’t know you and Amanda had fixed a sting operation on
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whom might pick on anything out of what you emitted, and give you room to improvise as
you would go along. So it was even a sting operation on those who picked on her freshman
term paper. If it hadn’t been really written that many years ago, this I did check, I would even
believe she had slandered herself on purpose to make real journalists turn yellow and find
her forum like the floor I gave you. If she had done it on purpose it would have been a great
idea, many people would cut their arm to implement such a sting. Doing it not on purpose,
either makes the idea not as great or even greater…
Drummer :-Bottom line?
Ex host :-My way of fixing differs from your and Amada’s way of fixing as much as slander
is not a synonym of libel. Even fixing and fixing may be non-synonyms.
Drummer :-You’re a fast learner , I mean you learned both from your two guests and from us
in less than fifteen minutes…oh! So you’ve made up and are drinking beers together now, all
three of you? Isn’t that great?
Ex host :-They also found me a great job. Can you guess what? If you don’t guess it in one
shot I’ll just hang up, you have a programme running.
Drummer :- What is it? Running with them a feminist-friendly pink site? That will be a great
concept if it survives the beer induced spirits and hangover of all three of you. And if you
survive your driving in case you don’t take taxis.
Ex host :-Right on the nose.
Drummer :-Right on the nose what?
Ex host :-Both guesses. About the job and about being drunk.
Drummer :-The latter doesn’t take a mind reader. Maybe not even the former. Now will you
excuse…
Ex host :-Of course. Can you also guess the site’s name?
Drummer :-No I can’t. And I really must go to…
Ex host :-Amada and her guitarist and the Trojan horse. Do we have your license? Ask for
Amada’s too. Not now. After you get home.
Drummer :-I’m no guitarist really, I almost only pounded on the guitar while I was singing, I
can’t even chew that proverbial gum while I’m looking at my string plucking, I’ll tell you
another musical instrument, I mean another site name, but not now, I’m busy. We’ll talk
about it after the elections are over. And drop the Trojan horse part, it sounds as if I and
Amada are making ads for a specific brand of condoms , not for encouraging your new
concept. Bye. Phew!
To the audience:

What were we saying?...
Ex host :-One more question, or conjecture: Libeling that much, would you consider the
possibility of going to jail for libel as part of Amada’s campaign?
Drummer :-What? Oh, I would consider it as a honor. Didn’t as great a pacifist as Bertrand
Russell go to jail for libel against the British government? I think he even wrote “Introduction
to mathematical philosophy” during that imprisonment.
Ex host :-Was it for libels he got the literature Nobel?
Drummer :-Russell got a Nobel for literature? I thought he got a peace Nobel. Maybe he got
two.
Ex host:-I’ll doublecheck; first thing after hangover.
Drummer :-Why don’t you ask our feminist friend right where you are and now. Maybe she
also knows what literature he wrote…Oh, so you’re right. What? His literary work was his
critique of the ethics of marriage? One never stops learning. Thanks , bye, where were we?
OK, Don, ready at last to sing that song you sent us. And I’ll just switch to the “Sun of
Justice” song without interruption. By the way, Amada considers that one almost a prayer:
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Seattle ’99
Why we are here
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8

Because the world we imagined, the world we’ve always known is leaving
and the sun brings cancer and the planet’s getting hotter
because the sky now has too many planes
because the kids are starving in the shadows
in the shadows of yachts and top meetings
we’re here to tell you that we want something else
because your coded world is unreal we’re here to tell you
we want something else to buy.
What we want is not by your money even recognized
we want to save live nature and to see our world humanized
we don’t want some cheaper trees
we want trees that are alive
we don’t want our food with fancy genes we want our food
to live and grow in our neighborhood.
This is not a mere political protest
we’re not here to patch up your laws or see if they fail some test
we’re here to change ourselves and you
change you and ourselves from inside to outside
thus this is an awakening and an uprising
of spirit and of mind.
We’re here by authority of nature and upon insistence of our mind
thus we can rightly ignore what your recent laws can bind
if you doubt the authority of nature
if you doubt the rules of your mind’s truth
if you doubt them for any amount of time then try not to breathe for just that time
keep for just that time your breath inside and you will know just
the strength of our desire.
So you see the reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood
makes us hear a voice that says when awakening inside
you’re not just a fund or a bank
you’re the crest of a wave that went blind
a blind crest of a wave that forgot its basic source
and now mounts in greed and lies.
Against this blinded wave of greed we’re here to honor
what’s natural and what’s real.
Against your mounting wave of greed we’re here to fight for
what’s human and must be freed.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white shine
when her sky is blue and bright.
Though it touches Europe and America on one side
and though it touches Asia and Africa alike
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams the world’s ether
all by herself.
There’s no other planet to make some thoughts like these for her
and soon there won’t be any such thoughts by her own dwellers left
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
and relentless light.
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
shouting threats and splashed with blood.
Yet all blood has gone flat or shed in blind despair
and all threats and hopes have been chopped to claims of mud’s fair share
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow is only
is only other winds like them.
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.

The drummer passes the guitar’s belt over his head and rises. It
seems he’ll sing the next song standing up. he also removes the waist
mike and calls for a neck mike:
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OK, George I’m almost coming to your song, hear this one first, titled… Oh, we have a new
phone call?
Feminist lady :-Can a drunk representative of feminists and an ex critic of you ask you for
some song you would dedicate to all feminists? I liked so much that term you coined,
feminist-friendly.
Drummer :-Only if an ex president and possibly not-yet-ex representative of the American
people watching us allows me to skip his turn and give it to you. The other song I had in mind
can wait.
Bush:-Well, ladies first, and even if collective demands have priority here we have a
collective feminist speaking. Collective ladies first than even collective goals .
Somebody throws him a neck mike, he catches it in the air and puts it
on:

Drummer :-OK, dedicated to feminists and to feminist friendly pink sites and songs:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNSzJ7j7KkE
With your mouth full of kisses and love
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun
every morning,
with your mouth full of kisses you bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink
your wind blowing.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
With my mouth full of kisses and love
I feel just like those birds high above
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, I’m flying,
with my mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps me the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
Feminist lady :-That was great! Absolutely great! Absolutely woman friendly. Thank you on
behalf of all feminists. I wouldn’t occupy your time any longer although I feel so much like
asking you to sing for us a song you would dedicate to Amada or that you have sung to her in
some private moment of yours, and I feel so much like asking her to sing a song she has sung
to you at a similar moment and…OK, maybe if I weren’t drunk I would be patient enough to
postpone what I’m now saying until after your going over President Bush’s song…I’m
sorry, don’t mind me , go ahead , I’ll come back to you, I apologize to your listeners and hope
they shared my interests enough to forgive me for delaying what they’re now going to
hear…
Drummer :-OK, OK, relax and try to also focus, if possible, on what we’re all now going to
hear. OK, George?....OK, George?:
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G:…..-OK, George what? Won’t you first sing the song you almost started?
Drummer :-No, that can wait, and it’ll be even …OK, it’s you we’ve been all waiting to hear:
G:-OK, thank you for this non delay and also all thank you all for the overprotecting delay
so far but all I have to say is pretty simple. There’s nothing I can answer to those lyrics
except that concerning everything they said, about my person at least, they were absolutely
true and that they helped me realize that I must undo by deed and action what can still be
undone out of what they say I did. So if you ask me if I regret anything I have done, oh yes I
do I regret everything I did that made those lyrics true. Now about plagiarism, the only thing
I regret is that due to cramming and overload and overenthusiasm at the realization that
there’s more I can do for the world than crying over spilled milk, and due to emotional
overcharge at the love of people in that demonstration of people supporting me and Don in
deciding to try to stop what we had helped start, OK, at the frenzy of those moments and by
the fact that I had heard Allende’s speech overbombarded by educational stimuli and half
dozing by exposure to videoprojectors going on and off all the time, a situation well known to
be conducive to things ranging from being hypnotized to learning whole pages or at least
songs by heart, OK, due to all that I didn’t realize I was paraphrasing Allende’s speech;
although I did have in the back of my mind the feeling I was paraphrasing and
recontextualizing something and although I did have in the back of my mind that there was
something Allende-like about the whole thing , I didn’t connect the two. Now how come
nobody told me in that country? Among poetry readers, if a poet uses an image from
another’s poem it is not considered a plagiarism but a reference since everybody knows
where he got it from and nobody thinks he should ruin the poem’s flow or format to mention
it on the spot or by writing a bibliography. So, those people there who knew of Allende’s
speech thought it was going without saying that I was referring to that, and people who didn’t
know of that speech didn’t know that there was at all something either to mention or to let go
without saying. So that’s why nobody notified me in time. Above all nobody thought there,
OK they all did laugh at me and at us for our make belief in free speech and our hypocritical
practices of essentially sending to court demonstrators not for what their loudspeakers say
but why they say it stepping on a lawn and then calling this free speech, they did laugh at me
for just shouting to objectors that I believe in free speech instead of using my free speech to
answer them and they did call me a free hearer rather than free speaker for that, but nobody
thought of warning me there enough because nobody would ever imagine that we were
such laughing stocks here as to tolerate such clowns among us who silenced the content of my
speech and cared only for the fact that it was a paraphrase and were indifferent to the
content of the speech and they considered this crappy attitude as “belief in free speech” . OK,
the only excuse of them in front of me is that I gave the worst example of such practices
because I had really used all this stupidity to silence real free speech myself, so I only had it
coming and boomeranging on me. To all this infantile and frivolous people I don’t owe
anything more serious than an apology for an omission of reference and an admission that
flow and format of a politician’s speech is different from flow and format of a poem or song.
But now let’s get serious, send the clowns to bed , is there a reference to someone for this
expression? Jimmy Hendrix possibly? Somebody remind it to me on time, oh shit! Let’s
finally do go to something real: Are you kidding? You didn’t bother to look up my speech
and look up Allende’s speech because the crux of the matter is not in the content of either but
in the fact that their interrelation was not spelled out? Are you fucking out of your goddam
mind believing such a thing and still not go put your head under a cold shower to wake up?
Can it be that the only two sane persons in this country are me and Don who were two archclowns up to a few days ago? You cut the crap of pretending all this is something you do
believe in, I cut the crap of going on in this style which still has not become real enough:
boiling indignation lasting that long is one more piece of unreality. Boiling being over let’s
now do talk:
With the convincingness I have by not having any self serving interest because I’m not
running for any public office, and by the convincingness I have because I don’t bestow
endorsement on any party because, verging form the controversial to the ignominious, my
endorsement would cause mixed images ranging from blessing in disguise to curse in
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disguise, and by the convincingness I have because I rule myself out from any excuse or
vindication by future history because I do believe that war criminals should never be
vindicated and thus if you grant me your pardon I won’t accept it, by those and solely by
those sources of convincingness I do tell you to shut all stupid noise in your skull and listen to
both speeches, mine and the original by Allende as I’ll play them to you here and now,
rather than let them bounce off the thickness of it, I repeat , read my lips even if you only
hear me: Don’t be infantile morons, cut the crap and don’t let these two speeches bounce off
your thick skulls, and while you’re listening don’t make stupid sounds like oooh’s and ouches or like babies in bathtubs; OK, no reference for that gag goddam it! You all know whom I
mean. By the way: For the ones who worry that I’m too much of a masochist, or too selfflagellating hypocrite of a Christian, or parading US too much in front of courts, or dragging
US too much through mud and slime, for those people I say that after this moment I won’t
even bug anyone here or abroad to try me fairly or unfairly try me on court if he doesn’t
want to; all I wanted was a fair airing of that speech of mine, the only speech I made
without a speech writer and of which speech I am proud even if it was a paraphrase of
another speech. Bottom line: To be given a context and to find an opportunity and to have
the ability to paraphrase and recontextualize an Allende should be honor to most leaders.
What the hell, it’s no random jerk or idiot that I found a parallel with , it’s Allende. Period.
I’ll karaoke you the two speeches and then go back to the song you almost began and please
don’t forget to finish with the songs that the feminist lady asked from you and with
whatever anybody else likes; I mean I would like the speeches to be food for thought at one
time or another, but frankly I would prefer another:
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“This certainly is the last opportunity I will have to talk to you. The air forces have
bombarded the antennas of Radio Portales and of Radio-Corporacion. I am speaking to you
without bitterness yet with disappointment: my words will be the moral punishment of those
who betrayed their oath , of soldiers of Chile, of officers of the Army, of self declared
Admiral Merino, and let me not forget Mr Medosa , general and reptile who, even until
yesterday, was declaring his allegiance and loyalty to the government; and declared himself
leader of the carabinieri.
In the face of this there’s only one thing I have to say to the working people: I will not
resign. In this extreme position where history is now placing me , I shall pay with my life my
loyalty in the face of my people. And I assure you of this: I am confident that the seed we
have sown in the consciousness of thousands and thousands of Chileans, will not be possible
to definitively eradicate. They hold the power. They will be able to subjugate us. But neither
crime nor force could arrest the social evolutionary processes. History is the work of peoples
and belongs to us.
Working people of my country: I want to thank you for your continued loyalty, for the trust
you laid on a man who was but the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, who gave his
word to respect the constitution and the law and kept it.
At this ultimate moment, the last at which I can speak to you , I hope you will profit from
the lesson. Foreign capital, imperialism united with the reaction, created the climate which
allowed the armed forces to break their bonds with their tradition, which was honored by
Schneider and reconfirmed by major Araya, victims of this same social stratum which,
today, waits in its warmth a foreign hand to offer it income and privilege.
I address, first of all, the humble woman of our land, the peasant woman who believed in
us, the worker woman who volunteered extra work, the mother who did know our heart’s
pain for the fate of her children. I address the patriots of all the trades who have, since long,
been fighting revolt stirred by professional organizations, the class associations which, too,
want to defend the advantages granted to them by capitalist society. I address the young,
those who sang and offered their joy and their fighting spirit. I address the man of Chile, the
worker, the peasant, the intellectual, the ones who will be persecuted, because in our country
fascism has been present since long in the terrorist acts of those who blow up the bridges, cut
the rails, destroy the oil pipelines and air ducts, based on the silence of those who had the
obligation to defend them. They will be judged by history.
Of course, Radio-Magallanes will be forced to silence, and the quiet message of my voice
will stop reaching you. This is of no consequence. Tomorrow, even dead I will always be
with you. You will have for history my name which was honest.
The people has to defend itself but not to sacrifice too. The people must not let be mown
nor pierced by bullets , but not let be humiliated either.
Working people of my country, I believe in Chile and in its destiny. Other people will
overcome this black and bitter moment in which treason demands to impose itself. Go on and
just know that the day for the reopening of the broad avenues from which the free man passes
to build a better society, is closer rather than more remote.
Long live Chile! Long live the people! Long live the working! Here are my last words: I am
certain that my sacrifice will not be futile. I am certain that it will be, at the least, a moral
lesson to punish treachery, cowardice and treason.
Sandiago, la Moneda, September 11 1973”
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This certainly is the first opportunity I’ve ever had to talk to anyone as I will talk to you. I
wish the NATO air forces that had bombarded the antennas in Yugoslavia, in Iraq and in
…wherever Al Jazeera was and still is, had never done that. I would be speaking to you
without bitterness if you hated me yet with disappointment if my words do not prove a
sufficient means to be the moral punishment of those who, like me too until today, betrayed
their oath , of soldiers of NATO, of officers of the Army, of self declared coalition of saviors
of foreign peoples in the name of democracy, and let me not forget saviors of our people in
the name of protection from weapons of mass destruction that never existed.
In the face of this there’s only one thing I can to say to all people: I will resign from all
duty undertaken by my office unexamined by public discussion broadcasted nationwide and
even worldwide in open consulting with specialists untied to interests of private companies.
If it turns out that the position where history is now placing me is extreme , I shall pay with
my life my loyalty in the face of life, of all my people, and of my people. And I assure you of
this: I am confident that the seed you here have sown in the consciousness of me and of my
colleague Don here , will not be possible to definitively eradicate from the consciousness of
all other present and future colleagues of us who will take our example even if we lose the
power we hold and silence us. But neither crime nor force could arrest the social evolutionary
processes. History is the work of peoples and belongs to you.
People of this country: I want to thank you for the great, immediate and so inspiring and so
needed support and for the trust you laid on a man who for the first time realized what it was
to be the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, and what it was to give his word to respect
human rights and the human laws and to keep it.
At this ultimate moment, the first at which I could speak to you , I hope others will profit
from the lesson too. Multinational capital, war industry, united with the fraud called free
economy , create the climate which tries to make the armed forces to each country break
their bonds with their own tradition and make the people victim of their local social stratum
which, today, waits in its warmth a global hand, US’s version of global hand first of all , to
offer it unprecedented superprofit and privilege.
Not having yet thought what to say to the people of the countries destroyed by the coalition
of the greedy and the coward and their poor relative kind of followers, I address, first of
all, the parents of dead soldiers of our coalition , whether they and their sons did or did not
believe the lies we said about the peoples we attacked. I address the people who were hustled
by the Patriot Act and the people who in the name of it could not defend anymore the rights
they had conquered in more luminous days of our societies. I address the young who were
forcefully discouraged from singing their joy of life and expressing the fighting spirit of the
opposition to war. I address the worker and the peasant and the intellectual who were
harassed through the acts and the silence of those who had the obligation to safeguard their
peace. I address them to tell them that history will judge us through them themselves, first of
all, and so not to let it to abstract and future history to judge us but to contribute to the
judgment, by words and act, by open constructive criticism and by moral support for those
who vacillate in front of what by now is plain truth. By support I do not mean acquittal, I
mean what you did and are still doing right now for me and Don with your love and
acceptance of pardon and your forgiveness and with your promise to support us in whatever
fight we’re going to put up to undo what wrongdoing of ours can still be undone.
Of course, this microphone is maybe not enough to make heard on the media of all the
world what I’m now saying and you are hearing, and the quiet message of my voice will not
reach anyone but you. Of course this of great consequence. Tomorrow, even if I am silenced
you will always be with me. And, through you, history will have from me a moment of mine
which was honest.
Maybe a leader, like the people, has to defend himself but not to sacrifice too. Maybe a
leader, like the people, leader must not let be mown nor pierced by bullets , but not let be
humiliated either. But , unlike the people, the leader has to defend the values in the name of
which he was elected, more strongly than he has the right to defend himself. And if these
values accuse him instead of defending him, then a leader must defend these values and not
himself.
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People of all countries , I believe in man and in his destiny. Other leaders will overcome
my obstacles if I do not manage to realize what truth and humanity demand from me. Go on
and just know that the day for the reopening of the broad avenues from which the free man
passes to build a better society, is closer rather than more remote.
Long live humanity! Long live the peoples! Long live the living! Here are my first words: I
am certain that my U-turn in my life will not be futile. I am certain that it will be, at the least,
a moral lesson in how to see in the mirror one’s greed, cowardice and deadness and start
changing
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“…They hold the power. They will be able to subjugate us. But neither crime nor force could
arrest the social evolutionary processes. History is the work of peoples and belongs to us.
Working people of my country: I want to thank you for your continued loyalty, for the trust
you laid on a man who was but the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, who gave his
word to respect the constitution and the law and kept it…And I assure you of this: I am
confident that the seed we have sown in the consciousness of thousands and thousands of
Chileans, will not be possible to definitively eradicate..”.
Sandiago, la Moneda, September 11 1973
.

Mission accomplished
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Mission accomplished

G::-Just one more minute, I too want to ask you if you know a song, that I want to dedicate
to Allende. I’ll e-mail-karaoke it to you and if you know it sing it, otherwise just read it. I’d
feel very awkward to read it myself at the moment I do know that the people who now sing it
in the place of Allende, with deeds instead of with words, is not the troops I and Don sent
there but the Iraqis fighting those troops. There we go, along with some additions to the
pictures:
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The drummer does know it and sings it; standing up but leaving back
the guitar and removing his neck mike from his neck and holding it
in front of his mouth:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKE_EbtZnQ0

Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our Country;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over the whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on its own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get it out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get it out of blood.
We lean now on it, we lean on its wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by its fire, its fire’s now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers.
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Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by sun’s fire, its fire’s now closing upon us…
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…go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers.
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Drummer :-Thank you George, that was almost a mystical experience for all of us.
Fortunately the song I had in mind is mundane enough to land us back on earth and at the
same time is not all that far from some things in your speech so it will not cut us away from
your vibes so abruptly. Its title was “Virtual pain and virtual gain for men of the emperor’s
new brain” and was dedicated to the gang and especially to Richard Perle, to put them at ease
regarding the worst they could expect from a pacifists’ international court, I mean a sentence
to play war only on TV screens and not for real:
In case we have enough of future generations
historians scratching their wise heads will think which nations
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces,
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces.
Tell me where I find some birds
men and women in US
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures,
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures.
It doesn’t make you a bad person or an asshole
it doesn’t make you a violator of the Bible
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them,
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them.
t’doesn’t make you a cruel bird
if for their due punishment
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies,
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies.
It isn’t curious those who fuck our earth and dump her
just live as if she had no grace for them to love her
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers,
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers.
Earth belongs to those who need it
if you don’t, just split and beat it
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other,
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other.
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What?! Hey-hey-hey! That’s incredible!: We have Donald Rumsfeld placing an order for a
love song? Which song is that? I bet it’s macho-macho-macho man. It isn’t? WHAT? Yes, I
do know the song. OK, put it on the screen for our viewers too. Don, you never stop
surprising the hell out of everybody. Surprising, my ass! I meant flabbergasting!.
The lyrics have started rolling on the screen, the drummer still
doesn’t sing them but comments as the viewers are taking a look at
them:

Don you flabbergasted us all again, or at least me. You got me by storm. Wow-wow and
re-wow-wow! I didn’t know you had such passion; your wife Maggie is lucky; or your
girlfriend Maggie if you’re still a free boy. I mean this doesn’t sound like a dedication to
Margaret Thatcher.
The lyrics rolling in the screen , not yet sung by the drummer
read by the viewers are:

but

Margarita-Maggie my star, my love,
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
(To backstage:) Please don’t roll the lyrics further yet. OK, Don, you sure are not out of
job; I bet you’ll be hired for consulting by the feminist-friendly pink site, oh I begin to see,
it’s not only a love message to Maggie here and now or Maggie there and now or Maggie
eternal or Maggie in the sky with diamonds, it’s a message to the new generation raised in
neo-puritanism and not raised singing rock like “knock three times on the ceiling if you want
me” or like “sweet nothings”, or it’s a ….Aaah! Don you are a genius, a real son of a gun,
you did guess that I and Amada are shy persons deep down and that I had painted myself to a
corner by not singing those mutual dedications before George and Allende raised the
significance and relevance level of the programme to a height of no return and you did guess
that I would be a clown to pretend I still wanted them sung just because a nice feminist lady
still wanted me to even if her mind and heart after that launching by the two presidente had
shifted her attention elsewhere , and you wanted to help me out of that corner by your asking
me to go back to lovesongs , that was very responsible of you Don, taking the blame risk; and
sorry if my narcissism only detected my own reasons in your move and if I did not think
enough, at least in public, about the possibility that you had promised to a wife or girlfriend
called Maggie or Margaret or Marguerita or Daisy or Margaro that not only would you do do
what would not disappoint her and would make her proud of you, I mean you would do indict
yourself, but also you would do find a way to convince her that as you would be doing that
you would be thinking of her. Whatever it was, thank you for the context Don and
congratulations on your taste for lovesongs. Oh-oh-oh! thank all of you who are calling just to
tell the people in the control room that you only want them to tell me to go on and sing the
lyrics along with them waiting to hear the melody to sing them at home. OK, start rolling the
lyrics from the beginning please , hold then fixed until I finish the instrumental introduction.
No: Just a minute: Amada, please forward the karaoke for “I have a love , she’s all for me”
as a dedication from me to you, and karaoke whatever you dedicate to me , for our friends to
sing along with us, I’ll go straight to my dedication after I finish singing Don’s and you then
either go straight to yours or with a break for speech, you’ll tell us when we get there; now:
here we go:
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Musical introduction:

Daisy-Marguerita my star, my love,
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
Daisy-Marguerita you are terrific,
a little boat rocked by the Pacific,
give me your winds, my Pacific,
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you,
give me your winds my Pacific,
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
I am your Daisy I’m planted here,
counting the hours till next time is near,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear.
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks me every night in my room,
but then I drop you a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
The guitar accompaniment changes from the instrumental finish to a
new instrumental introduction...:

Ι have a love she’s all for me,
my star my dawn my rose my sea,
one thousand men would not be able
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle.
Your eyes inside are full of flames
flaring at nights and sweet in days,
flaring at nights and sweet in days
your eyes inside are full of flames.
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When on your lips I feel I’m flying
I can’t care less if I leave dying,
when in your arms you set me cradling
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing.
Without a boat and without sails
the world is mine with all details,
the world is mine with all details
without a boat and without sails.
You wear the sun like just a hairpin,
moon is a button of your apron,
your breast is home for singing crickets
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets.
And from your kisses birds have learned
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
right from your kisses birds have learned.
OK, let’s see what dedication to me my other half proposes and whether she will go straight
to sing it or she’ll take a break to give any kind of small preamble, oh, it’s not something she
has ready made to mail , she’s typing the karaoke right now, so she’s paraphrasing right now,
so she is taking a break but not exactly in order to speak, so she’s leaving to me, who knows
what the original was before the present slight alterations, to explain what she dedicates; I
repeat : not what she dedicates to me finally but to another person, aaah, I got the picture: the
Allende vibes that George sent us changed what our feminist friend’s proposal had inspired
in her, so my sweetheart’s dedication shifted from me to another person and ….OK I do see a
line still left for exclusively me to identify with, her idol was not known to whistle or not to
whistle streetsongs so that this line must be about me who does whistle streetsongs, but, who
knows?, maybe my sweetheart just learned that her idol too also whistled streetsongs. OK,
this song was also paraphrased by the Beatles into a song titled “free as a sitting duck”, I-begyour-pardon, “Free as the air” no maybe I’m still confusing it with “free as a bird:” that’s
how the sitting duck came up, I mean besides coming from the function of Amada’s idol,
anyway there is a Beatles’s song which had the same melody , anyway the melody you’ll
hear sung was borrowed or rather bought by the Beatles from the stage director of an opera
whose composer if I remember had borrowed that particular musical phrase from a Latin
American folk song melody, the context and lyrics of that song changing all the time with
each new borrowing, we should all try to live within our means even if we have to borrow to
do so, as a wise saying goes. There goes the saying, there we go too: I mean there she goes,
wise move to play on the phone the instrumental part too Amada , I wouldn’t be able to
render that cavalry approaching sound on the guitar, play the arias too:
Amada sings the paraphrased lyrics , the professional soprano
the arias:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mt5R5Mn5mE

Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s still hope left in the world, it’s not gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain’s not the measure, we won’t leave your treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
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does

Instrumentals

Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s still hope left in the world, it’s not gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain’s not the measure, we won’t leave your treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, aaaaaaaaaaaa, aaa..ah!
Thanks Amanda, please play again that protracted smooooch-kiss and its abrupt cut and
parting from life as you’ll be writing on top of the photo the phrase you had told me it
reminded you of of we all know who, no pun intended, really, not anymore. Now which
American does the song remind to us all?
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, aaaaaaaaaaaa, aaa..ah!
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I got a life to live

Mission accomplished
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Held her ground for all humanity

Held their ground for all humanity
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What pushes up, or forward, daisies, lilacs, corn, ….or, in general, life.
VEGETACIONES

VEGETATION

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7w5RUAb3jg&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBB8Nsmjd2E
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
numbers
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
domains
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
altars devolvia las flores y las vidas.
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo

To the lands without names or
the wind blew down from other
the rain brought celestial threads
and the god of the impregnated
restored flowers and lives
In fertility time grew

God my Master Builder, You too among the Easter lilacs
felt the scent of the Resurrection!

…y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas…
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…this is the form of the Angelic Land

The River of Life
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Just in case you hadn’t seen it before, the painting “The River of Life”, after the other river
in the painting about Che, was by Blake; I learned about it from Amada who had
photographed it in her late teens from the wall of a pizza parlor in Nebraska and always
carried it with her to remind her of the neighborhood she grew up in. The phrase is from a
lyric in a poem titled “America”, by Blake too, don’t ask me more about him, because I never
read more than one lyric by him at a time because he spooks me out…Oh-oh-oh: Amada, the
incoming river of love right now is incredible; what’s going on is that people are calling to
express the warmest feeling of support and to ask how they can help your and Billie Blum’s
party and where they can send money and what kind of fund raising we need. They even
suggest that I make a concert or even make records, despite the obvious fact that I’m an
amateur playing just for his family and friends on social occasions. Well, million thanks,
really, but ask Blum if to implement his role as prospective vice president he needs more than
traveling expenses to go around the country, we’ll be as much just listeners of his program as
you’ll be, because in Amada’ concept she is just you. We plan to even be paying for our
tickets to go listen to him; when he’s near of course; we won’t go everywhere. I don’t say
“ask Amanda” because we happen to have talked about it and I do know her views on this and
it is part of the point she’s making. For my part, apart from the fact that I don’t run for
anything beyond first lord, or whatever the male analog of “first lady” is, oh! how about
“first husband”? OK, part of the point I’m making is that like one doesn’t need more than
quite average musical talent to play interesting things on a guitar and like one doesn’t need
to be more special than my wife to represent people as their president , similarly one doesn’t
need to make concerts and raise funds to propagate things that do have some substance. Good
old propagation from mouth to mouth should be enough and if it isn’t then what we say just
doesn’t work and we shouldn’t be elected to any president-ship or first husband-ship; OK, in
case, this does sound a little like too frivolous and like happy-go-lucky and irresponsible
neglect of parts of technology that do have substantial aspects and can help the cause one
believes in, OK, in case this is right let’s meet midway: let’s not meet for concerts, on this
I’m adamant: concerts are for festive occasions and let’s save out appetite and energy for
them for the night before Amada and Billie start their duties if they do get the job. But being
amateurs we will only sing some songs , some more professional groups will hopefully offer
to show up for free, if not then we’ll pay a ticket like you will. Where then is midway? You
want to do pay something and not let my irresponsibility to our cause and my obsolescence in
my equipment ruin the chances of the parts of Amada’s dream that you do share? OK, then
do pay and also do use your know-how for that part of the job that is just extending the mouth
to mouth way of discourse and of discussion and propagation of human ideas: send one
dollar or one empty disc and some stamps to your local TV station that played what you saw
and ask them to Nero-burn a copy for you and keep the change for their labor, or ask a kid
from the next door supermarket who wants to make an extra buck to do it massively for you,
but don’t pay more than one dollar to anybody or he will get in trouble because all things I
borrow and sing I can borrow freely because I play them for free. Or use your home
equipment to reproduce them at this minimal cost of how much an empty disc is worth, for
your friends who have the equipment to play them. By the way, what happened today was not
planned and I assure you that there are merits to planned analogs of it that would be much
better, I’ll ask a DJ friend of mine , oh, he’s the same guy who helped George and Don with
some gaps in their education in a way so effective as the one you witnessed, to make a CD of
that tutorial, so to speak , let’s call it the Helen-Bill to George-Don tutorial and their
discussions …Oh: It’s George on the phone and says he has already asked for that and has
already received that CD, it’s mainly text, and some audio part, music, but it’s not a DVD.
Exactly, that’s exactly what’s needed, one more dollar for it, we’ll arrange how one can
obtain it in Amada’ “keep in touch” thing, and please use your equipment to print out parts
that you like for friends of yours that can’t afford or can’t use screens etc. OK, so all this is
good old mutual education by the proverbial talk in the market place etc etc extended, not
necessarily upgraded in all aspects, by new technology. That’s all the midway meeting that
we’ll need between your willingness and our old-fashion-ness . If you don’t believe it works
don’t help us and if we fail, then we’ll do take your word that we were wrong.
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As possibly expected the immediate results of the above spontaneous
happening were on the one hand things like e.g. some Princeton alumni
pointing more audibly and visibly than before to googlable spots
where they already had taken to task both the gang and its Friedmans
or things like e.g. an upgrading of the level of the public
discussion of the issue of whether Amada was or was not a non-entity
(e.g. possibly through the professional expertise of their authors,
but possibly through other paths, there were metaphors about her
“reminding catalysts in chemistry which only (or merely) expedite
processes but don’t affect their yield” or her “reminding auxiliary
lines in geometry which only (or merely) are drawn to show more
clearly the relations of some more relevant lines in the figure and
then they are erased because their role in the solution has been
accomplished (or terminated. Here this meant the promotion , in some
way, of the vice president to president and the hiring of a new
president after Amada was used to bring Blum to power) (“only” versus
“merely” etc just reflected if the user of the metaphor wanted to
praise Amada or to belittle her). Some intermediate level upgrading,
or possibly still high level, but coming from people with a
background in comedy rather than chemistry or geometry, and of
equally equivocal upshot was about the suggestion that Amada and the
drummer were pranksters who might even be betting with friends on how
long they could keep the attention of the public or if they could
create the context to say publicly a given phrase on which they
agreed beforehand or on whether they would have the nerve to say
publicly and without hesitating or breaking into laughter some things
very uncommon in public discourse or very common in quite different
contexts, e.g. pinkworld sites. Some editorials also suggested that
they were attention seekers or even plain exhibitionists of the
flasher type and some ventured the conjecture that they were flirting
with disaster in the form of a weirdo killing them with e.g. the same
motives as the motives of the killer of John Lennon the only
difference being that in that case a nonentity killed an entity to
attract more than its fair and allotted share of attention which for
non-actualizers of the American dream and for other nonentities had
been estimated to 15 minutes by Andy Warhol, whereas here a nonentity
would kill a couple of fellow nonentities granting to himself some
attention in life and for them some posthumous attention, unless he
was more inspired by the attention that the Columbine killers got
than in the attention Lennon’s killer got and thus wanted his own
fame to be posthumous too and thus he also committed suicide
afterwards (“inspired” meaning either “influenced”, and possibly
even “used by some people”, or spontaneous. And without suicide it
might mean, or might have been staged to look like meaning, that the
killer was asked by is victims themselves to make them implement a
suicidal myth, let’s not rush to believe anything , belittling or
aggrandizing, sane or lunatic, life loving or death loving,
but in
more cases than not, the upshot is that Amada and her husband have
some morbid love for death , for reasons still obscured but most
probably dark or even dirty (what else could mean the admission by
her husband that he is spooked by some phrases of Blake when the
phrase from Blake his wife cited half was “tho’ obscur’d this is the
form of the Angelic Land”)and these remarks are to be contemplated
whether one believes or not that governing should be entrusted to
politicians that are life-loving or not and whether one believes or
not that the definition of life-loving politician is the old Rummy
who blamed old Europe for its non robustness or the new Rummy who
blames new US for its pseudo-robustness. These however were the non
standard kind of people’s response, not the main part of it, and the
only reason that it could be noticed even without being effective
unlike the main part of it which could not be noticed despite being
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effective, was that it was the response of people with a last name
and with an outlet somewhere in the media, i.e. with something like
a column; the effective and silent part of the response was the
people with only a first name , like Amada, or even without a first
name but only a profession, like e.g. drummer or baker (which after
some time , maybe longer than one lifetime, becomes a last name in
some baker’s grandson who is still a baker) or without even a
profession/name (like the drummer as a reluctant guitarist). And what
was that main part’s response? Without feeling the need, that many
columnists felt, not to be taken for suckers by some pranksters and
without feeling the need to show a better level than they had and
without seriously recognizing in their society the right to consider
itself at a better level than the majority of its members, these
people just went ahead and took Amada and her husband face value and
tried to help them in their cause which they considered as very well
defined and very comprehensible and very legitimate and very worth
trying and which, in upshot, they took to be the following: “in order
to help society disentangle itself from the companies which by now do
decision making almost in the absence of human intervention, people
should elect a president who is not himself a decision maker or
specialist but a representative of common sense, both logical and
moral, whom some panel of experts agrees to brief , to take into
account and to report to when he or she summons them to open
discussions visible live and nationwide and in front of some kind of
jury selected among the people in some way”.
This was a
formulation which, when Amada heard from somebody, she went
running to him and hugged him and kissed him and told him that from
that point on she would be describing her program in his way rather
than hers because he had said it much better than she had. And she
immediately asked him to help her to organize the implementation of a
proposal she and her friend had been incubating for quite some time,
the idea of electing public “askers” (an idea which we shall not
repeat because we had seen it already during the discussions in the
activists’ camp near Mount Rushmore) an idea which he immediately
said was better than the lottery-like chosen jury he had in mind.
Pretty soon Chomsky was asked not only to be a minister of education
in Amada’s future cabinet but also to be a “public asker” proposed
with such a bulk of people cheering this new concept/institution that
Cheney who would be his askee did not even try to say that he was not
obliged by the Constitution to be to take such an aptitude test or
even to propose that his own askers give such a test to Amada.
Somehow his initial strategy of calling her a nonentity because she
came from nowhere and was going to nowhere since she was not
planning to be a decision maker in her concept of leadership,
boomeranged into making everybody take for granted that his own
specialists in economics would have to examine not Amada, who never
said she was an expert in anything , like he supposedly was and like
he explicitly claimed he was, but to face Stiglitz and Akerloff who
would also be heads of the Ministry of Finance in Amada’s cabinet and
elected public askers and examiners of Wolfowitz and of his own
proposed ministers of finance, concurrently with the debate between
Blum and Wolfowitz as prospective vice presidents. Cheney and Amada
would cross swords in person the last week before the elections and a
quite off-the wall examination which by that time would also have
taken place would be the following : That Princeton-ex-dean friend
of Perle who had taken the position of Wolfowitz when Wolfowitz had
moved to the position of Cheney when Cheney had moved to the position
of Bush, had been elected by the public as an asker when he proposed
to ask Amada’s husband the following question:
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“You seem to have so much talent both as an artist and as a showman that if you wanted you
could easily be a millionaire. Yet you have chosen to “embrace poverty” as the expression
goes, so you open yourself to the following question : If you run into some severe health
problem and you have not bought the best insurance you might have bought if you did use all
your talents then would you not suddenly regret it? In case you would not regret it, one
would suspect that you might be a suicidal person , quite a strange marriage option for a
woman who wants to be a president of our nation, but let’s forget that, at least tentatively,
and ask how irresponsible, or even criminal, this would sound if you had children which I
presume you don’t or we would have seen them, or let’s just ask how irresponsible, or even
criminal, it already is because you do have a dependent, your wife, who might get seriously
ill and still not have the best insurance your full abilities could afford. Either you are a
resigned person, thus not exactly a model to set, or you and your wife plan to solve that
problem by entering the White House which still is not a model method to solve one’s health
insurance problem since not all people can become presidents of the country at the same
time, although admittedly it’s not certain that presidents, Bush for one, as a rule solve this
problem along ways emulatable by the majority of people but maybe they are in accordance
with the aforementioned principle of trying to solve such things to the best of one’s abilities. I
will do take pains to see how you could counterargue, if only to finally dismiss your way of
thinking as inadequate, but before really proving such a statement of mine as grounded let me
grant you the right not to answer one , admittedly justified possible worry and question of at
least one kind of psychological constitution among our listeners or, possibly, even mere
hearers, namely the suspicion that you do have something in common with some terrorist
pilots since, just like you don’t provide for the future well being of your family, namely wife,
some terrorist pilots don’t take landing lessons but only take-off lessons and lesson of
maneuvering while flying, although admittedly something analogous, at least remotely
analogous, has been ascribed by at least Ton Lehrer to Werner von Braun in the verse ““once
the rockets are up who cares where they fall down? That’s not my department” says Werner
von Braun” and although admittedly and in all fairness you might say that you might scrape
through some difficulty in life in one way or another in some way as counterintuitive as the
way you scraped through up to this point, since it is at least counterintuitive, if not outright
implausible, that people like you exist at all , the possibility still being open that you do not
really exist and you are only an artifact of prankstership like other people are artifacts of the
media or of record companies etc. Granting the, non tacit anymore, assumption that none of
the above extreme possibilities is the case let’s just say: that of course you might
counterargue as follows: “If I run into some health difficulty of my wife or of myself I’ll
borrow money from my friends and then I’ll work my butt off to pay them back but I don’t
see any reason to work my butt off and either miss the fun of having free and creative time ,
or evade the obligation to care for the common good transcending narrow family concerns,
just to pay insurance companies to cover me or my wife even if nothing ever happens to us ,
so health insurance by the state, quite generally, might well be a system of loaning and of
finding overtime work for people whose dependents run into health problems ”.Is that what
you have in mind to do in case of a health emergency ?. Suppose one asks you for the case all
potential lenders need the money and can’t lend you, OK, OK, you might counterargue that
in case of epidemics too insurance companies would go bankrupt, suppose one tells you
you’re irresponsibly trying to circumvent some conservation law of economics by working
hard only when emergency be, OK, OK, you might counterargue that, on the contrary, what
constitutes a perpetual motion machine is the system of providing for unreal needs of bigshot
doctors and insurers by paying them even when they’re covering no factual emergency of
yours, OK, let’s come to an upshot, formulated in the manner of the question I publicly and
solemnly I propose to ask you: Would you say that your answer to the question I asked you
above is “yes”?”
(There were commentators who predicted and even placed bets that this
question was so decisively and devastatingly leveling that it might
not only send the drummer away running but also send him plotting how
to have the ex-dean wounded or even killed before the meeting so as
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not to have to face that question, and for some interval of time on
the crucial day, as we’ll see presently, many of these guessers
thought they had hit bull’s eye)

The state of mind in which this whole thing was conducted is best described through
speaking of one particular evening which not only set the course of the events on fixed rails
but also epitomized the reason and the way of it: It was an evening in which Wolfowitz and
his economy experts would meet Blum with Stiglitz and Akerloff and then Cheney would
meet Chomsky, the final decision for such brainstorming having been taken with the
rationale to let the public see the whole picture before some next one-group-per-day reencounters got into the details. Either to complete a trilogy or as lighter finish off there would
follow the meeting between the Princeton ex dean and the drummer which was tongue-incheeked by many as being like the fourth, albeit only third, OK, fourth and comic, short
episode that used to close off tragic trilogies in antiquity in a way that would make the
viewers not leave the theater in a heavy mood , like e.g. the trilogy “Prometheus fire bearer ,
bonded, and untied” was accompanied by the short comedy “Prometheus inadveretent
arsonist”. Suddenly there were rumors that Cheney would not show up because something
which he did not want to discuss with anybody had set him on a terrible psychological
condition and on tranquillizers that along with his unrest would interfere with his clarity in
the meeting with Chomsky but these rumors for postponement were both refuted and
confirmed by rumors that there would only be a postponement of the hour and not the day
and that the lighter of the three meetings would occur in the interval between the heavy ones
so that viewers could be given a break between te two monstrously taxing demands on their
attention span and on the belaboring of their eardrums. Suddenly the rumors shifted to saying
that this was the condition of Wolfowitz not of Cheney and there were even rumors that he
had tried hard to sleep to have his full powers and due to some insomnia problems not
unusual with him he took some sleeping pills , which however he took rather too late and so
they caused him somnolence at the time he should be up and around and had then taken
amphetamines to shape up because cold showers didn’t do anything, and the amphetamines
did have an effect but they caused him an overagitation , mental and bodily, and he was
jogging hard to tire himself back to some relative composure of his usual HarrisonFord-like
type and he was asking if either of the other two meetings could be held in the time of the one
he played in. So the drummer was called again and asked if he could make it even earlier in
case the ex dean too could and he said OK and when the dean was late the journalists both to
pass the time and to catch some juicy gag or whatever tried to induce some self-interviewing
mood on the drummer and the following self-dialog took place in him in their presence:
“Aaah! Can a dialog be conducted the way the ex dean does it? In a dialog we’re supposed to
be speaking in turns, now it’s your turn to talk now it’s my turn, but if you not only take my
turn but also say what I would say and even say it in the wording and idiom and tone I would
say it, then I feel kind of strange and of course completely redundant; and I’m even the kind
of guy for whom his friends may be saying at this moment “look who is talking”, friends used
to call me “Lord Greyhawk” for the ease with which I picked their idiom, like Tarzan was
picking up both Oxford accent and birds’ or monkeys’ voices, or they used to call me “Zellig”
for the way I could pick their body language as chameleon-like as Woody Allen’s hero, and
now I found my master in the face of an ex dean of Princeton. Either he was quite a
splendid teacher who could transfuse his qualities through just his pores , or I’m too easy to
influence or this particular quality or whim is a contagious trait, but I feel inclined to
conduct our conversation by speaking on his behalf too. So let me repeat his so-to-speak
question and answer what he left for me to answer and go on to his next question if I can
afford to imagine it:… ”
Here the drummer repeated the ex-dean’s huge “question” almost word
for word and ended, like the ex-dean and asker “...Would you say that
your answer to the question I asked you above is “yes”?” “Yes” “You
mean that “yes” is the answer to the question I’ve just asked you now
about whether you would answer “yes” or also to the question to which
this question referred to or both?” “Both”. “Do you fully realize
the import and consequences of your answer for your party and cause
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or for my party and cause?” “I guess but I’m always ready for
surprises and overturns and counterintuitive insights when speaking
with people of your caliber, so please do unfold your thought, and
may God help the best dueler IF this is a matter of duel and not of
proposals for health insurance that the party of each would
gratefully and in full acknowledgment borrow from the opponent party
if these proposals were really better but the opponent lost in the
race”.. Suddenly this monolog was interrupted because it was
officially announced that the meeting of Amada’s husband with the
ex-dean was cancelled which was not greeted with some exaggerated
reaction, but when suddenly the meeting with Wolfowitz of all the
other people involved in it and being there and waiting, was
officially cancelled too, the ionosphere was filed with transmissions
involving the neologism “nowherentities” and also involving the
opening phrase of the well known song by Beatles going like “He’s a
real nowhere man..” and also the Simon & Garfunkel expression “The
sound of silence”. Suddenly Wolfowitz showed up in shorts and jogging
shoes, panting and sweat soaked and sweat dripping and said to the
journalists on the sidewalk: “I’m dying,ahaa-ahaa-ahaa.. I’m dying
ahaa-ahaa-ahaa” “You’re dying?! Why didn’t you say so? People are
conjecturing the worse about you!” “You mean you’re dying and you
went jogging instead of staying in bed? Or..” “I’m dying of ..ahaaahaa-ahaa, I’m dying of ..ahaa-ahaa-ahaa” “..or you mean that you’re
jogging yourself to death?” “OK, you’re dying of jogging but at the
wrong time” “I’m dying of curiosity ahaa-ahaa-ahaa” “Curiosity killed
the wolf too?” “Were you prying into something and got shot? What was
that? And where’s the blood?” “I’m dying of curiosity to see what
will happen to our country if Amada becomes president, I mean in
which way the country will collapse, that’s why I didn’t come, I
wanted to be considered as having got scared and to lose and see
what kind of impasses for the country she will create, and then be
called back to the power along with Dick, and so in the long run win
the elections; so I just ran off because I like to win the hard way”
“Off you run! Now!” “You caught your breath back , run to the winning
line, what are you waiting for?” “So you the nowherentities always
prefer the hard way , leaving easy victories to nonentities like
Amada. Is that so?” “Now you are talking. You got it” he said and
then resumed running. It turned out Cheney was upset because in a
hunting expedition that the ex-dean took him to in order to help him
relax he was so jumpy that he shot the ex-dean too, in the face
again, and then he was inconsolable and when he finally did say what
the matter was his environment realized that it was no help saying
on the phone that he would only postpone the meeting until after the
meeting of the ex-dean with Amada’s husband. When he heard the rumors
and leaks about Wolfowitz’ curiosity he realized there was a way out
and called in a press conference and said that he fully shared his
colleague’s sage stance and calm decision which showed real
statesmanship and he would follow him in his self-selected withdrawal
until they were called back to offer their services , hopefully not
so late that they would have to appeal to the brinkmanship too and
not only to their cool, their sageness and their other Nestor-like
qualities. Then running out of clichés and idioms from his freshman
year at Yale to dress the onset stages of his mental collapse he
started on recent and also on quite new directions like “we’ll
have to keep the new generation in good shape, though, to seize the
day when the eclipse of common sense is over. We’ll replace the
obsolete “Monopoly” , the table-game for kids and pensioners , with
another table-game called “Halliburton” and we two are really going
to get some screens and choose each other, I’ll show you a related
song I wrote about this recently. We’ll keep in shape playing war an
also playing “raising a new generation” and if “Halliburton” doesn’t
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sell because our visions are still way ahead of this age than we’ll
also make a computer program where, in a parallel universe,
“Halliburton” will have won the new generation away from “Monopoly”
and we’ll keep practicing so that when our time comes we surprise
everybody by how we will not have rusted but will have kept our good
shape”. To make a quite short story even shorter there were hardly
any elections for Amada to win and for Cheney to lose since both
Cheney and Wolfowitz were hospitalized and there was no precedent in
American, or other, history, nor much precise prediction in the
Constitution or legislation of what procedures to follow, or at least
what formalities to keep, to determine successors for the two
hospitalized politicians to either fight or, at least, formally hand
in the towel or to determine a successor opponent party, and anyway
all politicians and all parties implied that they were either dying
of curiosity to see how Amada would fail or dying of curiosity to see
how Amada would succeed; thus essentially power was just handed over
to Amada; the only formality kept was that a day was fixed for a
judge representing the absent president and vice president to give
Amada presidential car keys and White House keys. On well before that
day, actually right after hospitalization, Perle did visit Cheney and
Wolfowitz in the hospital right before going to see his friend the
Princeton ex-dean in the more usual but also more intensive therapy
unit and also did read the editorials of the morning papers in the
waiting room for visitors of patients as the doctors made their
morning checks with the patients. The editorials concerned themselves
mainly with the hope that the nation would not also die of the
curiosity now having climbed to power in anything but an orderly way,
and also concerned themselves with expected ruminations over the
developments going like “What is curious is not how our government
and , most probably a whole age and possibly a system, collapsed
overnight but how something that could collapse so easily had not
collapsed years ago. Maybe in our days
to consider this expected,
on empirical grounds at least, one doesn’t have to be a professor
of history knowing that such remarks were said also about imperia
with even more longevity , e.g. Byzantium and Rome, since one can
remember that very recently people were asking the same thing about
USSR. And maybe the answer to what kept so long from collapse
something which behind some lethal masks only hid a bunch of clowns
is not all that different from what answers the same question in the
case of disrupted familybusiness-size terrorist organizations”.
Anyway, let’s see here only the dialog between Perle and the ex
Princeton dean, or more precisely the self dialog of the ex-dean in
front of Perle on behalf of both of them, or rather the self dialog
of the ex-dean on behalf of he and Cheney which would even be exact
if Cheney had not become destabilized to psychotic breakdown and
hospitalized, something that the ex-dean did not give Perle a chance
to tell him in case Perle did want to tell him which he didn’t:

Princeton ex-dean: -Let’s imagine what Cheney would say to the police or rather to the judge
about the accident: “Your honor, of course I didn’t do it on purpose, and if you think that it is
too suspect a coincidence that I produced in the same period too identical accidents, I also tell
you that each of the accidents proves that both of them were accidents as much as it proves
that they were not accidents,. would I do the same crime twice without being afraid I would
attract attention and arouse suspicions? And can I disprove that I didn’t do it on purpose in
order to just tell you what I just did? The only thing that I can , possibly, just possibly, not
conclusively, appeal to is that the couple of such violations is itself the second couple of
violations in my life since, as newspapers had already mentioned at the time of my fist
shootout , when I was a young student I had been caught by police driving drunk and not only
that but soon after I again drove drunk but his second tine I saw a police car and went to the
policemen and turned myself in before they caught me. What does this prove , your honor?”
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“That the politician too hits twice in all senses of the word “twice”. How do you feel about
the incident?” “It’s the second worst
day of my life” “You mean in the temporal sense, I hope. If you mean that you were sadder
about your first victim than about your second then your partiality in feeling may arouse some
partiality in my legal judgment and not acquit you so completely as the first time around”…”
OK, at that point Perle, having more urgent business to attend to, stepped out unnoticed, not a
hard task to accomplish when the observer was a monologist talking to his internal mirror;
Perle’s parallel internal monolog as he stepped out , or already as he was listening to his
friend’s, and as possibly he was contacting his friend’s whim of always answering on his
listener’s behalf, was “Oh, Rich, sorry for just answering on Dick’s behalf to myself
instead of on yours too, and sorry for not answering also about the input concerning Dick’s
and Paul’s mental state but you didn’t tell me anything about it, but here’s what I would tell
you on your behalf if you had briefed me, so hear your monolog from my lips along with my
sincere and frank opinion that you do not run the risk of going crazy like them, not even of
contacting my whim of talking on other people’s behalf , which is not crazy but is just either
ball breaking or amusing depending on who your listener is, I mean that what you will now
hear is your own monolog quite independently from your visit to me: “I, I mean I Richard
Perle, am also dying of curiosity to see the outcome of all this but also dying of curiosity to
see if Bill and Helen, or even Mumford himself of whom Bill and Helen are mere male and
female cheerleaders, have a psychological constitution similar to Dick’s and Paul’s in the
following sense: Mumford believes, along with Oscar Wylde, that a map of the world not
containing utopia is not worth a second glance, and since utopias are parallel worlds dwelling
in our imagination from where they serve as examples to emulate or to avoid and since, thus,
using them in our thinking and planning to help us being clearheaded and in good shape to
bring one to power is a little like Dick’s and Paul’s playing virtual war and “Halliburton” on
screens to remain in good shape until being called back to power, therefore Mumford , or at
least his cheerleaders like Bill and Helen, might be just a hair’s distance from the nuthouse
too. To see if Dick, Paul and Bill are similar psychologically something must destabilize Bill
as much as those confrontations destabilized Dick and Paul. So let me do go there and
destabilize Bill”
OK, so let’s see what was the more urgent business Perle had
attend to:
(A plane is shown flying as in the beginning of episode 2 and
suddenly we’re inside Bill’s house. Perle is holding a gun at
Bill,telling him:)

to

P:-What a fake you are! You and your wife speak at no cost of Brunos and martyrs , political
or other, and then let the people who listened to your crap, in this very room, lift your own
cross. You know where Paul and Dick are?
B:-For the sake of humanity above all , but for their own sake too as a collateral benefit that I
personally don’t give a shit about, I hope they’re being treated, even belatedly, with that
medication that the gang was trying to make mandatory for the majority of US citizens, but
for the sake of some pharmaceutical companies and for the sake of sedation and easier
manipulation of those citizens . You see, I do believe in the good role of this medication, I
only object to your criteria for diagnosing who needs it. So the fact that you have diagnosed
me as crazy and not your advisees doesn’t make the cross that belongs to them a cross that
belongs to me.
P:-It was you who was quoting activist poets in junta jails who were quoting Shakespeare on
unholy people pointing the thorny road to others and keeping for themselves the road of
pleasure.
B:-You hold the gun, not me, so what’s your problem for not seeing me as a martyr? That it
was you who paid the TWA ticket and not me? Is the travel cost so major a part of the
martyrdom? Or am I not selfless enough for you because I didn’t also think of how to spare
you the jail sentence for shooting? You see what a clown you are even though your genes are
not disturbed like the genes of your advisees who took you seriously? You see which
mentor’s victims they are for listening to him and whose cross they’re carrying besides the
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one of their genes? And you see what poor cripples by birth are the only people who can take
seriously shitheads like you?
A big clay chamber pot is emptied on Perle by Jimmy from the balcony
of the midfloor. He throws the empty crock to Bill who catches it on
the air and puts it on Perle’s head. Jimmy comes down and is
leaving:

B:-See you later alligator.
J:-In a while crocodile… (he turns to Perle and continues:)
…-In a bit crock of shit. If you want clean jeans and a T-shirt I have one on the midfloor up
there. There’s also a shower there. I’ll get you a towel.
B:-Thanks Jimmy for saving my life.
Jimmy:-No sweat, call me anytime, saving you from the kind of shit you usually get into is
always fun. But keep in mind, I can’t save you from a real hitman. This one was just a
shitman, not a hitman. Shit to shit. Crock to crock.
B:-Now I’ll roll the carpet and put it in the outside balcony, before the room gets the stink. I
do know you enjoyed it, but do charge me, since carpets are your job and you have to
maintain the equipment and since getting involved in such implausible situations every now
and then is my job.
J:-Aah, don’t start that shit again. I’ll come to get the carpet for cleaning in the backyard after
the lamb is done. Now it would stink us away. OK, I go to prepare the marinara, you start
turning the skewer. The coals are ready…Oh, where does your wife keep your towels? OK, I
remembered.
Jimmy to Perle (who still has the chamber pot over his head) as he’s
looking in some drawers of a wardrobe:

-If you want to stay for lamb and wine and balalaikas, do join the party. If you want to leave
in your own suit stay until after the party and use the hose I’ll use for the carpet. If you want
to leave in my jeans and T-shirt don’t leave any money, your money is dirtier than your shit.
And when you want to shoot, shoot. Don’t talk.
Perle removes the chamber pot from his head:

P:-I wonder where I’ve heard that. Wasn’t that Eli Wallace speaking from a bathtub?
J:-It sure was. And you got the suggestion too.
P:-Yes! It was in “The good the bad and the ugly”. I wonder who of the three I am.
J:-Finally you are all three of them. Now go get beautiful. Bill, you too got any suggestion
for him?
B:-Rich, when you want to talk, talk. Don’t shit. And devote your life to at least that kind of
victims of you. I mean Dick and Paul.
(Jimmy throws him the towel he has just picked from the wardrobe he
was fumbling in)

CURTAIN
BEHIND CURTAIN
“Do not despair. One of the thieves was saved.
Do not presume. One of the thieves was lost”
St Augustine
Follow up: Three of the gang were saved (OK, the third one was just relatively saved)Two
of the gang had a more complete vacation from their senses but only temporarily and then
went back to mere “soul loss a usual” but being (just a little) saner than (their) usual. But this
was later, not when the party, mentioned and following, took place.
The first notes of the “Hymn to Joy” of Schiller/Beethoven are heard:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_C9RPUQ1vwQ
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(photo shown still among instrumental introduction to Hymn):

J:-And if after the shower the shithead finally does come here, remind me to tell him that it
was we who had stolen his shit the first time he had come. And that it was not in order to put
it on display or to send it to Mick Jagger or to clone his DNA that I was saving his shit in
the clay crock , but just to put it back to where it belonged: To his head which explodes so
phenomenally with crappy ideas that he shines forth shit like a shit supernova. And also
remind me to tell him that he’s not cut out for westerns but for slapsticks.
H:-Oh, so looking back to it was not a Bushtrap but a Perletrap. And the letter containing the
greaser story* was the warning .
S:-Mom, does slapsticks come from shitslap plus shit sticks plus not wanting to speak of shit
anymore?
H:-Wow! Look how proud your father is when he sees this gene of his DNA present in yours
too.
…………………………….
* Let’s include here and now a part of “Notes to Episode 3” which explains this thus making
episode 3 really self contained and the reading of the notes to it really optional:
…Once, some officials and authorities had come on one of those torture islands to see how

rehabilitation was going, and the sentenced were given better food and even wine for that
festivity but one of them was absent from the roll call and nobody had an idea where he might
be, escape was impossible, so they just forgot about him and focused on the event. Suddenly
he showed up stark naked but all self smeared with shit all over his body and holding two
huge buckets filled to the brim with shit which he must have been storing from the toilets for
days. He approached the officials and their ladies and started plastering all of them and all the
heads and guards of the torture camp with splashing handfuls of shit of every color, age and
smell. Being shitty and loathsome by his self smearing , he made the guards hesitate to grab
him when ordered to. And when they were threatened and forced to, his also being naked
made his slimeness so slippery that the shit bath he was subjecting his targets was not
truncated very abruptly and the effects of his self-therapeutic psychodrama in this encounter
group were not canceled by the consequences that followed for him (of which none was tried
on him for the first time anyway, and none had been spared even in the absence of his doing
something so healing for himself and for the onlookers) Maybe a valid analysis of how the
idea had dawned on him would be that this inspired guy had thought: “You fucking necktied
shitbags, you’re so full of shit that you’re essentially untouchables. To do anything to you,
any honest man will have to do so dishonest things and become so much like you that he
feels it as being quite literal to say the idiom “wherever I touch him he stinks”. But I’ve just
found the way to make myself as untouchable as you by becoming as full of shit as you but
remaining different from you. My shit will wash off if I just take a dive afterwards, but yours
will remain unless, to rinse, you do something as drastic as something that’ll send you here
as prisoners yourselves, which of course you won’t do” After that “greasing” he gave every
asshole around he was nicknamed “greaser”…
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Oh You Joy Gift from the Heavens to the blissful mortal man
You give Life and Love in Freedom and a faithful loving friend

Photo of Bill, Jimmy, Bill’s wife and daughter, Bush with Laura and Rumsfeld with Daisy,
and other people living there eating, drinking and singing. Perle is also there (in Jimmy’s
jeans and T-shirt with a big sign (to be zoomed on) on its chest writing: “I’m so happy I could
shit”.
Subtitle (sung by the Schiller-Beethoven soundtrack too):

Subtitle of the latter photo when put together will be:
With Your Magic You unite us and You break the chains of Fate
All the World you make our Brothers when Your wings all wide You spread

Photo of Cheney, Wolfowitz playing on PCs with spiteful looks.
Subtitle (also sung by the Schiller-Beethoven soundtrack too):
Subtitle of the this last photo when put together will be:
Glory to whoever only one soul hosts within his heart
let the rest with pain be parted and from us just live afar
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Holy Joy Gift from the Heavens Daughter from the Fields of Gods
to your Altar I’m now kneeling Sacred Fire now moves my heart
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When not obscur’d anymore , this is the form of the Angelic Land:
(for US too like it is for any other country)

…this world the small the Great:

Happy End of a part of episode 3 which, in retrospect, could be titled
“The quite bearable challenge and call from back to the future”
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CURTAIN LIFTED AGAIN:
BACK TO THE DAY AFTER
Y en el final del iracundo mar, en la lluvia del oceano,
surgen las alas del albatros, como dos sistemas de sal.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
estableciendo en el silencio
como gotas de sangre y plumas
entre las rachas torrenciales
los cardenales desangraban
con su espaciosa jerarquia el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Neruda-Theodorakis
The day after Amada was handed over the president’s keys etc there is
a rock concert , as promised; she will go upstage to sing at some
point with her husband and his brother, but right now she is sitting
in the front row of the tiers of the stadium along with the audience
while a South American group is playing the bird song of Neruda’s
Canto Heneral. Suddenly a guy dressed in jeans and jacket that look
like an American flag and wearing a cowboy hat, sitting right behind
Amada’s husband who is sitting on the right of Amada and on the left
of his brother, Bill (the guy who looks a lot like Jack Nicholson)
takes out two muffled guns and shoots the two men right on a temple,
he does the same motion to Amada but just shoots her in the neck
because she has turned to see what was the sound she heard. The man ,
as if programmed and unaware she’s not dead puts the one gun in his
mouth and shoots. The immediate circle of concert listeners and
voters of Amada gathers:

Amanda:-Please take us to the stage.
One listener and voter:-You’re bleeding profusely, we’ve got to call an ambulance, there may
still be time. Hold on, don’t give up yet.
Amanda:-No, I really prefer to go on stage and die there between my husband and Bill.
Another listener and voter:-Is it because you want to keep company to them?
Amanda:-No it’s that they wanted to keep company to me just in case I got shot, because I
was the one who was risking today, and you’ll have a cheat for president if I am the one who
kept alive finally. More or less my mission is accomplished, I just wanted to bring Blum to
power as a usual president, with a vice president as usual etc etc, eventually, and I was just
representing the American people risking to protect him in his job of disentangling the people
from war industry. So prove to me that you’ll know how to protect Blum from the next
assassin by protecting me from the ambulances and from the police cars coming to get me to
a hospital or to find out about the assassin, it’s not really important to know what he really
was and all that; now just take us to the stage.
Another listener and voter:-That’s easy, we’ll just give the police the corpse of the shooter
just telling them he committed suicide, like he really did, and then we’ll disappear before
they start asking more questions, there aren’t many of us yet who know that you guys have
been shot too, we’ll lift all three of you on our arms and carry you to the stage, it’ll take a
while for everybody to know that something happened.
The guy handling the spotlights has realized something is happening
but not exactly what, he spotlights Amanda being lifted on arms and
rushed to the stage and he briefly spotlights the drummer and his
brother as they are also being carried to the stage in this way, Bush
and Rumsfeld from some tiers higher in the stadium, full of
flashbacks from themselves being carried like that some weeks ago but
also as if suspecting something unusual is going on, stand up and
watch the spotlight very attentively; the song, by coincidence like
in their case, is in the part of the bird song where a moon of birds
and a living river of shadow and a comet tail made of innumerable
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pulsing bird hearts is going to eclipse for a moment the world’s
sun pulsing over the ocean, the finale about the calming of the
ocean surface hit for a while by tropical rain and about the
bleeding cardinals just before red dawn, is being sung as Amada,
bleeding red, is put on a chair between two chairs with her husband
and his brother dead, her arms are over their shoulders, the audience
realizes what’s going on and everybody rises shocked and alarmed,
people nationwide in front of their TVs, and also Bill, Helen and
Suzy have also risen, shocked and alarmed, Suzy holding Mickey tight
to her chest, a moustached and somewhat fat man and a little girl a
somewhat older than Suzy and also holding a Mickey tight to her
chest, are also standing up shocked in front of a TV, a Balkanian
looking woman by herself is collapsed on a sofa watching a TV while,
chaotically and frantically, scenes with the Nicholson-like Bill,
many of them quite wildly erotic or even hardcore, pass as flashbacks
from her mind’s eye, suddenly the whole stadium, Bush and Rumsfeld
included, raise an arm in salutation and goodbye, like Bill, and
even the gang as buffoon opera, some weeks ago had raised for the
collapsed Indian in the United fruit song. Suddenly everybody is
singing for her too, and somewhere during the song Amanda dies, the
song she would dedicate to her husband, and to his brother too as
she had dedicated to Rachel Corrie.
(Bill wears his black glasses, Helen leans on his shoulder weeping,
Suzy leans on her mom’s hip weeping, the other little girl leans on
her father’s hip weeping, the Balkanian looking woman is standing up
with her face submerged into her hands and in sobs). The lyrics they
had all learned from that pre-election TV night are:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mt5R5Mn5mE

Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s still hope left in the world, it’s not gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain’s not the measure, we won’t leave your treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
The Neruda verses and the photos below were put together by Helen as
dedication to two great women and sitting ducks whom she called
“bleeding cardinals” for knowing that the real way to Mount Rushmore
sometimes is like to Mount Golgotha and for deciding their Icarus
fall in a way as unpresuming as taking a dive in any isle Icaria’s
falls:
And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain,
the wings of the albatros rise up like two systems of salt
All was flight in our land
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy the order of the wilds.
The dawn of Anahuac.
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I got a life to lead*

Mission accomplished
*The reason this play is a comedy is of course not in the play but in real life. It’s the originals that are
cartoons parodying their copies in it, not the other way around (and if we imagine this was the end of a
film and not of a book, and it also showed the actors putting back on their usual clothes and leaving the
scene as casually as always, e.g. talking and joking while walking, this point would be made even
better, and almost without words. As apology to South Americans too (for the use of Allende) see next
page and compare the size of the the two men wearing helmets, i.e. compare man size to mosquito-pilot
John Alevizos, Easter 2006
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